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PREFACE

[t was in the year 1937, when Mr. P. K. GODE and
I were engaged, on founding two monthly journals in
the Oriental field (the Oriental Literary Digest and the
Ne'iC.) Jlldjall Antiquar)') that wc repeatedly requested
Dc. V. S. SUKTHANKAK to enlarge his P'ro!cgomello to
the critical edition of tilt: Adipan'an of the Maha·
bbarata mto a full-Hedged Introduction to Indian
Textual Criticism. VYe were deeply conscious of the
paucity of critical editions of Indian classical te-X(S, and
the large number of texts which were being published
everywhere in India showed vcry little acquaintance with
the modern critical methods of editing them. It wns
natural fOI" us to approach one who, by his life-long
labours as well as by his critical training under one of
the most distinguished scholars of Europe, had esta
blished for himself ~md Indian textual criticism a unique
reputation in the world of scholarship, and won recog
nition For the scientific principles of Indian textual
criticism which he had patiently worked out in the cause
of the Great Epic. Little did I dream at the time that
that task would ultimately fall to my share, and I here
place on record my regret that the book which should
have been written by Dr. SIlK·I~HANKAR with his unrival
led knowledge of Indian texts is now being substituted
by the present work,-l hope temporarily. I stilt wish
that Dr. SlJKTHANK.'\1{ would find sOllle leisure from his
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arduous task of editing the Great Epic and bring out a
standard Handbook of Textual Criticism for Indian
classical texts, giving' us the ad\·antage of his unique
experience and unrivalled knowledge. In the meantime
the present Introduction is meant as a 'stop-gap '.

With the increasing interest shown by Indian
scholars in editing their ancient classics frum manuscripts
preserved in India or 3broad, be they in Sanskrit,
Prakrit or modem Indian languages, the need of a short
lllanual giving the main principles of textual criticism
and showing the proper methods of critical editing is
gn:atly ielt. \Vith vcry few exceptions the critical editing
uf texts in India is lagging behind, and the editors have
neither the training nor the proper guidance to qualify
them for their task.

Some of the European books on textual criticism
give a iell' hints, but tht=y take into account only Euro
pean conditions where the literary tradition has been
better preserved. The critical edition of our Great Epic,
the Mahabharata, by the Bhandarkar Oriental Hescarch
Institutr has shown that the science of textual criticism
as del-eloped by Europeans does not sol\'e all our Indian
problems and that certain adaptations are necessary for
our conditions_

The aim of the present Introduction is to show
with reference to Indian (:onditions the principal features
of the science of textual criticism, in sO' far as it can be
a science, and thus enable future editors to master the
1Il0dern methods of critical editing. It is boped that
whlCn our Universities raise the level of Indian dassical
studies to that of classical studies in Europe, the subject

-of textual criticism will form part and parcel of the
equipment of every scholar in this subject passmg
through the portals uf the Universities.

In this manner the vast store-house of unpublished
manuscripts still reposing in the archives and libraries of
India may find the light of day in a critical garb and
integrate the efforts, both oi individuals and of institu
tions, in bringing the masterpieces of ancient and
medieval India tu aU scholars in the Illodern world.

It is a matter of coincidence that while writing this
short Introduction I am holding the chair of Indo
European Philology in the Deccan College Research
lnstitutc. It is too well~known to need specific mention
here that the Dcccan College became the repository of
the manuscripts collected by the Governmcnt of Bombay,
chiefly through the agency of the Professors of Sanskrit
in this college, and with the establishing of the Bhandar
kar Oriental Research Institute the entire Government
Collection was transferred to that Institute. The work
of collection spread over half a century, and part uf
these Mss. have been critically ur otherwise edited; but
the large number of M ss. which arc still unedited demand
the concerted labours of generations of scholars. I hope
and pray that this short Introduction may induce some
of our promising young scholars to edit criticaUy a few
of the important texts which otherwise will remain
unnoticed {or the simple reason that they arc not avait
able in reliable editions. If this Introduction serv<;s that
little purpose my object in writing it will be served, and
,a beginning made to appreciate the great labours of such
-eminent scholars like the late Sir Hamakrishna Gopal
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BH,\NDi\RKAR and Professors BUEI-ILER and KIELI-IORN,

tu mention a few only. 1n this sense [ consider the
present work as a small offering to their memory.

There is no claim to originality in this work; the
labours of my predecessors have amply provided me
with all the material I needed, and I have indicated the
major works which 1 have constantly referred to in the
section on bibliography. But to SLJKTI-r.t\~Ki\R'S Prole
gomena, POSTGA"i"E'S two brilliant articles on textual
criticism contributed to the Encyclopaedia Britannica and
the Companion la La/in Studies -and ]ElIB'S article on

the same subject in the Companion la Greek Studies ancl
finally to HAU's Companion to Classical Studies I am

particularly indebted. The extent of my indebtedness
cannot be measured in terms of references to these works
in the footnotes; and I have read and consulted thel;'!
so often that much of their thoughts and expressions and
even sentences have crept in unconsciously in my own
writing. It is meet, therefore, that I should render my
special thanks to these authors at this juncture.

There is much work to be done with reference to
textual criticism 111 Inrlia. The existing Descriptive
Catalogues give us a good deal of information about the
1\155., but wc have no history of l\1ss., or even an
attempt towards linking up the different exemplars of a
~iven text. One of the most urgent needs of the science
is this aspect of a critical catalogue of Mss. giving
sle1lltnala codic/I1lt 01: all the texts, a work which requires
the co-operation of a large body of scholars working
under a central organisation. Perhaps the permanent
body of the All-India Oriental Conference may at some
future date undertab:"'this responsibility. In the mean-

time 1 would like to appeal to readers of this hook tu
wmmence the work and publish their papers in the
various Oriental Journals now in existence, side by side
with their editorial activities.

There are many things lacking in the present work.
One of the important aspects is concerned with palaeo
graphy, and particularly with the characters in each
script which are liable to more than onc interpretation
in the scribe's proneness to errors of a visual nature.
But as I have reserved this study of Historical Palaeo
graphy of Indian lVlanuscripts for a separate treatise, I
have eschewed it fro111 the present work. If ever a
second edition becomes necessary 1 hope to revise this
work in the light of further sLlggestions, and make it
even more useful than it is at present.

There now remains to me the pleasant duty of
acknowledging the help I have received in the execution
of this work. First and foremost 1 have to thank Dr. V.
S. SUKTHflNKi\l{ whose constant guidance and collabora
tion in the many tasks· which I set before myself have
ever been a source of inspiration to me. But for him I
would not have ventured to enter this field. \Vhatever
good points there may he in this work arc mostly due to
him, bllt for any shortcomings I alone am responsible. He
has not only l'ead the original typescript of this work
and made valuable suggestions and saved me from a
number of errors, but has also gone over the proofs.
To my colleague and inseparable companion, Mr. P. K.
(;OD£, 1 have never looked in "ain for help and
encouragement. His ready co-operation has added a
valuable chapter to this work in the shape of Appendix
rI, and he has read over the proofs and helped me in



every possible wa),. The eight years of our acquaintance
have been the mOst fruitful in our lives, and since 1937
our joint labours for the cause of Indology have found
shape in much editorial activity. - 1 cannot thank him
enough for his goodness and collaboration which have
made possible many of the ambitious projects which I
initiated and brought to a successful conclusion.

My thanks are also due to Principal R. D.
K/\RMARKAR for his constant encouragement while I was.
serving as Professor of Sanskritic Languages in the S. P ~

College and for placing at my disposal many inaccessible
publications since I have known him. To Dr. 1. J. S.
TA"R,\POREWl\J./\ I have to express my special thanks for'
letting me have the free use of his personal library;
similarly Dr. P. M. ]OSHI kept at my disposal for as
long as 1 required most of the books needed by me from
the University Library, and I hereb)' tender him ":IY
Illost sincere thanks.

s. M. KATRE

Vijayadasami
30th September, 1941
Deccan College Research Institute,
Poona.

Finally I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to
the University of Bombay for the substantial financial
help it has granted towards the cost of the publication
of this book.

)1:111PREFACE
PREFACEXII

Above all I have to oHer my thanks to Mr. M. N.
KULKl\RNI of the Karnatak Publishing House, and the
Karnatak Printing Press for giving this excellent appear.
ance to the work. Both as Publishers and Printers of
the r ill Indi/m AnJiquory they have upheld their great
tradi on for artistic printing and special regard for
schoh..rly endeavours in the face of uneconomic produc
tion, and it is indeed a pleasure to me to dedicate the
present work to the noble cause which they have'
undertaken.*

.. The saJe proceeds of this work will be devoted to the promotion,
of the New Indian Antiquary.

L



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Textual criticism has naturally to deal with texts. It may
be defined as • the skilled and methodical exercise of the human
intellect on the setUancnt of lexls. By a text we under~

stand a document written in a language known, more or less,
to the inquirer, and assumed to have a meaning which has
been or can be ascertained.' 1 Such being the case. it will be
<tppropriate, in order to clarify the nature of the problems con
fronting a textual critic, to begin with a sketch of the history

<of textual transmi~ion in India up to the period when printing
was introduced.

Since a text implies, according to the above definition, a
writlen document. the knowledge of writing has to be presumed
for the basis of our study. Until the disoovery of thE.' Harappa

:and Mohenjo Dam culture. the antiquity of writing did not seem
to go back to a very early age in India, since the earliest written
documents apparently did not reach back beyond the fourth cen~

'tUlY 8.C. although literary evidence. especially that derived from
·Greek sources, pointffi to the currency of writing at least a century
earlier. So far no documents have been discovered either at
Harappa or at Mohcnjo Dam, but a large number of seals and

'sealings and pottery fragments are found to contain inscriptions
"in a script which has not so far been successfully and convinc
ingly deciphered. The inscriptions are Quite short. Copper tablets
are also found with inscribed writing, Minute characters are
-engraved on certain bangles of vitrified clay.1 On this evidence
Sir John MARSHAU_ remarks: 'In the absence of otber material5
like clay tablets, we must infer that the Indus scribes, in the
'place of clay, employed less durable materials. such as birch-bark,

POSTACE in Companion 10 Lalin Sl.lfdie~. p. 791.
~ M'..USH .... LL. Mr;!le'ljo Daro, I. 40.
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palm-leaves. parchmcot, wood or COlton doth. any of which.
would naturally have perished in the course of the ages.'"

In his inter~ting book on the lnckls Civilisatioll, MACKAY

remarks, following the lead of Sir John MARSHALL : • The .script
appears very much the same on all the Qbjects, irrespectIve of
whether they wcre unearthed at high or low levels of the two
cities.... A different or more cursive style of writing may. of
course, have been used for ordinary occasions. though there is
at present no evidence to prove this. The complete absence of
any long documents suggests that the writing materials in general
u~ were leather, wood. or even possibly leaves, all of which have
long since perished in the damp and salty soil' .. Certain thin
pottery plaques. rectangullir in shape with a perforated lug at
one end, may have been intended for writing tablets. They are
of small size. ranging from four to seven inches in length. and
were doubtless once covered with a smooth substance from which
the writing could be washed. after the fashion of the wooden
lablets still used' in India'-' ... pot-marks are not common at

Mohenjo Dam. although more frequent at I-Iarappa, and when
found on the former site are scratched on the shoulder of large
jars. in this case the marks lake the form of ch~racters on ~he

seal.amulets. but. strangely enough, no potsherd IS known With
any long inscription UI)Qn it, unless very soluble ink was used that
has vanished in the course of centuries.' ... one sherd has, how
ever, come to light at Mohenjo Dam 00 one side of which is
roughly scratched the picture of a boat. and on the reverse a
couple of' pictographic characters.'; Further on he rerna~ks:

. Only onc specimen of a theriornurphic jar has come to IJght.
and this is in lhe shape of a COllchant ram with a dee~) hollow
in the back, which may have served as an ink-wel1.'s It is

apparent from this discussion that althou~h we ~~ve no ex.act

knowledge of the I ncIus script or the possIble wntlOg matenals
used by the Indus scribes, the existence of writing during the

period is beyond doubt.

Another fact connected with Mohenjo Daro but strangely
omitted. from the ofTJcial reports is the discovery of a piece of
silver, 'bearing the number DK 1341 (N. S. 9). made by Rao
Bahadur (then Mr.) K. N. DIKSJII1', on the 1st of January 1926,
on both sides of which he noted the occurrence of cuneiform
punches.!! This silver piece is the earliest known cuneiform in
scription or writing found in India, and will form part of the
work of a future palaeographist who will have to revise the now
classical treatise of BUHLER.IU

Such being the case, how COtfl(S it that there is no sJlecific
mention of writing to be found in Indian literature followinlt the
Indus Valley civilisation? The problem in India is fraught with
difficulties since even for the modcrn Hindu, the Vedas and $astras
exist only' in the mouth of the teacher,' whose word has more
weight than a written text, and they can only be learnt from
teachers, not. from manuscripts (Mss..) or books, Even today
the Hindus esteem only the mukhaslhii IJjJyii, the learning which
the Pandit has imprinted on his memory. As BUHLER says' even
the modem poets do not wish to be read. but hope that their
verses will become "ornaments for the throats of the learned"
(salam kn~llhabhi4aJ.llml.)" According to the same scholar, • a;,
far as our observation reaches. this state of things has always
been the same since the earliest times,' but we cannot. agree with
him when he says that' its ultimate cause probably is that the
beginning of the Hindu 8astras and poetry goes back to a time
when writing was unknown. and that a system of oral teaching.
already traceable in the ~gvcda. was fully developed before the
introduction of written characters:l~ since the existence of written
characters before this period is now proved by the Mohenjo Dare
and Harappa seals and amulets. But the period between the
Indus Valley pictographic alphabet and the Mauryan characters
of the Brahmi or Kharosthi type is a dark one in Indian history
although efforts are not lacking to connect these two. ProfessOl

" Ibid., 35.
Indus CilJilisalilJl1, p. 13.

~ Ibid.. 139.

,; Ibid., 155.
[bid.. 155.

s Ibid., 157.

9 I am indebted to Prof. D. D. KOSAMUl for this information.
HI Indisc:he PalaeograPhie. Strassburg, 1896.
~1 Ibid., p. 4. '2 Ibid.
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LANGOON makes out a case for deriving the early Brahmi alpha
bet from the Indus script, but until the gap is bridged by (m>h

discoveries, and until the dark period has been illuminated by
the unravelling of the Indus script itself, such theories will ["C

main in the field of speculation only.
Literary evidence for the use of writing is to be found in

Brahmanical, Buddhist and lain literatures, but as the chronOlogy
of these works is not determinable exactly, we have to consider
the evidence found in foreign dated sources to be more important.
. To the last quarter of the fourth century RC. refers the state
ment of Nearchos. according to which the Hindus wrote letters
-on well beaten cloth, and the note of Q. Curtius. which mentions
the tender inner bark of trees as serving the same purpose, and
dearly points out to the early utilisation of the well-known birch
bark.'n These statements indicate the currency of writing in India
on two different indigenous materials during B.C, 327-25. Simi
larly the results of palaeographic examination of the most ancient
Indian inscriptions (other than those found at Mohenjo Daro
or Harappa) fully agree with the literary evidence, which bears
witness to the widely spread use of writing during the fifth
century B.e. and perhaps even earlier, as we know" it.

The study of the development of the written characters during
the entire evolution of writing in India, from the Indus Valley
civiliS3tion to the Brahmi and Kharo${:hi and to their later forms
must form part of a separate treatise on Indian palaeography,
and await the decipherment of the Indus script. For the later
scripts BURLER'S excellent monograph on the subject may still
be consulted.

Among the writing materials used by the Hindus may be
mentioned the following:

(a) Birch-bark or the inner bark of the Bhijrja tree which
the Himalaya pnxluces in great quantity, probably already alluded
to by Curtius as a writing material used at the time of Alexander's
invasion, and later named as such in Northern Buddhist and
Brahmanical Sanskrit writing. The oldest documents yet dis-

-_..-._----
'3 Ibid" p. 6,

covered. written on this material, are the KharO$thi Dhammapada
from Khotan and the inscribed 'twists' tied up with threads
which MAS$ON discovered in $liipas in Afghanistan. Next come
the fragments of the Godfrey Collections and lhe Bow{.T Manu
script, the leaves of which have been cut according to the size of
the palm-leaves. and like these, pierced in the middle in order
to pass a string through to hold them together. Next in age is
the Bakhshali Manuscript. and then folk>w after a considerable
interval the birch-bark Mss. from Kashmir in the libraries of
Poena. Lahore, Calcutta, London. Oxford. Vienna and Berlin•
nonc of which are probably earlier than the 15th century A.D.

(b) Cotton cloth, mentioned by Nearchos-. is also referred
to by some metrical Smrtis and several inscriptions of the S3.la
vahana period. a~ material on which official and private docu
ments were written, and which is C'dlled /J.a/a, pa/ikii or k(lr,p(tsikrl
pala, According to BURNELI. <lnd RICE. Kaoarese traders still
use a: kind of cloth called karj(llom. which is covered with a paste
of tamarind S€ed and afterwards blackened with charcoal. The
letters arc written with chalk or ste3tite ,I>encil. and the writing
is white or black.

BiiHLEK found Cl silk band with the list of the Jain SUtras.
written in ink at Jcsalmir, while PETERSOK discovered a Ms.

written on cloth dated Vikrama Sariwat 1418 (A.D., 1351-52)
at Anahilvad Patan. In the . Ya-men' ruin STEIN discovered a

strip of white silk inscribed with Kha~hi, and at the ancient
temples of Miran he found three large pieces of fine coloured silk
with Kharo;.thI inilCription~. Another specimen was found by
him at the 'Jade Gate', with similar characters, while at the
Great Majf<lZine of the Limes he found a narrow strip of silk
bearing a long line in India Brihmi character of a type asso
ciated with the rule of the lndo-Scythian or Kushana Emperors.

(cl Wooden boards are referred to in Vinayapitaka and the
]atakm;. An inscription of the Western K$atrapa Nahapana
speaks of boards (phala,ka) in the guild·halL on which agreement!>,
regarding loans were recorded. Mss. on varnished boards arc
common in Bunna and an Indian Ms. of this type, hailing from
Assam. is in the possession of the Bodleian Library at Oxford.
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(d) Palm-leaves as writing material are referred to by
Hsuan-Chuang (7th cent. A.D.), but their use seems to go back
to a much earlier period.

The Horiuzi palm-leaf Ms. certainly goes back to the sixth
century, and some fragments in the Godfrey Collection from
Kashgar have been assigned, on palaeographic evidence, to the
fourth century, and are older than the Bower Ms. Since the
bhurja-pattr.a leaves of the Bower Ms. are ClIt according to
the size of the palm-leaves, which is also the case with the
Taxila Copper-Plate grant belonging to a period not later than the
first century A.D., it follows that the palm-leaves must have been
in use even at this early period in the Panjab, hundreds of miles
away from the Dcccan, which was the natural home of the
palm-leaf. Their length varies between one and three feet and
their brea.dth between one and a quarter to four inches.

The palm-leaf Mss. of India are made from the leaves of
Corypha umbnuulifera. or Borassus tlabe/lifera; the former is
"indigenous in India but the latter was probably introduced from
Africa. The leaves of both these trees arc long and tapering,
with central ribs. By an exhaustive examination of the well
known palm-leaf Mss. HOERNLE came to the conclusion that all
the earlier palm-leaf Mss. are made from the leaves of Cory{lha.

The numerous palm-leaf Mss. from the Horiuzi Ms. down
wards prove that since ancient times they were written on with
ink all over Northern, Eastern, Central and Western India; in
the Dravidian districts and in Orissa, the letters were, and still
are, incised with a stilus and afterwards blackened with 'SOOt or
charcoal. All palm-leaf Mss. are pierced either with one hole,
usually in the middle, more rarely, in specimens from Kashgar,
on the left; or with two holes on the left and the right, through
which strings (sutra or sarayantraka) are passed in order to
keep the leaves together.

(e) From a reference in Subandhu's ViisovadattiiH it is
inferred that skins were used for writing, but in view of its ritual
impurity, this inference, so far as Hindu writings are concerned,

" hzdische Palaeographie. p. 78,

is a little hazardous. In the European collections pieces of leather
from Kashgar inscribed with Indian characters are said to exist.
During his epoch-making expedition in Chinese Turkistan STEIN
(now Sir Aurel) discovered at Niya about two dozen Khar~thi

documents on leather mostly dated and apparently official, the
material used for writing being little suspected among a Buddhist
population with an Indian civilisation. In this connection
Vincent SMITH, (in his short note contributed to jRAS 1902.
232 ff.) refcrs to Strabo (xv, 72, 73 translated by MCCRINDLE,
Andent /ndiOl as desaibed by Stlabo, p. 71) who has preserved
.a notice of an Indian official document on parchment sent to
Augustus CeaseI' who died in A,D. 14. Thus the use of leather or
parchment does not altogether seem to be outside the scope of
early Indian scribes in spite of the ritual impurity attached to it.

(f) Metals are not only referred to in Indian literature, but
many of the important grants are found to be inscribed on metal
plates. Cold and silver plates have been utilized for writing and
specimens of votive inscriptions have been discovered in the Stiipas
at Gangu near Taxi!a and at Bh3'l;tiprolu. More numerous than
these arc the copper-plates (tiimwpafa, tiimrapaltra, tamra.{iis.ana
or simply llimra) used for various kinds of documents intended
to last, and especially land-grants. Fa-hian (about 400 A.D,) refers
to copper-plate grants handed down from Buddha's time; the
Soghaura plate tclls us that during the Maurya period official de
crees wcre committed to copper. This plate has been cast in a
mould of sand, into which the letters and the emblems above
thcm had been previously scratched with a stilus or a pointed
piece of wood. Hence both the letters and the emblems apIX-'ar on
the plate in relievo. All other copper1)lates have been fashioned
with the hammer. and many among them show distinct traces of
the blows. Their thickness and size vary considerably, some being
on very thin sheets which could lx' bent double and weighing only
a few ounces, while others arc exceedingly massive and are Eight or
nine pounds in weight or even heavier. Their size is partly deter
mined by the nature of the writing material commonly used in th£'
districts where they were issued originally, and partly by the extent
.Clf the document to be engrawd, the size of the clerk's writing and
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so forth. The smiths atways imitated the originals given them..
and consequently if these were on palm-leaves. the plates were
made narrow and long: and if they were on birch-bark, the plates,
became much broader. often almost square. The narrow plates
are characteristic of Southern India and the broader ones of
1>laces further north, If more than onc plate was required. the
several plates were usually connected by copper rings passed
through round holes in the plates. The single ring is found in the
souttJ. Various copper statues show votive inscriptions on their
bases.

(g) Stones of the most various kinds. round and artificially
smoothed blocks of basalt or trap, as well as artistkally carvc.d
columns of sandstone. or even prisms of crystal, have been used
for making documents since the moot ancient times; such writ
ings vary from official and private document!> to even poetical
effusions. Large fragments of plays by the cahamana kin~.

Vigraha IV, and by hi~ poet-laureate Somadeva. have been found
at Ajmer, and a large Jaina Sthalapuriilw in a number of sargas
exists at Bijhol.li.

(h) Bricks on which Buddhist SCltlas are inscribed have·
been found in the North-Western Provinces. The characters,
were apparently !;Cratched on the moist clay before it was baked~

(j) Paper MSs. are generally not older than the thirteenth
century .....D. It is very doubtful if any; of the ancient Mss. from
Kashgar which are written on a peculiar paper, covered with a
layer of gypsum, are of lndiarr origin. HOERNLE was of opinion
that at! of them were written in Central Asia Much remains
to be done in the case of paper Mss. So far there has not been
any consistent or sustained effort at the study of the materia~

of these Mss. as it comes down to us from different centres and
through different periods. A study in this direction may enable'
us, for,jnstance, to fix within reasonable limits the datcs of given
paper Mss; by a study of its composition, appearance. size and
water-marks, if any, the paper on which Mss. are written rna)'
lend itself to chronological classification, and act as an indepen
dent witness as to the age of the Mss. by the side of palaeography.
In a sense this can act as a check on historical palaeography.

Ink seems to have been used for writing from vcry early
limes. Jt has been surmised by MACKAY and others that the
specimen of a theriomorphic jar (ound at MoI.wnjo Daro in the
~hapc of a couchant ram with a deep hollow in the back may
have been an ink-well. Comin~ to more well-known times, the
statements of Nearchos and Q. Curtius make it very probable that
ink was used in India already during the 4th century B.C. The
Khar~hi Documents from Khotan prove its popularity at least
in the 1st century A.D. But the oldest specimen of writing with
ink so far known is found on the relic·va~ of the StUpa of Andher
and is certainly not later than tilt'! 2nd century D.C. Painted in
scriptions are still found in the caves at Ajanta. The Jains have
later used coloured ink extensively in their Mss. Besides chalk.
red lead or minium (hi}i~ula) was used as a substitute for ink.
already in ancient times.

The general name of an . instrument of writing· is lekhan,
which includes the stilus, pencils, brushcs, reed and wooden pens.
Already in the 4th century B.C. the professional writer is called
lipikara or libilwro ; in the 7th and 8th centuries A.D. the writer of
documents is called divirOpa1i: since the Ilth century the pro
fessional writer is also referred lo as kiiyastha, although as a caste
name it first occurs in thE: KaJ)asva inscription of .....0. 738-39_
Other designations of the writers of inscriptions are karlll.lO(k6).

or more rarely karat.un, siisanika and dhtlTmalekhin. Calligra
phically Indian Mss. are not signincant.

It is also necessary at this stage to know the external ar
rangements of inscriptions and manuscripts regarding lines, group·
ing of words, punctuation and other details.

Already in the earliest inscriptions incised on smoothed stones
the inscribers have tried to fonn regular straight lines and to
make the upper mds of the nuitrkas of equal height. This effort
on the part of A§oka's masons has rarely succeeded in more than
a few consecutive words, but in other documents of the same
period, as in the Ghasundi Stone inscription, the later and still
valid principle has been morc carefully observed, according 10
which only the vowel signs, the superscribed 10 and similar addi
tions may protrude above the upper line. The lines of the Mss.
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.are always very regular, even in the earliest sIX-'Cimens, such as
the Prakrit Dhammopada from Khotao or the Fragments of Bud
dhist Dramas found in Turfan, and probably have been made
with the help of a straight edge. In the ancient palm-leaf Mss.
and later in paper Mss. also, the ends of the lines are marked by
vertical double marks or lines, running across the whole breadth
'of the leaves. In the Mss. the lines always run horizontally, from
top to bottom.

In addition to the usual method of writing words continuously
without a break, up to the end of a line, of a verse, half·
verse or any other division, we find already in some of the o]d~t

documents instances of the separation of single words, or groups
of words which belong together, either according to their seme or
.according to the clerk's manner of reading. Thus in the KharQ$1;hi
DhamJllftpada from KhOl.2m, each line contains a verse or half
verse. I n other old Mss. such as the Bower Ms. single words and
groups of words are often written separately, appan·ntly without
any principle which can be determined.

Signs of punctuation are not found in Kharosthi inscriptions.
but in the Pr.akrit Dha.mma/Jada there is a circular mark, often
made negligently, but resembling the modern cipher, at the end
of each verse. At the end of a Vagga appc.ars a sign which is
found at the cnd of various inscriptions also .and which is probably
intended to represent a lotus. Bra,hml, however, furnishes a large
number of punctuation marks from the earliest times. BUHLER

enumerates eight signs, the single, double and triple daoQ.as or
vertical strokes, representing respectively the separation of groups
,of words or prose from verse, the end of sentt'ficeS< and the end of
the document; single and double horizont.al strokes, a double
vertical followed by a horiwntal stroke, a 'crescent-like mark with
or without a bar in the middle. The teaching of the inscriptions
with reference to the history of Indian punctuation may be
summarised as follows: . During the earliest period up to the
beginning of our era, only single strokes, either straight or
,curved, are used, but their use is rare. Alter the beginning of
our era, wc find more complicated signs. But up to the 5th
,century their use remains irregular. From that time onwards. we

have, especially in the praSastis on stone, more regular systems of
punctuation. The Mandasor Prasasti of A.D. 473-74 proves the
"xistence of the still valid principle, which requires
one stroke after a half-verse and two strokeS at the end of
;1 verse. But up to the eighth century there are vari
,JUs copper-plates and stone inscriptions, especially in the oouth,
without any punctuation.''''

Sinee writing, like any other human activity, is not infallible,
there .are bound to occur mistakes while engraving inscriptions or
writing on birch-bark, palm-leaf or paper. These may roughly
be divided into two categories: (a) erroneous words or passages
and (b) omission of words, letters or phrases, left out by mistake.
In the earliest inscriptions, like the edicts of ASoka, erroneous
passage.'> are simply scored out. Later, dots or short stroke;
<Ioove or below the lines arc used to indicate clerical errors.
These same signs occur in Mss., where however, in late times,
the delenda are covered with tUlmeric or a yellow pigment. In
ASoka and other early inscriptions, letters .and words left out
by mistake, arc added above or below the line without any indi
cation of the pl.acc to which they belong, or they are also entered
in the interstices between the letters. 111 the later inscriptions and
Mss. the spot of the omission is indicated by a small uprip;ht or
inclined cross, the so-called kiikapiida or hmilsapiida, and the ad
denda arE given either in the margin or between the lines. A
svaslika is sometimes put instead of the cross. In South Indian
Mss. the cross is used also to indicate intentional omissions. Else"
where, intentional omissions, or such as have been caused by de
fects in the original copy or exemplar, are marked by dots on the
line or by short strokes above the line. In some Mss. the space
is left blank. The use of the so-called avagrahtJ sign, indicating
the elision of the vowel G, has been traced first on the Baroda
copper-plate of the Ra$trakilta king Dhruv3 dated A.D. 834-35.

A kUJJ4ala, or ring, .and a sl/aslika. were utilized to mark! illegible
passages.

Abbreviations arc first found in certain inscriptions in West-

l~ Indische Palru:O'gTaphir.. pp. 84·85.
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em India, about 150 A.D., to wit in that of Siri Pulumai. Nasik
No. 15, and of Sakasen3-Mfltjhariputra. or Sirisena, Kanheri No..
14. In the North-West they arc common from the Kushaoa
period. The commonest arc those indicating the year, season.
month and day and even the fortnight From the 6th century,.
the inscriptions of Western India offcr spOradically abbreviations
for other words, such as dii for diitaka. Since the 11th century,
abbreviations of titles and the names of tribes, castes and so forth,..
become very common. The same holds good for Mss. : they are
noticeable even in the KharO!;lthi Dhor,rmopad(J, ga representing
go/hii.

The pagination of Ms!>. is dependent on the lcar as the unit
and not the page. The leaf or paltra is numbered on the first
page or Pr#ha in the South, on the second elsew.here. A iew
birch·bark leaves found in Central Asia in the Macartney Col
lection and wntten in the North Indian (Gupta) Brahmi charac
ter.; show the numbering of the leaves on the first page of the
leaf on the basis of which BUI-fl_ER assigned them to South India.
HOERNLE was. however, of the opinion that the North Indian·
characters disproved its connection with South India, and this
method of marking may have been independently rurrent ill'
Central Asia as instarn:es of paper Ms. with Central Asian
Brdhmi help to prove, from the Macartney Mss. themselves.

Wooden covers, cut according to the size of the sheets, were
placed, on the bhi;.,j{/ folios and palm-leaves, which had been
drawn on strings. and this is still the custom even ,with the paper
Mss. In the South the covers are mostly pierced with hole;;·
through which the long strings are passed. wound round the rovers
and knotted. This procedure was usual already in early time;:;
and was observed in the case of palm-leaf Ms;;. from Western and
Northern India. In Nel"l<ll the covers of particularly valuable
Mss. are sometimes made of embossed metal. The Ms;;. which:
have been thus prepared are usually wrapped up in dyed or even
embroidered cloth. In Kashmir. according to the Muslim usage,
Ms;;. are often bound in leather.

Such Mss. were generally preserved in libraries attached to·
temples, colleges., monasteries. courts of 'Princes or in the house;.

of many private individuals. The ancient name for the library
is bhiiraiibhii~/(Jiigiira' or sarasva/i.bhii~uJiigtira. It is reported of the
poet BaQ3 (about 620 A.D.) that he kept his own reader, so he
must have possessed a considerable private library. A famous
royal library of the middle ages was that 01 King Bhoja of Dhara
in the Llth century. On the conquest of Mii.lwa, about 1140 A.D.

Siddharaja Jayasirilha transferred it to Anahilvad where it seem~

to have been amalgamated with the court library of the CauhJ.kyas.
In the cour~ o( centuries these libraries became e.xeea:.tingly well
:itocked. Thus Bo-llLER found over :lO,OOO Mss. in two lain
libraries at Cambay, and over 12,000 in the Palace Library at
Tanjorc. The library of the Caulukya Visaladeva (A.D. 1242-62)

is said to have furnished the copy of NaiiJndhiya, on which Vidya
dhara wrote the first commentary of the poem, and the Ms. of

lhe Kiimosiftro according to which the fayommiga1alikii was corn
po6Cd by YaSodhara. One of the Mss. of the RomoyOt)o in the
library of the University of Bonn has been derived from an ex·
.emplar in Visaladcva's collection. In this way we have some evi
dence as to the existence of Mss. and libtaries housing them since
the 7th century A.D. at the latest within India, although Indian
Ms;;. of a mudt earlier date have been found in the collections
discovered outside India.

Thus although the art of writing was certainly known to
India from the age of the Indus Valley civilisation, and traces
of inscriptions ~ in the seal amulets of [hat period, and docu
ments in the shape of inscnptions belonging to the 4th century
a.c., the existence of written te:'(ts is not very mudt in evidence.
The antiquity of the oral tradition connected with Vedic studies
is certainly very great, and even if written texts did exist their
transmission through writing seems to have been of secondary
importance as compared with the oral transmission. Even
Pataiijali (about ISO B.C.), whose great commentary on PfuJim's
!\~tiidhyiiyi must have been composed in writing, takes 00 notice
of writing as such. In fact he explains that the verbal base diS- is
IfcciiTot}akriya, and the P3:JJinian tradition has always been oral,
treating solely of the spoken sounds and never of written charac·
lc.'rS. The doctrine of this school, pratijliiinuniisikyoi) pO~liniyii(l.
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well illustrates this principle. Even when writing became more
CQmmon in the latt!r ages. transmission of important works was
not so much documental as oral. and we have the story of a
BenaTes Pa~x1il going to Nadia in the middle ages and bringing.
back the entire text of a famous classic of the Navyanyaya school
in his colossal memory.

As a result of this more orthodox and traditional method of
oral transmission of texts, the religious literature of the Hindus
was preserved in a greater degree of purity than secular literature~

since the pupil had to repeat them after the teacher and impress
them on his memory. In this manner the hymns of the 8gveda,
as we read them today in our printed editions. have remained
almost unaltered, word for word, syllable for syllable, accent for
acct'llt during the last three millenniums. But with secular and
popular literature the case was somewhat different. Here U~

texts were certainly exposed to numerous disfigurements, since
every teacher or reciter considered himself entitled to alter and
to improve. to omit and to add, ad libilum. and textual criticism
h~re faces a difficult and oUcn impossible task when it desires
to restore their texts to their oldest or original form. Morcovel
there was a chance that the original tradition might be interrupted
and revived later on in parts only. as is the case with the lain
canon, splitting the original Agama into several mutually related
or contradictory groups.

The transition from oral to written or documental transmis
sion must have come about gradually. With the large group of
texts to be tl1lnsmiued orally. the number of competent people
having mast~ry of all the allied groups must have decreased in
proportion to the ~xtent of the texts, ~iving rise to definite lines of
oral transmission. We know in the case of Buddhist and lain
religious literatures that the task of recording their canons was.
entrusted to definite councils which had thus to assemble at onc
place these scattered lines of transmission and consolidate the
texts known severally to definite schools of transmission at onc
lXlint. We have knowledge of several such councils for fixing the
texts of both Buddhist and lain scriptures. But literary history is
not so fortunate as to record such events with reference to other

lexts. Even in the cases of these rt'Corded events we have no
delinite information as to the method employed in consolidating
lhese scattered texts into a uniform whole; we do not know, for
example. whether they were actually wrilten down or again merely
tnmsmitted orally by a ce,:,tral school.

lust as there was the possibility of a break occurrinl{ in tilt
oral transmiSSion of texts interrupting their original tradition, there
was definitely a greater chance that the ..... riuen text in its trans
mission' would be affected by graver interrul>tions. We have seen
the nature of the writing material used in ancient and medievat
India. and from the fact that the majority of Indian Mss. on·
which our texts rest are not earlier than the .10th century A.D. and
most of them certainly later than the 13th century. we can easily
understand the perishable nature of the written document. Thus
the preservation of texts, which did not have the good fortune of
being orally transmitted like the great majority of sacred texts or
evro the epic or purfu.Uc material, was mainly confined to coIlectoo
of Mss. and copying them down. This oopying was so important
that in the later Pura..Qas, in Buddhist MahaYdna texts and in
modem additions to the old epic. the copying of books and UIC"

'Presentation of Mss. is praised as a religious act. worthy of great
merit. The importance of this activity may be guaged from the
fact that the Mss. from which we obtain most of our texts. seldom
reach to a great age. and the thousands of texts which have been
thus preserved to us are not the original copies ol the texts but
merely copies of copies to an undetermined dew-ee. We are thus
indebted to the unceasing copying activities of the ancient and
medieval Indian scribes for the great heritage preserved for us in
the surviving: or extant Mss. If we could only unravel the literary
activities of the last two thousand years in India, we would pro
bably be shocked by the number of texts which wc have irretriev·
ably lost owing to many causes. Wc have often references to texts
of weB-known authors in extant Mss. which are not to be dis·
covered so far; similarly quotations from the works of authors
may not be traceable sometimes to the extant MSH. of their
texts.

In the case of inscriptions and copper-plate grants or lhe
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legends preserved in coins or other inscribed material, we have
often to deal with certified copies of the original document. The
mistakes, if, any, me due to the faulty execution of the inscriber
or inscriocrs officially working under the direction of the author.
or a cOmmission authorised by the author. As the matnial is
dumhle there is no question of transmission here, and these docu
ments have for us the value of the original which may have been
written on birch-bark or palm-leaf for the guidance of the mason
inscriber. Such is, however, not the case with the Mss-. In the
absence of mechanical processes which have only been deve
loped during the last fE\v centuries for multiplying the copies of
.a given Ms. it was necessary to copy it by hand transcription,
syllable by syllable, word by word. This was necessarily a slow
and tedious process, but either due to secular or religious consi
derations, the copying was dont'l and to the extent to which it was
required. Thus the reproduction of any number of copies of a
given text, according to requirements, was made only by hand
transcription from the actual copy or exemplar before the copyist.
Hence all these are called 'ma'nuscripts' or manuscript copies.
The material was either birch-bark, palm-leaf or paper as we have
seen aoove. The urge for copying an old and crumbling Ms.
depended upon its importance; before Mss. were actually collected
in libraries., this copying may have been done individually by the
persons in charge of the Mss. and later perhaps at the direction
of the owners of the librarie'S. In the interest of the preservation
.of texts this periodical copying .of Mss. was essential, the crumb
ling exemplar gradually becoming replaced by a fresh copy. Raja
Sekhara has an interesting passage in his Kfivyo:mimiiJhsfi,1.<J en
joining upon the poet to make or have several copies made of his
composition in order to ensure the preservation of his writings.
Similar considerations may have guided the authors themselves to
have more than one copy of their compositions prepared during
their life-time. Moreover, if the work of an author became famous,
demandS! for copies of it might come from different parts of India,
either from royal patrons of learning or from the devotees of

'16 KanfJ Festschrift, p. 445.

learning. In this process of transmission the original copy itself
might be copied out a number of times, or some copy made in
this process might itself become the exem~lar supplying the basis
for fresh copies. This process might continue indefinitely even
at a time when the original lvls. was extant, for we have to deal
with a period when travelling was comparatively slow and often
a painful experience and even when there was a desire to avail
oneself of the original the means might not be at hand.

When we deal with texts we have to consider two different
possibilities. As in the case of early Indian literature, produced
not so much by individual authors, as by definite schools, and
transmitted orally, the reduction to writing must have taken place
at different centres of learning or culture at different periods.
·Where the sacred nature of the texts demanded the greatest accu
racy as in Vedic literature, the divergence between the written
text and the orally transmitted text would not be great, and there
would be uniformity in the text tradition. But where such consi
derations did not hold good, the written text of a given work of
the type considered above would not be uniform; each centre
might conceivably have its own local version. This local version
in its further transmission would then· pass through such a vicis
situde as would affect any written text in general, such as constant
copying, revision and so on. In any case we shall not be in a posi
tion to cite any particular copy as the original of the text, though
it may be the first reduction to written form of the orally trans
mitted text. For between this reduction to writing and the actual
composition of the text lie a number of generations of reciters,
scholars and rcdactors who have left their impress on the text as
a whole. But in the case of an individual author whose work
was also orally transmitted, the extent of the divergence between
his original composition and the first written text would not be
~o great, and the possibility of local versions would be similarly
curtailed. In opposition to the heterogeneous~lements in the
class-compositions orally transmitted, the work of the individual
author would show greater homogeneity. The second possibility
is that of the author himself reducing his work to writing; this
he can do in his own hand or in that of another but under his

2
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personal supervision and corrected by him in his own hand. The
original copy which is thus written in the hand of the author
himself or at his direction and rorrected by him in his own hand
is designated the autograph. Now this autograph becomes the
final authority so far as the particular text is concerned. We
have thus two types of texts, one for which there is. no autograph
and one for which there is. extant or nonextanL The problems
arising (rom these two sets will naturally diverge according to
the distance separating the origin of the orally uansmitted text
from its first written exemplar in the first case, and in the second
aocording to the interval between the autograph and the earliest
surviving exemplar.

CHAPTER II

KINDS OF TEXTS

We have unfortunately no written history of the textual tra
dition in India. We do not know. for instance, the fate of Kali
dasa's or Bhavabhuti's autograph texts. or what important copit."i
of them existed in the various periods oC history succeeding
them. Even their own dates are matters of controversy. The
only well-known medieval list of manuscripts is that of the col

lection of Kavindracarya, a Benares Pandit (1656 A.D.)l. Of th",
other famous collections we get only scattered information from
col~ons in the various Mss. themselves. In the absence of such
a history we can only picture to ourselws the conditions under
which the autographs or their immediate or distant copies gave rise
to the different Mss. which we find today in the various Manu
script Libraries in and outside India.

We have already defined an autograph. Now texts may be
either autographs, or immediate copilS of autographs, or copies
of copies. and this in any degree.

Autographs are not exempted from the operations of textual
criticism. Even in our own days it is common experience that
the editors of journals remove their contributors' • slips of the
pen '. Editors of books correct, usually in footnotes, the similar
lapses of thf.;r authors. But with this branch of textual criticism
modern Indian scholarship is not directly concerned. This is
not the case. however, with immediate copies. Textual criticism
may be called upon to repair the mischief done to inscriptions or
texts inscribed on stones by maltreatment, weathering or by the.
errors of the stone cutter. Examples of this type may be seen

1 This list, Mr. CoDE tells mc, is not quite authentic, as it con
tains a number of Mss. written long after Kavindra.-A list of about
295 texts is Riven in an interesting inscription in Pcgu in Burma of
c. 1442 A.D. donated to the Buddhist Sailgha by Taungdwin and his
wile. (Cat. of Palm-leaf M'ss., Colombo, p. xxv).
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alIllOGt on every page of the different epigraphical publications
in India.

The chief province of Indian textual criticism deals in the
llUlin with copies of copies. As wc have seen in the Introduction,
the texts which have come down to us were copied for the most
part, not on stone or other imperishable material, but on birch
bark, palm-leaf and paper; these had to be copied several times
at different periods both by way of precaution against wear and
tear as well as a means to satisfy the desire of other persons (han
the first possessor to become acquainted with their contents. This
-copying was done, as mentioned before, not by any mechanical
reproductions of the original such as, for- example, the photogra
phic facsimiles of modem times, but through copies made by the
human hand directed, morc or less, by the human inteUigence. If
the latter had not been the case, Indian textual criticism would
have little to do with Indian texts. Now a copy made in this
way can never exactly reproduce that from which it is copied, that
is, its uelllplm. Errors have an ill€Vitable way of creeping in so
that a copy, quo. copy, can never be the equal of the cxemplar
-and may even be much its inferior. The deterioration so pra.
ducerl increases with the number of successive copyings or in other
words the degree of error increaSfS in sucx:cssive tranECriptions
.and with the gradual loss of the autograph and its immediate
copies, copies of copies to any degree of descent will have to serve
'as sources of further transcriptions. Since in transmitted texts
generally the degree of error increases continuously under ordinary
circumstances, therefore the age of a Ms. is an important con
sideration, although it is not an absolute criterion for the absence
-or presence of errors.

This deterioration may be illustrated by a numerical example.
]f 100 be taken to indicate perfect correctness and the text A is
-considered to have been copied twice, B from A and C from B,
then let us assume that the errors of the first copyist have re
moved 3 p,c. of the truUt from his copy B, and the errors of the
'second copyist have removed 3 p.c. again of the truth from his
,copy C, which is copied from this B. The relative values of the
two copies Band C will be respectively 97 and 94'C19. If a copy

D were now to be made from C with the same degree of error,
its relative value will then be 91"17. The importance of this is
obvious when we remember that the tcxt of most Sanskrit and
Prakrit classics is a trllllS71liUed text or one which has passed
through we do not know how many stages of copying.

The process of hand transcription of texts may be compared
with the compositor's art in modem printing presses, whether
hand-setting or machine-setting is employed. The compositor will
first have his' copy' before him, on the basis of which he selects
his type letter by letter. Of course with mechanical advantages
at his disposal the errors in composing will be greatly reduced ;
but where such devices are not at hand, the compositor may be
likened to the ancient scribe. with all his limitations. Instead of
writing the text letter by letter, he selects the types. and his eye
will constantly shift from the compose to his' copy' and possibly
his mind may be wandering elsewhere unless the te."t is very
intercsting to him. As soon as the text is composed, the galley
proofs are gone through carefully by a set of proof-readers who
compare them with the original . copy' and mark the corrections
of any errors accidentally made. In this sense printing is a cor
porate work which may be absent in hand transcription. Cor·
responding to the proof-readers the ancient scribes have at times
taken advantage of 'revisers' who went through the transcrip
tion comparing it with its exemplar and marking the changes or
corrections in the Ms. itself I f the author of the text is living,
he will himself correct the printer's errors before giving the im~

primatur, and'if he is dead some representative of the author wilf
do this final proof-reading. In the case of hand-transcribed texts.

this advantage may not be availabl~ generally, even when the
author or his representative is alive. Thus in good printing the
text is authorised and definitive as far as that particular edition'
is concerned; but not so in the case of hand transcribing where
the errors' will vary individually; each successive transcription
necessary for multiplying the number of copies will contribute
fresh sources of error in the text. But the most fundamental
difference is that the compositor has got the autograph as his 'copy,'
whereas the copyist may have either the autograph, its immediate
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copy. or a, copy of a copy to any degree. To the extent by which
the copyist is separated from the autograph, to that ext~t will his
degree of error increase. In the case of the compositor the errors
remaining will be fewer in comparison; but still, in spite of the
atre taken. a few will remain.

The deviations from the original which thus oco.n in both
cases are due to two well known causes: visual errors and psycho
logical errors, and each of these will differ to a greater or less
extent with every compositor or copyist. The scribe or copyist
is prone to commit both types of error, and thus deviate, even
jf slightly, from his original. Visual errors comprise substitu
tions. omissions or additions which the eye of the scribe makes
through weakness or inattention. Psychological errors arise from
the tendency of the mind to read some meaning into its own
~istakes or the mistakes in the exemplar from which the copy
IS made. The main corrupttons in classical texts are largely
due to errors of this class. Even the best scribe cannot copy
mechanicaJly for long without allowing some play to his intelli
gence; even at the worst he hardly ever copies letter for letter
any writing tnat he understands. In most instances it will be
found that the scribes copy words and not letters.

The pathology of texts arising fTOm these two main sources
Qf error will be dealt with in another chapter. But some of the
'Characteristics o( the scribe may be considered here. Scribal errors
found in the transcription may date from the original or autograph
itself. The dictum that' even Homer nods sometimes' (Qua"du
que bonus dQ1mital HQmerus) explains the nature of the errors
in the autograph. Even the best authors do not always write
worthily of themselves. Lapses from felicity of style, from clear
ness, from consistency or even-thmugh carelessness--from cor
reet grammar may occur now and then in the best of writings.
If this be 50 in the case of the author who is generally an ac
complished scholar, it is much more so in the case of the scribe.
He will go on adding, unconsciously and consciously also, to the
errors already found in his exemplar. Most of these arc due to
the default on the part of the scribe or copyist, and they may be
arranged roughly in the order in which the volition of the copyist

is absent or present as involuntary (or mechanical), semi-volun
tary and voluntary. Another classification of these errors calls
them, accidental and deliberate.

The exemplar utilized by the copyist may becOme illegible
through damp or constant handling; portions of it may be tom
away. or whole leaves may become detached and either 106f. or
misplaced. The weakest parts of a manuscript were the margins,
and hence the beginnings and the ends of lines as weJl as the
top and bottom lines were specially liable to injury. So some of
the errors introduced in the copy may be due to such external

.defects of the exemplar. Thus with the famous Prakrit Dhammo
pada fragments discovered by DUTREUIL DE RUINS. where thl'
external injuries to the text caused breaking of leaves, th~

assembling of whole lea,'es caused certain errors in SENART'S

edition.
If the text is extensive, its. transcription maY' be made by one

·or more than one copyist. In the latter case we have to deal not

with the 'PSychology of one scribe! but of many, complicating the
study of the text tradition. For at this distance of time we can
not say whether the transcription was done at the same place on
the basis of a single exemplar or whether the manuscript was
assembled from units made up at different places or different
times on the basis of different exemplars, for it is quite reasonable
to expect that parts of bigger works might have been copied out

·separateJy in individual manuscripts. The nature of the material
..and the palaeographical evidence may indicate to us the chrono
logical str.ata of the composite parts of such a text. Hence it
is necessary to distinguish the different hands which have been
at work on the manuscript.

As the texts have come down to us, a manuscript is not usual
ly a clean copy or a single piece of writing. It is very commonly
found to contain alterations by erasure, additions or ,substitutions
which are due either to the scribe or scribes of the manuscript, or
to some other person or persons called the uviser or 1elJisers.
The relative importance of these corrections may be very different.

Every scribe has his own idiosyncracics and every manu
'script has pecularities of its own. The idiosyncracy of the scribe
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appears in traits of handwriting; in a proneness to certain kinds:
of error and comparative immunity from others; in a bias of
thought or taste which has influenced hiS' work wh£'re he had two
or more variants to choose between. Such peculiarities can only
be learnt by cI06C and continuous study of the manuscript.

The special virtues of a scribe should be honesty and care,
---or in one word fidelity-(and intelligence). But it is rare to
find these developed in a high degree; for however mechanical the
transaction may be, human intelligence finds ways and means in
an unconscious manner, through visual as well as psychologica[
faults. of introducing fresh sources of error in the transcripliofl~

But strange as it may seem. the mechanical copying of a
stupid but faithful scribe tells us more about the text than the·
intelligent but unfaithful transcription of another, more Qualified
scribe. This fidelity is to be judged by internal tests. A scribe·
who preserves in his text lacunre and other faults of his excmplar
without trying to correct them is probably trustworthy. If he is
faithful in ~all things he is likely to be faithful in general aIGo.
If he scrupulously pr~rves for instance the special ortho
graphical peculiarities of his exemplar or records the presence of a,
lacuna or illegibility in what he is copying, he in9pirEs us with
confidence.

There are two kinds of transmission by means of which we
have received the extant texts. One is the licensed or protected
transmission wherein the text is oopied under the direction of the·
author or a representative of the author, or the learned~r
of the exemplar or at the instance of a royal patron -employing.
real scholars to supervise this copying. In other words, control
is exercised on the copyist in order to ensure the integrity of the
text; for if such control were not exercised the integrity of the
text would be certain to be impaired even during the life-time of
the author. The chances of such corruption are infinitely greater
when the author is d~d. The other type which is probably much
more frequent is the haphazard or unlicensed transmission. In
this case manuscripts were often OOpiErl by stupid and iIJ-educated
men who were not altogether ignorant of the meaning of what
they wrote. The handicaps attendant on such privately made,

copies at a time when the original exemplars were regarded 3S

luxuries and protected zealously from any encroachment even by
the learned may be gathered from the trouble which modem
scholars have to undergo in order to secure transcripts of Mss.
preserved in some privately owned libraries. One modem case
may be cited with referenet: to the DJuzvalii, Jayodhavalii and
M aJuidJwzvaM, the only authentic Mss. of which are preserveel in
the lain pontifical seat at Mudibidri in South Kanara. It was
only with infinite patience, diplomacy and huge expenditure Ihtl.t
transcripts could be obtained after a long peTiod.

Now with reference to such transmiued texts we have al
ready mentioned that the extant Mss. show often times the hands
of revisers. We do not know either how the Ms. was transcribed
or how the reviser corrected the work of the copyist. It may have
been through his own unaided efforts that the oopyist transcribed
his exemplar. or he may have had thE:' assistance of another scribe
or reader who read out the tcxt aloud while the copying was
done. Similarly the reviser may have gone through the trans·
cript comparing it with the original either by his own unaided
efforts or with the help of another who read out from the exem
plar. Such corrections are gencrally made. as said before. either
in the margin or between the lines. Passages, omitted by
mistake in the COPY. would also be shown similarly_ Now
imagine for a moment the manner in which Mss. travelled from
place to place. If a Ms. belonged to a rich patron he might
conceivably take it with him in his travels, accompanied by some
scholar-companion; there would then be a possibility that in
different centres of learning which he visited there might exist
other exemplars of the same text, and a comparison of his copy
with such exemplars wouJd supply the reviser variant readings,
additional passages, ete. which would be noteel in the margin or
between the lines. A:s SUKTHANKAR suggt'Sts. places of pilgrim
ages may have played an important part in this revision, correc
tion or conflation of Mss. "It may be surmised ". he says, "that
celebrated places of pilgrimage like Uijayini, Rame§varam, KMi.
and others, with recitations of the epics held periodically in their
famous shrines, have played an important role in the dissemina-
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tion of the knowledge of local versions among the pious
visiting pilgrims, whose number undoubtedly included. the bards
and the professional rcc:iters of the epics." To a slightly less

cxtent this may apply to other kinds of texts as well, particularly
the more popular plays and poems. That some such thing must
have taken place can well be inferred from the different types of
texts which have been transmitted to us today.

If such corrected copies themselves become the sources of fur
ther transcripts, the new copyist has often the choice of a .reading,
and according to his likes and dislikes he would prefer the one
and reject the other. Similarly with the additional passages.
This would ultimately hasten the speed with which the texts became
corrupt.

In addition to the revision of the transcripts carried out by

these so.-eallt'd correctors, there are certain cases wherein the ori
ginal author himself revised his autograph several times. We see
it often in our days with reference to printed works. But in the
,absence of such mechanical reproduction, the author might either
rewrite his own manuscript entirely according to his revised form,
or marc likely add or alter in the .first autograph itself bt'fore
making a second autograph of it. In both cases the copyist has
before him an aUlograph corrected or revised by the authOT him
self and he has the choice of two readings, both tracing their origin
to the author himself, and he will accept the one and reject the
other according to his choice; or else he may add the rejected
reading in the margin or in between the lines. In subs6:luent trans
criptions of this transmitted text the mmginalia or interlinear read
ings may be completely omitted.

From an examination of all the available Mss. of Miilati
madhavQ, BHANI>ARKAR concluded that Bhavabhiiti had himself
made certain alterations in his autograph, and thus in a sense
revised it. The same (actor is brouRht out by Todar MALL in

'his edition of Mt;;hfiuiracdfita. The following two instances may
be cited for BHANOARKAR's assumptions: Mm. 13" reads in his
-edition, supported by six out of the nine Mss. collated :

kalya~lanii1n luam «si mrNWSiiln bhajanath vi§vami4rte, for
which the other three Ms;;. Bh, K 1 and 0 read:

kalYOQiininh t!Jam ilia mohasom j~e l!Jam vidnatse, which
:appears the better to account for the prayer contained in the
following line, and the Ms. C agrees with the first line except in the
last two words where it agrees with the minor group. Again in
HI 7- we have in the constituted text, based merely on the com
mentary of Jagaddhara and the Ms. N, the following:

skJlBlayati vaconam te sra,nsayaty migQ11Wngam, which is con
sidered by BHANDARKAR to be better than the reading of the
eight other Mss. which show smilJrayati for sramsayati of the
tcxt The superior reading of the Southern Ms. N might be due
-to the ingenuity of the learned readers on that side, as the south
was for some time the home of culture and learning, but the
-number of such equally suitable passages places the balance of
'Probability in favour of the author's revisions.

The correctors of Mss. have at times acted also as editors
'in the sense that they have tried to improve their text by a com
parison of different extant Mss. on which they could lay their hands,
besides the exemplar used, in their attempts to fill in the lacunre
of the Ms. or correct the errors which have crept into it. In this
sense they act as redactors of the Mss.

The ravages of time, the laxity and ignorance of scribes, and
the speed with which a work could become corrupt, may be il
lustrated from the history of the t£xt of jiiolleS!Jmi according
to the traditional account The text romposed by JM~var in
,saka 1212 (A.D. 1290) had already become so conupt by the time
of the poet Ekmth that he had to -revise it from the
Mss. available to him in the $aka year 1506 (AD. 1584). within
less than 300 years of the autograph. We have unfortunately
no means at present of arriving at the principles employed by Ek
oath in his purification of the text of jiiiJneSua:ri, unless we discover
several pre-Eknath Mss. of the text. But he must have had the
Jmowledge that a text could be improved by comparison of differ
ent manuscripts in common with other ancient IUlactors. This
explains also why most Mss. contain marginal or interlinear cor·
rections; that the editors did not work scientifically is not their
fault but that of the period in which they lived. This knowledge led
to the production of what are known as conflated M~s. or misch-
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codices, by crossing or intermixing the contents of different copies
of a given text available to them with their own exemplar~

This crossing or intermixing was not done on any well-established
principles and was therefore eclectic in a deleterious sense.

Since the transmitted texts were handed down through suc
cessive transcriptions from earlier sources ultimately going back
to a common source, all the Mss. of a given text, in so far as they'
arc authentic, arc related to onc another and this relationship cao.
be shown in the form of a pedigree.~

In other words they represent a tradition running along.
certain determinable lines, but in a majority of cases each strand
of this tradition does not remain by itself. As mentioned before,.
they have been intertwined from the very beginning by the con
tinuous activities of revisers and redactors.

Thus, the manuscript tradition in India shows that while the'
ravages of time and other causes destroyed the majority of
autographs or their immediate copies or even early descendants,
their late copies, which have survived to our days, present to;.
us texts in a mutilated or defaced or deteriorated condition. In
some cases the injuries done to the text may be of such a nature'
as to make it almost unintelligible.

A very large number of texts have completely disappeared in
India due to ravages of time, vandalism or unintentional destruc.
tion, by the unimportance of the text itself and by attacks from
worms and white-ants, leaving no trace at all except in some stray'
references in extant texts. But, fortunately, owing to the un.
ceasing literary activities of Mahayana Buddhists, some import
ant texts, Brahmanical as well as Buddhist, but largely Buddhist,
have been preserved in the Tibetan and Chinese archives either
in Tibetan and Chinese transliterations or in translations. In some
cases we have adaptations of the lost texts, the most d3~siC3l

example being that of Grn)il.Q,hya's Brhatkathii, irrevocably lost~
according to tradition, in its original Paiwci form, but preserved'
in two independent Sanskrit adaptations by K~emendra and Soma
dcva. Information about some of these lost texts is supplied to

2 The tests or characteristics by means of which this can bc'
established w:ill be given in the chapter on Recension.

us through the following sources; (1) translations, (2) references
by title in extant Mss., (3) citations or Quotations, and (4) com
mentaries.

While the literary and textual history of India is still a
subject for fresh' investigation of unlimited scope, certain factors
emerge from a study of the extant Mss. We have seen that these
Mss. generally fall into one or more strands of a continuous
tradition. They are written in the different scripts prevailing in
the various parts of the country. Now it is improbable that the
professional copyists were acquainted with more than one or at
most two scripts in the medieval period. Naturally their copying
activities would 1J<:; confined to either one or two scripts. From
this it follows that the manuscript tradition descended in a line
parallel to the script in which the exemplar was written. An
exemplar would be transliterated into another script by a copy
ist who. knew both scripts, and then this copy would be the source
of a fresh line of transmission in that script. The less known
a script, the greater the chance of its Mss. following a uniform
tradition, unless the correctors or redactors or the scribes them
seives were aCQuainted with more than two scripts and had the
oV]Xlrtunities of consulting several Mss. for making these copies.
As SUKTHANKAR remarks, this frrincipium divisionis is not so
arbitrary as it might appear at first sight. It is found from experi.
cnce that this superficial difference of scripts corresponds, as a
matter of fact, to deep underlying textual differences. The only
exception to this general rule would be Devam1.gari which was a
sort of 'vulgar' script, widely used and understood in India.
While this principle is not entirely mechanical or arbitrary, it is
also not ideal or perfect. It is contravened, for instance, through
the intervention or this Devanagari script. Another cause of dis
turbance is that along the boundaries of provinces using different
scripts and speaking different languages, there are invariably
bilingual and bi-scriptal zones, and the' opportunities mentioned
aoove are operative in mixing the different strands of the tradi
tion represented by the two scripts.

I
I



CHAPTER 111

SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECfS OF TEXTUAL

CRITICISM

Textual critIcISm has for its sole object the interpretatiOIl'
and controlling of the evidence contained within the manu!lCripts
of a text or in documents so that we can reach as far back as

possible and try to recover the authentic text or to determine as
nearly as possible the words written by the author himself. In
other words. it is the skilled and methodical exercise of the human.
intellect on the settlement of a text with the sole object of res
toring it, 00 far as possible, to its original form. By' original
fonn' we understand the form intended by the author. Such.
a restoration is often callEd a critical recension.

According to one aceept~d practice, Textual Criticism is divi
ded into two processes: (1) Rccension (recemio) and (2) Emen
dation (emendutio). This is the customary division. By reeen
sion is meant the selection of the most trustworthy manuscripts
or documentary evidence as a basis on which the autograph or
a text standing nearest to it may be founded. This selection is
only possible after a thorough critical examination of all the evi
dence that is available. Emendation is the attempt to eliminate
all the untrustworthy elements in the manuscript tradition which
even the best documents or manuscripts exhibit. In a sense it is
an attempt to transcend the tradition and therefore a deliberate
but systematic attempt to overrule the written evidence.

As F. W. HALL says, 'many pEople tend to regard textuaf
criticism as a disease. But it is neither a disease nor a science,
but simply the application of common sense to a class of problems
which beset all inquirers whose evidrncc rests upon the authority
of manuscript documents.'l Most of these problems are con
nected with errors introduced in the text through successive

1. Companion to Classical Studies, p. iii.
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transcription. And before corTeCting them the editor is bound to
consider the histOlY of the text upon which he is working. Other
wise he may be trying to correct errors which are of such ancient
standing as to be incurable by modem methods, or he may be
questioning a text which can be traced back to the original
author. Hence the classical model, applied to the criticism of
Greek and Latin texts, divides textual criticism. into four proces
ses : (1) Heuristics or assembling and arranging the entire materi
al consisting of manuscripts and testimonia. in the form of a
genealogical tree or pedigree or stemma codicum ; (2) Recensio or
restorntion of the text to its most ancient t}"pC possible on the
basis of the above material; (3) Emendalio or restoration of the
text of the author; and (4) Higher Criticism or separation of
the sources utilized by the author.

The first process enables the editor to classify the manuscript
evidence into defmite strands of tradition, either total1y independ
ent or mutually related by intermixing. This begins with the
investigation of the evidence to be found in the transmitted form
of the text for which we have to rely on manuscripts. Thest
may be either extant or non-extant. The evidence of extant
manuscripts must be ascertained by collation. To collate a
manuscript is to observe and record everything in it which may be·
of use for detennining what stood in the: source or sources from
which it is derived_ Some practical hints for collating are given
in SuKTHANKAR'S Prol£gomma to the critical edition of the·
Adiparvan of the Mahabharata and in EDGERTON'S PlJiicfltOtltra

R£ctmstmcted. In the case of a poetical text the single stanza may
be taken as a unit, and some good Ms. or a reliable edition taken
as the standard, and this may be written syllable by syllable in
properly divided squares on a single sheet of paper at the head.
Deviations from this may then be indicated in the corresponding
squares. The left-hand margin will show the manuscript. oollatOO
white a larger right-hand margin will be reserved for special
remarks, for additional passages, etc. Full details about the
method. of collation used for the critical edition of the Mahfl
bharata: may be studied from SUKTHANKAR'S Prai£gomena'
referred to above.



The method employed by EDGERTON is as follows: He
first selected the versions of the Pm/ca/antra which, on the basis
of previous studies, could be assumed to contain all, or at least
practically all, the evidence which could be used in reconstruct
ing the original Paiicatantra. Then he undertook a minute
comparison of all the materials found in each version in so far
as they corresponded to materials found in any of the others.
For this purpose the text was divided into the smallest possible
units, each unit consisting, as a rule, of a single prose sentence or
sometimes of a part of a sentence. The collation then pf()Cff'ded
along lines similar to those referred to above. In this manner
both prose and verse texts may be collated.

On the basis of such collations the genealogical relationship
of the manuscripts becomes dear, and this may then be represented
by means of a stemma or pedigree,

The second process is the process of interpretation, It
interprets the written evidence of the manuscripts, weighs them
in certain lights, and settles the text on thdr basis to the oldest
possible form on principles which will be stated in the next
chapter. This aspect is really the antiquarian phase of textual
criticism and its aim is to discover what is the earliest ascertain
able form of the t('xt with which we are dealing.

The third process is fundamentally to arrive at the text of
the author, and in a sense getting behind the written evidence by
overruling it where necessary from certain intrinsic considerations.
This is JXlssible because most of our classical authors do not stand
alone. As HAI_L says, if every classical author stood alone, and if

the only surviving evidence of his work was in the shape of manu
scripts, it would not be possible to penetrate far into the history
of the text which lies behind the manuscripts. It might often
be possible to say that a manuscript or group of manuscripts
was copied from an archetype of a certain period and of a certain
handwriting, but the point at which the inquiry would have to
stop would still not be very far removed from the age to which
the earliest manuscripts belonged. The critic would then be in
the position of a mining engineer who could only argue as to
the course of a gold reef from the outcrop visible above the
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-surface. And iust as the engint'er will get his evidence of the
course of a reef by boring below the surface at various points,
so too the textual critic can often fmd external or indirect
evidence of the condition of a text in the ages before the existing
manuscript tradition begins. Such indirect evidence is often
termed testimonium (plural testimonia) in large critical editions
'and given a separate section. These are generally divided into
the following categories:

Anthologies (or Florilegia) or collections of extracts, either
medieval or ancient. Thus we have Hala's Sallasai, ,samgadhara's
Paddhati or Jalhapa's SiiktimlUktiivali, to mention a few only.
The evidence derived from such quotations made from an
ancient text by other authors are often exceedingly valuable, as
very often such authors antedate the oldest available Mss. of the
text by several centuries.

Translations from one language into another may be of help
in restoring the original text or vice versa. Especially where the
translation was made at a period anterior to the oldest surviving
Mss. of the text in question, its value will be exceedingly great
-and its evidence will fonn an indispensable part of a proper
appa:ratus criticus. For a majority of Mahayana texts in Sans
krit, the greatest evidence for the reconstruction of the original
text is from Tibetan and Chin£'se translations made at an early
period. For the Mahabharata we have the Janavese (~. A.D. 1000)
and the Telugu (c. A.D. 1025) adaptations or epitomes of the ori
ginal text in Javanese and Telugu respectively of the eleventh
century, antedating the earliest extant Mss. of the Mahabharata
again by several centuries.

Direct Quotations of many passages of original texts are
found dispersed in later literature, particularly of a technical
nature. Thus in works on Grammar and AIari1kara, for instance,
are to be found numerous citations from earlier works as illus·
trations of the particular rules discussed or types defined. These
mayor may not be cited with the author's name.

Obvious Imitations (induding Parodies) may be used to
restore the words either of the imitator or the imitated. We
have for instance the famous Meghadiita of KAlidasa worked
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into the body of another poem entitled. Piir;viilJhyuday,Q of Jina-·
sena in such a way that each stanza of the latter borrows one: or
two lines from the former.

Epitomes and Adaptations (including Paraphrases) also help.
us to restore partially what was in the original text utilized for
such epitomes or adaptations. Thus the BhiiTatamaiijmi by the
Kasrn'iri poet ~mendra is an epitome of the Ka!imiri Version
of the Mohiibharala, and throws some light on this Version.

..o\ncient Commentaries are another source of a subsidiary
character; if the text commented upon is quoted either completely
or in the shape of l~mmata, such citations help us in reconstruct
ing the corresponding part of the text.

In the case of texts going back not to a single author but to,

a school of traditional literature as is represented for instance
in the Mahabharata or the various Purfu;las, parallel versions of
minor episodes or passages are to be met with in other works.
Thus there is a parallel vefSion of the SakuntaHi episode (Mohii
bhiiroto 1. 62 ff.) in the Podma-purii~lQ.

The last stage in textual criticism is the separation of the
sources utilized by the author. Although some preliminary
studies in this line have appeared by such eminent scholars like
LiiDERS (Die Sage UOfI 8SyaSpiga). it is yet too early in the
history of Indian textual criticism to attempt this task, in the
absence, particularly, of scientifically edited texts of well-known
classics. So for the purposes of the pres£'nt work this fourth
stage in the critical estimate of texts will not be included.

CHAPTER IV

THE PROBLEM OF CRITICAL RECENSION

We shall assume that the editor has decided to bring out a
critical edition of a text which has not been edited at all or at
least not critically ed.ited SO far. The first thing that he has
to do is to find out the evidroce available for this purpose. which
will be in IlKISt cases transmitted handwritten copies or manu
scripts. Thanks to the continued efforts of scholars over a period
of nearly Cl century we have today a large number of catalogues.
hand-lists and even descriptive catalogues l of Sanskrit. Prakrit
and Vernacular manuscripts deposited in the many famous public
libraries; sometimes. as in the case of MITRA'S Nolius, we have
even mention of Mss. to be found in private possession. In the
case of Sanskrit Mss. the excellent Cota1a~s Cala/agarum of
AUFRECHT provides in general consolidated information about
different. texts and the Mss. of such texts known to be in existence
from the various notices, descriptions. etc. which have been pub
lished in individual catalogues, hand-lists or journals. Although
the work of collecting and describing Mss. is still in progress and
fresh information is added from year to year, the editor has to
be satisfied with whatever information he can get from available
sources. The first task then is lo fmd what Mss. are available
for his purpose and then have access to them for the purpose of
collation and continuous study. He has to satisfy himself that
he is dealing with genuinely transmitted copies of the text by
continuous reading of the documents and noting their peculiarities.

After all the available Mss. have been collated and carefully
examined the editor has to select all the really trustworthy
Mss. as his witnesses for the constitution of the text. Just
as the general character of a witness ha~ a bearing on the credi
bility of any deposition which he makes, so also the general

~ or French Catalogues rai:wnmis.
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<:haraeter of a Ms. will aid us in determining the value of its testi
mony with regard to a particular reading. Of two Mss., say
A and B, a comparison shows that wherever they differ, the
number of readings which are certain or highly probable is much
larger in B than in A, then the superiority of B in general trust
worthiness may be taken into account in such cases where the
choice of reading between A and that of B is difficult. ~his is
not an absolute criterion for the genuineness of all the readings
of B, for A may chance to preserve in some cases the true read
ing as against B although it may be the worse of the two Mss.
Thus the Ms. B whkh PrSCHEL collated for the second edition of
sakuntala abounds with blunders of every kind such as the sense
less amu~mli1n for the common word ayu.~man, an index of the
learning and intelligence of the scribe and though it seldom pre
-sents an original reading there are a few instances where it does :
thus at 1-4-4 its reading ahiariadu for ahi~du, is also the read
ing of the shorter recens.ion of S. India.

In weighing the relative trustworthiness of Mss. so selected
it must be remembered, as mentioned already, that each Ms. has
its own peculiarities. These peculiarities can be learned only
by close and continuous study of the particular manuscript. and
to learn these is the essential part of the textual critic's business.
In short the doctrine is that all the trustworthy witnesses to a text
must be heard and heard continuously before a verdict is given.
It is, as Wou' says, a recensio and not a mere recdp,,,itio that
is required." This is even more essential in those cases where
the text has come down to us in a single manuscript. An intimate
acquaintance with the general characteristics of these. solitary
witnesses is needed in arriving at a conclusion that a particular
reading is corrupt, and in attempting to amend it. This is
espcciaUy the case with inscriptions. On the other hand it
bcoomes increasingly difficult to compare Mss. in respect of their
general trustworthiness when their number is large. It is abso
lutely necessary in these cases to enquire whether, and to what
extent, the genealogy of the Mss. can be traced.

" HALL, /lp. cit., p. 122.

Thus the problem of Recension is not always simple and
depends to a large extent on the main types of tradition which the
extant witm.S5eS of the text themselves present. Consistent with
the proviso mentioned in the preceding paragraph about the need
of rontinuous study of each manuscript preserved as a witness
of the text, we may consider here for the sake of convenicnce the
main types separately.

Undcr favourable conditions, when a text is not completely
lost, it may be transmitted and· preserved in one of the following
ways: (i) In one manuscript only and (ii) in more than one
manuscript.

Now when the transmission rests only on one extant manus
cript (codex unicum), the critical recension is regarded as the'
most accurate depiction and decipherment of this solitary witness.
This is the case with the majority of inscriptions and copper
plate grants. Similarly with the fragments discovered in Khotan
and Turfan, such as the fragments of Buddhist plays, edited by
LUDERS. as also texts which have survived only in a single known
extant manuscript like Visvanatha's Kosakalpataru or Nanya·
deva's Bkaratabhii$ya.

The genealogical method rests on considerations of a simple
kind which we have already discussed in the earlier chapters.
But its unployment is of recent date. For before the days of
the railways few scholars had the means of consulting all the Mss.
of any given work scattered in all the distant libraries and private'
coUcctions of this vast sub-continent or even getting collations.
aCOJrately prepared. At the same time the modem mechanical
process for obtaining facsimiles of the required Mss. were un

known.
The varying written copies of a text, being transmitted copies;

handed down through centuries of written transmission, cannot be
ultimately independent of each other; they are descendants of a
common original, now probably lost, descended through various.
streams of tradition. If this common original is a written arche
type, there will be a complete concatenation of copies and
exemplars finally reaching back to it. If we can discover alt
the facts relative to thcir transmission, we can construct an
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accurate pedigree of their descent. The nearer we are to achieving
this, the better wc shall be able to sift the spurious readings from
the genuine.

The general principle according to which wc decide on the
derivation of manuscripts is that, apart from accident, identity
of reading implies identity of origin. The source of the reading
may very well be the author's autograph, but, if not, it must be
some manuscript in the line of transmission. Suppose there arc
fIfteen manuscripts of a given text, and in a given passage eight
of them show one reading as against seven showing another
reading. This fact shows that the common ancestor of the eight
had the one reading, and the common ancestor of the seven the
other if there is no contamination.

The more usual tests to decide the genealogical relationship
between manuscripts are;

1. Omissions of words and passages and trans/XIsitions of
passages. Omissions are the surest test of affinity, says HALL.

since if they are numerous they can hardly have arisen by
accident, and all of these cannot have been imported into a text
by a comparison with other manuscripts. They frequently
imply a far closer connection than could be inferred by identity
of reading, and often show the immediate descent of onc manu
script from another."

2. Agreement in a number of peculiar readings or in other
peculiarities. It must be remembered that the relationship bet
ween manuscripts is not always simple; each manuscript accepted
as a factor in constructing the text is not necessarily descended
from one single ancestor, so that complete identity of reading is
not always pos..~ible from manuscripts derived ultimately from the
same source.

'fhis rule compares favourably with the law in Lin'guistic,;
that while cOYlservations may indicate the community of source of the
languages studied. common innovations are the true indicators of the
mutual relationship between them. Identity of reading in general may
be comp.1red with conservation, while omissions llli'ntioned above may
be viewed as innovations for the purpose wc have in view, namely the
tracing of the mutual relationship existing among the manuscripts.

The collatiom; of the manuscripts which the editor· has pre~

'pared as a basis for the critical recension will indicate in general
such agreements on th~ strength of which he will be able tu cla3!;ify
the manuscripts.

It may sometimes happen that' the peculiar rel;emblances of
two manuscripts may not be such as to warrant the derivation of
one from the other, but might be sufficient to establish some con
nection between them. We infer that this connection arises from

.community of source; in this manner we arrive at the idea of a
family of manuscripts.

Let us suppose that there are eight manuscripts of a text
which we designate as AB CD E FG H. If we find that of these
A stands apart in the peculiarities of its readings, showing no
great similarity to any of the other seven, while Bean the one
side and D E F G H on the other side much resemble each other
though differing considerably from the rest, we can exprcsi> tllis
fact by saying that BC form one family, descended from a hypo
thetical common ancestor which we may indicate by . X' and
DE F G H another family, descended from a hypothetical
common ancestor which we may call' Y·. We have already seen
how f.Trors creep in continued transmission of manuscripts; it
will be reasonable then to expect that the readings of 'X' will
be freer from errors 'than those of either B or C; and since' X .
is the hypothetical source from which BC derive, its readings
will be of a higher antiquity and authority than any of the read
ings of Band C taken singly. The readings of ' X' are naturally
to be deduced by comparing those of Band C. For if . X' were
extant, we would then be able to verify the fact that' X' is more
ancient and more authoritative than Band C taken singly. and
to explain at least some of the scribaJ errors which have crept into
the text of B and C. Similarly the readings of . Y' will be of a
higher antiquity and greater authority than those of D E F G H
taken singly. Now if we fmd that in the family D E F 'G J-l,
G and H agree among themselves to a greater ext'11t than with
D E F in the peculiarities of their readings while preserving their

-general family characteristics, it would follow that G and H are
,descended from a common hypothetical ancestor' W: which be-
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longs to the family D E F ' W " and that the readings of . ". ~

reconstructed by the comparison of those of G and H are of
greater antiquity and of higher value than the latter taken singly.
Nor need we stop here; we may compare the readings of D E F
and ' W' and arrive at . y' and further rompare those of . y' and
, X' with each other and with those of A, and thus deduce thE:
readings of a still more remote ancestor which we may call . Z '.
This . Z' will be the hypothetkal common ancestor of all the
eight manuscripts which are extanl of a given text. It is with this
. Z' that the transmission of the manuscripts first breaks off into
several streams or lines of descent. such as A, . X' and ' Y,' ::md
therefore the remotest common ancestor which can be restored
by a comparison of the readings of A, 'x' and ,y' from the
extant traniilllitted copies of the text. It is therefore called the
drchetype of all the extant manuscripts, and we may thus J':ct
a pedigree of manuscripts or a stemma codicum, which mar be
given as followS:

• Z· ( archetype )

I
I 1 I
A • X' • Y'

I I
1- 1 I I I I
B C D E F 'W'

I
h I

H

In the above slemm(J. the hypothetical parent codices' X • and
, Y' may be called the sub-archetypes or the non-extanl im
mediate descendants of the archetype which separated into distinct.
lines of de5fent or transmission as evidenced by extant manus
cripts.

The simplest application of the genealogy of manuscripts in
sifting the readings is in connt.'Ction with a family of manuscripts-

where it can be shown that onc 01 them is the source from which
all the rest are derived. If there are twelve manuscripts A 8 C D
E F G H I I K L, and the eleven manuscripts commencing with
8 and ending with L are shown to be derived from A, the problem
of recension is at once simplified, for eleven of these manuscripts
have no independent value for the purpose of determining the
original reading; since, wherever they vary from their parent
codex A, the variation must be a result of the scribe's idiosyn.
cracies and errors or conjectures. All the derived copies may
therefore be disregarded except in places where thq original source
has been damaged since these copies were made. The cardinal
principle of the textual critic is to utilize only independent wit.
nesses of a given text; hence the derived copies have no value
or very little value as independent witnesses.. Therefore. except
in special conditions, the derived copies of an extant parent codex
are to be eliminated.

But great caution is necessary in examining the alleged proofs
of such a derivation; a clear demonstration of it must be obtained
before the elimination of the alleged copies. It may happen that
the copyist 01 a given manuscript has restored. the corrupt reading
of his parent codex through felicitous conjecture or by comparing
it with a different exemplar; if the latter be proved, then his
ropy retains its claim to be an independent witness in such places.
and cannot altogether be eliminated.

When the parent codex is oon-extant. as for example • W •
, X ' or . Y·. its readings have to be reconstructed from the evidence
of its descendants. If we have done our work properly, the text
that we arrive at for •X' and • Y' will be freer from errors of
copying than the texts of B and C. and DE F and G H respect.
ively, and that of . Z' freer from such errors than that of any
extant manuscripts. The process of elimination here is wittt
respect to those manuscripts which have no independent value il1'
the reconstruction of the parent codex, subject to the same safe
guards and conditions as in the earlier case considered.

In the stem'1na given above the reconstructed reading~ of
, X' and 'Y' may either agree or differ. I f they agree then
they must belong to; 'Z', that is, they must be original; if they
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~ Quoted by POSTGATE, Com!xwion 10 }.(l/in Studies. p. 795.

There need not be any limit to this fusion; and the greater
-its extent, the more difficult does it become to trace the trans
mission of a text. As 1,VESTCOTT and HORT say, 'The gain or
loss to the intrinsic purity of texts from mixture with other texts
is from the nature of the case, indeterminpble'. In most cases
there would ,be both gain and loss; but both would be fortuitous,
and they might bear to each other any conceiva.ble proportion."-'
Thus whether such crossing produces an intrinsically better
text depends of course upon the judgment and insight of the

,crosser. Since crossing or intermixture implies the exercise of
choice, it may be accompanied by other errorts at improving the
text; in this casE. the text will, in all probability, suffer. For even
in the case of emendations made by scholars, there is only a small
portion representing real improvement of the text; naturally the
scribal emendations represent even a smaller proportion of real im
provements.

The value of a conflated manuscript lies particularly in such
,cases where one of the manuscripts from which it is compounded
is lost. Then it will have the merit of an independent witness to
such of the readings of the lost manuscript and therefore of pre
serving traces of the truth which would otherwise be irrecover
,able.

A very interesting case of such conflation is with reference
to the P,nncatnntra tradition. By a detailed and careful study of

I
G

I
'y'

I

•Z·

I
C F

'\/
L

I
•X'

I
I

A B

\//
K

Woo/ner Commemoration V.olume. pp. 106.108.

differ 'both cannot be the readings of ' Z' ; one of them may then
be the reading of ' Z " while the other may be due to transcrip
tional error or to sporadic conjectures of the copyist; we have here
the choice of two readings which are called 'va.riants one of which
may be that of ' Z '. In such cases. ' X ' and' Y' along with A may
he called variant beaTers of the parent codex' Z '. Similarly,
in the case of ' W' G and H aTe the variant bearers. If in the
, Y' family of manuscripts only D and G are extant, then the
readings of ' Y' will have to be reconstructed from the evidence
of only D and G, and when these two disagree we have to make
a selection of the t.wo subvariants, and the readings so reconstruct
ed will oc the variants for 'z '.

Our procedure so far has been on the assumption that there
has been no mixture or crossing between the families' X' and
, y '. But this is mostly an ideal condition to be wished for, as
-in general manuscripts are not so uniformly derived in the same
strand of tradition. A number of manuscripts have been produced
by a combination of two or more different manuscripts. In the
.absence of a regular history of the transmission of texts it is
exceedingly difficult to unra~'el the different strands in their in
dependent transmission, as more often than not they appear inter
twined even from an early period. This process of intertwining
of the different strands of transmission is termed crossing or
intermixing and the codices so produced arc called conflated
manuscripts or misch-codices.

That a text may be improved by the comparison of two
codices is not a modern discovery. We have examples of variant
readings (palha or pii/hantaras) mentioned by commentators like
Dcvabodha and Arjunami§ra of the Mohiibhiirata, and an interest
ing e.xperiment in medieval textual criticism has been referred to
by Mr. GODE in his paper' Textual Criticism in the 'Thirteenth
Century." The accompanying diagram indicates a slemma codi"
cum where K and L are conflated manuscripts, being formed by
the intermixture of A and B and of C and F respectively.
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the material EDGERTON tries to establish four independenl
streams, represented as follows:

l. Tantrflkhayika, Simplic.ior and Piiroabhadra.
2. Southern Pancatantra, Nepalese Pancatantra and the

HitopadeSa.

3. The Brhatkatha versions (namely, Somadeva and.
K$emcnd ra) .

4. The Pahlavi versions.

To the first group belongs also K~dra in part, since ap
parently he used TantrJ.khliyika ; therefore his text is oontaminated
with Tantrakhayika, and significant only when agreeing with 2
and 4, but not with 1. On the other hand -pul1).abhadra made
partial use of at least onc. different stream, not secondarily related
to any of the others. So we have traces here of at least a fifth
stream, which however nowhere appears in a pure and uncoll
taminated form in the texts which we have. Consequently fOf"
this hYPJthetical fifth stream the value of Piimabhadra would be·
that of an independent witness.

The genealogical method, stricUy speaking, cannot be ap.
plied to conftated manuscripts as such. Their mutual relations
arc more often than not very difficult to diS€.'TItanglc. Occasion
ally however we may dctect a common strain in these manu-.
scripts, shown by their agreemcnts in peculiar corruptions or in
good readings which would have been hard to discover by un
aided conjecture. This will lead then to a partial 9-pplication.
of the genealogical method to portions of manuscripts.

It may sometimes happen that good readings are found in.
manuscripts which are generally untrustworthy, and which are
not worth citing continuously. These may then be cited only
in such cases where their testimony is helpful in restoring the
text.

In a large number of cases, due to complex mixture of the'
different lines o[ transmission, it may happen that the genealogical
relationship between manuscripts is too obscure to afford ground
for thE.' application of such a method. This is the case, for'
instance, with the manuscripts of the Miilatimiidhava utilized for
his edition by the late Sir Ramakrishna Gopal BHANDARKAR.

Suppose there are six manuscripts· A BeD E F, and their
history is not clear so far as the lines of transmission are con
cerned; we cannot say that A B C form one family, descended
from a common ancestor, while 0 E F form another. A oom.
parison may, however. show that certain Rood readings are com
mon to AB C, but are not found in DE F. This fact will indi
cate that, so far as those readings are ooncemed, some good manu
script was the source conunon to A B C, though that ancestry
may be in other respects diverse or mixed. This melhod is inter
mediate between those based on the cvidence derived from the
known character of a single document and the genealogical evi
dence or a family of documents.

By a methodical use of the evidence of extant and non
,extant manuscripts (whose readings are inferred from the deriving
extant manuscripts), we shall arrive at what may be called the
transmitted text. This transmitted text will be different from
any existing onc. It will not be the best one, and not even neces
sarily a good one; but it will be the most ancient one according
to thc direct line of transmission, and the purest in the sense of
being the freest from traceable crrors of copying and unauthoris6:1
improvements.

In order to understand the method of reconstructing the lost
archetype of a given number of e."<tant manuscripts, let us considcr
-a hypothetical case where we have nine extant manuscripts ab c d
e j g 11 i. A close examination and comparison of thar readings
shows that they may be divided into two sets or families consist
ing respectively of a bed and e f g 11 i. We may express this
fact by saying that the first four are descended from a oommon
non-extant ancestor X and the remaining five from another
common lost ancestor Y. Now a further scrutiny may show that
the family of five again falls into three smaller sets: e, f i, Clnd
~ h. These smaller sets show that e stands apart; f and i are
-derived from a common ancestor S, j being merely a copy derived
from f ; and g h are derived from a lost parent codex T. In this
typical discussion the lower case letters indicate extant manu
scripts. while the capital letters indicate non-extant manuscripts.
Wc shall suppose that the lines of transmission are not inter-
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of manuscripts arrayed on either side is immaterial, and so also
the fact that there is a consensus between three smaller sets of Y.
One of the cardinal doctrines of tEXtual criticism j~ that codices
we to be WeighEd (md nOl counted. So mere numbers on either
side do not help us in arriving at the correct reading of A. In
this case there can be no absolute certainty as to the reading in
A. Other things being equal, one or the two readings may be
that of A. provided the documentary or transcriptional probability
shows that the other reading can be a corruption of the one ac
cepted. Thus for instance if a b c d represent Northem manu
scripts having a reading dhj$lhilii and the five remaining manu
scripts being Southern have a reading v4lhitii, we can see that
dhi,~th"i[ii may be the reading of A since IJiMhitii is transcription_
ally possible. because dh and u of early northern script are almost
similar.

(3) Next let U$ Suppose that the descendants of X (or of Y)
are divided among themselves. The representatives of T (g and
h) am found dissenting from those of Sand e, .and agreeing with
a b c d. Is the reading of Y to be inferred from T or from Sand
t ? It will be clear that it should be inferred from T, because,
excluding the h}'f)Othesis of mixture or accidental coincidence. tht'
agreement of T with a bed can be explained only on the supposi
tion that T has preserved the reading common to X and Y. which
must also have been the reading of A. The readings of Sand e
in this. case must be left aside as mislections or corruptions_

The advantage of the genealogical method, whenever it is
possible,. is twofold: (i) the work is simplified by the elimination
of certain variants and Oi) it becomes possible to infer soml'
readings of A besid(,.'S those in which aJl its descendants agree.

We shall now consider briefly the typical cases of constitu
tion of the texts of the different non-extant manuscripts whose
e:l(istence at some time in the past muS( be assumed in order to
explain the relationship in which the extant manuscripts stand to
each other. In the stemma given above:

(1) The text of T can be constituted
(0) through the agreement of g and h

(b) through the agreement of g or h and the remaining

0
I

A
II I

y (K}X
II

I I Ir I 1 s Td , -a b ,
I I I
f g "I
i
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be 'den,',--I then we can re-be demonstrated to I ......Jf 0 and A earl

1 the symbol A by 0_
p ace . f 11 these extant manu

Let us now examine the readmgs 0 a t"sfied that t'
- re them minutely. H we are sa I _ ,

scnpts and compa I- - ~_ - altro<rPther except m SU(,l- r J then we e lmmal.C I ~b-

is a direct copy 0 , cd fter the copy j was made-
readings where f has been damag a

from it.. th roblem of reconstructing the readings
Wc now ~me to e l~ed by the readings of a bed l J ~ h_

of A on the evtdencE. SUPP I . )

- d- to the proviso mentioned above . .
(and I, aceor 109 .. b all the eight manuscnpts,

(1) A reading which IS shown ...~ that of A This is the
, 'f . lude i) must have u=n '..

(or nme I we me .. _ mel that a readlOg m
- "'""'"tulate of textual cntlCIsm, na y. ed

malO ......- t between what may be prov
which there is geocral agreemen 'pts must be the. ori-
to be (more or less) independent manuscn ,

~nal reading of the archetype-d ts f X have one reading, and
(2) If all the four descen an 0 d

all the five of Y have another, then the g~~l~~a~e~:n~:m:
not enable us to decide which was the rea 109 .
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- -0 other words the tradition is unifonn and none ?f the
woven. I _ there is no eVidence-
manuscripts are conflated. That lS to say, y
of mixture either between the families descended from X and

peet" e1~ or between the smaller sets within Y. The stEmma
:1~ stand as follo....-s, 0 being the_ Original and A the lost
archetype from which X and Y are den..-ed :
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of X and Y can be constituted under the same
principles of reconstruction.

(5) In the constitution of the archetype A the circumstances
are somewhat different If its transmission had broken into two
streams X and Y, and X and Y agreed among themselves. then
the concordant reading would be that of A as has already been
explained in great detail above. If they conflict with each other
one of these discordant readings can be that of A. But as mco
tioned above the genealogical method does not help us here.
Other things being equal, both transcriptional (or documentary)
probability and intrinsic probability will have to be taken into
considerntion for settling the text; such considerations will fonn
part of the next chapter.

(a) If of the two families X and Y only one manus
cript each such as a and i were preserved, we
could constitute the te:rt of A with a similar cer~

tainty; a and i would then be the variant bearen>..
But an essential deterioration would still remain,
if in an already corrupt text in X and Y further
damage were to arise in the line of transmission,
or if in a bad reading of X, still retained pure in
Y, a later corruption took place in i.

(b) A similar state of affairs would be met with if only
6 e and i were preserved. Through the agreement
of e i against a, a and Y (i.e., e i) would become
the variant bearers. If a i agree against e or a e
against i, then the isolated readings are worthJess.
If a j and e all conflict with one another, then
neither Y nor A can be constituted with the exist
ing material. Attempts must then be made, from
the • sub-variants' of e and j to constitute the
readings of Y, so that these variants may then be
considered as having equal value with those of a,
as seen from the point of view of recension.

(6) If only a b, or e g, or g h arc preserved, then it will
be possible only to constitute the text of the parent codices X or

4
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manuscripts, because these agreements within the
Y family can be explained only on the basis of the
originality of these a'greements descending from Y
itself. The ca~ of T agreeing with a bed has
already been dealt with. It follows from this that
the special faults or corruptions or mislections of
g and h cannot in general make the constitution
of the text of T doubtful. The text of T will
however remain doubtful when g and It do not
either agree among themselves or with the re
maining manuscripts, or when they are independ·
ent of each other in the same corruptions.

(2) In the same manner and with the same certainty or
absence of certainty the text of S can be established on the basis
of f and T.

(3) Similarly and to the same extent we can constitute the
text of Y on the basis of r, S and T.

(4) The text of X can be established

(0) through the concordant readings of any two manus
cripts a bed taken at random, or

(b) through the agreement bet\veen any two manus
cripts of this group with the manuscripts of the
Y group, because such agreements can only be ex·
p1ained on the basis of their being the common
readings of X and Y and therefore of A. If a b
{: d vary among them.<>eIves and differ from Y,
giving conflicting readings, the text of X will re
main doubtful. It follows from this that all parti.
cular readings of (J b c 'd e S (f) g and h are in
genenl.1 worthless for the constitution of the texts
of X and Y. They should therefore be e1i·
minated.

The present consideration can be equally
applied to such cases where thearchetypc A
bre.rrks up into a further number of streams of
transmission in addition to X and Y, and the te.'<t
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Y or T, and for each of these lost sources the two extant manus-
cripts are the variant bearers. .

(7) If A v/ere divided into three (or more than three) lme£
of transmission sucll as X, Y and K (or more), the text of .4
can be constituted through the agreements between any two of
these sub-archetypes. In such cases whcra these groups give con
flicting readings, or when the agreements between any two are of
such a nature as to be accidental and independent of each other,
there can be no absolute certainty as to the reading of A.

The reasoning above is based on the assumption that there is no
intermixing or fusion between the different strands of the transmis
sion. Let us now consider cases where such contamination or con
flation has taken place. 11, for instance, the received manuscripts
deviate from their sources and crOGS with these different sources,
-say, XY against K, XK against Yor YK against X. the isolated
readings of X Y and K which, under normal cirrumstances would
bE considered worthless and eliminated, will all become 'presump
tive variants' for the con;,titution of A, for X Y and K are all
contaminated, and the agreement of any two conflicting with a
reading of the third will give us a set of two variants having equal
value for the constitution of the archetype.

A practical illustration of these principles applied to what
are definitely known as conftated manuscripts is seen i,n the critic<lJ
recension of the Mahiibhiirata. The slemma codiculll here divides
thE streams into Nand S, N h<lving separated again into two
subgroups .. and y. The critical examination has shown th~t e~cn

the relatively pure K versions are nol free from contammatlOn.
The main principle underlying all speculation as to authentic~~"

says SUKTHANKAR, in his ProlegomDW, is the postulated ongt·
nality of agreement between what may be proved. to be more or
less independent versions. The rule arising out of the agreement
between independent recensions and versions is easy to compre
hend and simple la apl>ly ; only its sphere of operation is rather
restricted. Difficulties arise when there is fluctuation.; and that
is the normal state. So when there was fluctuation the choice of
the editor fell, as a corollary of the above rule, upon a, ,reading
which is do:::umented by the largest number of (what prima ftu;ie

.appear to be) more or less independent versions, and which is
supported by intrinsic probability. 1be presumptions of origi
nality in these. cases is frequently confirmed by a lack of definite
..agreemETIt between the discrepam veISions. The chief difficulty
.comes in, when there is a double agreement, or agreement between
two or more groups of each recension ; here one of the agreements,
generally speaking, must be accidental, since both can hardly be
oOriginal ; and either may be adopted, if they have equal intrinsic
merit. The balance of probability is equal for sudt readings, and
the choice difIkult. Only in such cases can more weight be given
to the witness which bears the best character [or accuracy. Ac
.oordingly SUKTHANKAR has adopted the readings of the group
S,K When the two reccnsions have alternate readings neither of
which can have come from the! other and which have equal in
trinsic merit (N : S), the choice is extremely difficult; the balance
.of probability is equal for both recensions. Applying the doctrine
that in such cases only more weight is to be given to the witness
which bears the rest character for accuracy, the more reliable
witness may be ronsistently adopted. as a stop-gap., with a view
to avoid unnecessary and indiscriminatlO fusion of veISions.
When these tests break down or w:-tcn they give only a negative
result, the expedient adopted by SUKTHANKAR was to find a read·
-ing which best explains how the other readings may have arisen.
Thus 1.98.18 samudge> samudre, samuhe, somrddhe etc. The
true reading in such cases has often proved to be a ledio difficilior,
or an archaism or a solecism, the desire to eliminate them being
the cause of the variation.

Similarly the difficulty of restoring the texts of sub-arche
types of different versions when the extant manuscripts are con
taminated may be realized from the following considerations
gained from /I..fahiibhiirola manuscript studies. Says SUKTlIAN
KAR: . Suppose we examine six manuscripts of a version
(Grantha) to prepare a critical text of that version. It may
happen that four of them (G1. 2 ,.,r.. ), which are conflated manu
scripts, have a secondary reading, while only two (G."G') have the
corrcct reading. 10 these circumstances the true charac
ter of the variants could never be inferred from the read-
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iogs of this vCl'Sion (G) itself; it would be shown only by othel
versions (T or M or N). In fact, there is no way of fmding out
whether any of the manuscripts of a particular version arc con
flated (if Uley happen to be conflated) without consulting the
other vcrsions.'u Thus it is evident that the ideal type which we
have discussed in this chapter needs modifications in actual prac
tice according to the nature of the extant manuscripts with which
wo have to build up our critical recension.

The importance of discovering wherever possible the exact
filiation of extant manuscripts may be guaged from the follow·
ing consideration: supposing that a manuscript does not deviate
horn its source, and the traditioo is pure or unmixed, it is not

possible to settle its filiation to its source and other descendants of
its sourcc. If for instance in the stemmo coDsidered above f does
not show any unique faults in its transcription from S. then W~

cannot decide whether i derives directly or through f from S.
Suppo6e that only i and f are preserved, then i would be a pre
sumptive variant bearer, whereas we should have to eliminate it
completely jf we pcnctrated sufficiently through the history of the
textual transmission. It would therefore be necessary to subject
to examination all its singular readings evtIl if they be in reality

genuine faults.

Similarly when a copyist corrects a fault in his SOOTCC by·
a fortuitous conjecture without openly acknowledging it, then it
may give rise to the appearance that his transcript descends from
a source other than its own exemplar for such a reading; in
other words there is a possibility that some sort of contamination
is assumed by the classifier of the manuscript evidence. But oor
rect readings which are found through proper conjecture of the
copyist cannot be brought within the field of criticism against
their elimination demanded by other arguments. Hence great
care is to be exercised in determining the filiation of manuscripts
either within a single strand of tradition or within intertwined

strands.

ti Prolegomf;1Ul. p. (.XXXI.

In the absence of exact chronology either of the authors or
their transmitted texts, it is not possible to say whether the arche
type recovered through critical analysis of the collations from
extant manuscripts can be identified with the autograph or not.
The archetype may be identical with the original or
may be latcr than the original. If the archetype is later
than the original, it may be an immediate copy of the autograph
or the earliest intermediate copy which can be recovered through
the evidence of extant manuscripts. It is not always possible to
say how many stages of transmission lie between the different
streams of the tJ3d.ition or between the lost parent codex and the
preserved. manuscripts.



CHA:PTER V

CAUSES OF CORRUPTIO
I T A TRAI SMITTED TEXT

All that a proper recension of a text does is to report the
evidence of the doallncnts,. which are the primary witnesses to
the text so transmitted, and to decide which documents are the
most trustworthy owing to their age or character. In most cases
this brings us appreciably nearer the autograph; still it always
leaves'a residuum' of passages. greater or less in number according
to the character and history of the text in question, which no'
longer pre'sent the word~ which the author originally wrote. Such
passages arc usually described as . corrupt' and before we allow
such corruptions to remain in the text we must consider whether
they can be removed or 'c!TICnded', If it be proved that some
(Xlrtion of a text has disappeared without leaving any trace behind.
the injury is irreparable, and the editor should then carefully mark
the lacuna in his texL But a majority of corrupt passages a~

instances where the text has been defaced but not entirely de
stroyed. and can be restored with more or less probability by
emendation.

In order then that we may succeed in restoring our text from
the evidence available, including such evidently corrupt passages.
we must. know and weigh the causes which tend to vitiate it in its
various kinds.

We have already indicated that the oorruptions which find
their way in transmittOO texts are either visual and psychological.
aocidcntal or deliberately made. and involuntary, scmivoluntary
or voluntary. No appeal to experience has so far enabled critics
to frame exhaustive categories of transcriptional error or license.
It is impossible, as JE813 remarks, to draw up a list of the motives
which might lead to wilful change, or of the accidents which might.
lead to blunders, for the organs of the tradition were not machines,
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but men. Of course experience teaches that the various types
of faults considered below have different frequencies, and in case
of doubt. different probabilities. In order to secure a sound
foundation for this department of textual criticism, onc must pre
pare, for the individual periods of time. types of literature and
the regions of writing, on the basis of such manuscripts whose
source is actually extant (and whose readings will in general
be eliminated in our critical editions), a statement of all the
individual faults, arranged according to types; then one must
proceed to the individual faults of such manuscripts whose source
can be rcconslructed with certajnty through recension; in this
case the first thing to do is to separate those manuscripts whooe
!lOUrte can be constituted by selection from those whose source
can only be arrived at by • divination' or conjecture.

As matterS stand at present these errors may be classified in
several ways. . Adapting the system of classification followed by
HALL, we have errors arising from:
L Confusions and attempts made to remedy them:

(1 ) ulIlfusion of similar letters and syllables.
(2) Mistranscription of words through general resemblance.
(3) Misinterpretation of contractions.
(4) Wrong combination or separation.
(5) Assimilation of tenninations and accommodation tG

neighbouring construction.
(6) Transposition of letters (anagr.ammatism) and of words

and sentences; dislocation of sentences. sections and
pages.

(7) Mistr.anscriptK>n of Sanskrit into Prakrit or Vernacular
and VK:e versa.

(8) Mistake due to change in pronunciation.
(9) Confusion of Numerals.
('10) Confusion in Proper Names.
(I t) Substitution of synonymous or familiar words for un

familiar.
(12) New spellings substituted for old.
(3) Interpolation or the attempt to repair the results of un·

conscious errors.
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'n. Omissions.
(14) Haplography, or the omission of words or syllables

wiUt the same beginning or ending (homoeccrcta and
homoeoteleuta).

(15) Lipography (parablepsia) or simple omission of any
kind.

Ill. Additions.
(16) Repetition from the immediate (Dittography) or neigh

bouring context
(17) Insertion of interlinear Of marginal glosses or notes

(Adscripts).
(18) Conflate<! readings.

(19) Additions due to the influence of kindred wntmgs.
A few of these errors will be illustrated below. In the degree

in which the volition of the scribe is absent or present we shall
arrange them as involuntary (or mechanical), semi-voluntary and
voluntary.

INVOLUNTARY (OR MECHANICAL) CoRRUPTIONS.

Errors of the eye.

(a) Confusions of Letters. This is purely a Question to be
settled by palaeographical evidence. For instance in the Deva
nagari pttuliar to the lains there is frequent interchange between
the following: (i) c, "and b; (ii) Uh and cch; (iii) th and gh;
(iv) bbk and jjh and (v) dd, ddh, U, IIh and 41h. In other
varieties of Devanagari also such confusions exist. A few
examples will make this clear. Mahaviracarila:

5th : cch-I ]1 svasthilya > svacchilya E.
o a-II 13~ mahadoso > mahadQso Bo.
y p-I 4c v~H..'Yanisyanda·o > o·ni!:i/JandP K, E. Bo etc.

IJI 40" kalpapaya·o > kalyal)aya } Md- M Mg
l) P kalpa/JayaY > kalY~laya • t, .
Confusions generally occur when the manuscript which a

scribe is copying is in an tmfamiliar writing and contains letters or
symbols resembling characters in the script to which he is accus
tomed but having a different value. Thus K lO which is a mode
rately trustworthy though modern and incorrecl transcript of a

$aracIa exemplar of the i\diparvan of the Mahabharata, shows
confusion arising from the deceptive similarity between ccr·
tain letters of the $acacia and Devacii.gari alphabets. The
copyist frequently writes ma for 5a; u for ta, and sa for tha
(thus u$ii for ta(hii); da for r ; sa for ma, or for cal; medial u for
subscript va ; vya for VT ; tu for tra, ita for tra ; sy(JI for cya ; sea
for eta; medial UI for subscript t ; bha for tQ; 5ta lor $YO; etc.
Any good work on Indian palarogrnphy will give full details 01
the different characters prevailing in various classes of scripts, and
lrom these a list may be prepared of characters within the same
script which may be misunderstoOO for one another and within
different scripts having such resemblances but divergent values..

(b) Omission 01 letters or syllables, and partimlarly the
superscript vowel signs, one case of which has been deah with
aoove : Gdliso < °doso. Mahabharata 1.142.25<1 vrthaiva sa
vinaillGasi Do : tor vinat·lk,<;yasi. cf. T~G vina~i~yasi. This mistake
may be due to faulty hearing. Instances of loss of syllables :

Ram. I 211 : ye madvi$ayavasinal) : DII omits ya and reads
"vi$a\-asinaJJ; in Ad ye is represented by e and struck off. I 53;
nananaganivasina1:J : Do omits Da, probably due to the influence
of the neighbouring letters; in this case it will have to be cited
·under Hornoiographon below.

(c) Traosp:)Sition of lette~ or syllables (Anagrammatism):
Mahaviracarita III 3711 jilanena canyo > Mt. Md. jnane ca nanyo
(possibly through wrong division of text: jnane-na-canyo).

Ram. I. 23 1 : kan:laprcivar31)as caiva > Du ka;riwr-"
(d) Addition of lettc~ (from various causes): Mahavira

carita I 2- mahapuru~sarhrambho > Bo °samarambho.
(e) Confusion of words: any words in the language may

be confused provided their general similarity is sufficient to over~

-come their unlikeness in some particular.
(t) Loss of letters, syllables. words or lines through similar

ity of writing (Homoiographon). When the similar letters stand
next to each other we have haplography ;

Mbh. 1. 103.13c K3D"D,.~ abhyasiiyam for ·a'bhyasiiya-
yam
Homoiographon :
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Mvc. II 7::. lolalO3l)O > Iolaaoo 12 ; III 186 p3!?3J)Qa kaQ4ira
>pakhaJ)dira &; 19~ "prasavaparilsana > prasavasana E..

(g) Repetitions, Dittography etc. Letters. groups of letters•.
words and lines are written twi<:e) (or oftcner) instead of once.

Mbh. 1.57, 21 : hasyariipeua sarilkarab > ~ h!myahamya-O
(which is corrupt for hasyahasya-"), a dear case of ditlography.

(h) Omissions of groups of letters, words and lines through.
simple negligence:

Mvc. 11 9- abhicaranti > 3caranti E.

SUlTVOLUNTARY AND VOLUNTARY CoRRUPTIONS.

(a) Phonetic confusions are likely to occur when the copyist
transcribes his manuscript at some one else's dictation. Thus the
passage cited under (b) in the former section, namely Mbh
1.142.25" D ..,: uinmikFJSt almost sounds like vinoti~yasi. But it
is not absolutely necessary to consider them as errors of the ear,
for scribes might interchange letters or combinations of letters
which sounded alike, though to the eye there might be no rcsem
blan«.

(b): Transposition of parts of words or whole words.

Ram. 1 ~ idmi/ VOOOI1mlt abravit > B. vaCllllwh tv idam

abravil 'I It ~ tasmin kale saha wayii > A tasmin kale lVQ)'(1

,aIw.

Mvc. I 13' Maithilasya raja~l) > TIT! RajaOier maithil
asya; 14fl kiliinyat > T, anyat kila; III Mt arc re (//wtjvoo'

pUT"U$iidho,,:'a > Mg are re puru.~iidha.ma mlatjVOfI.

Mbh. 1.l.25d dlJiiryale yad dvijiitibhil) D, yod dltiiryale
dvi° (metrically defective).

(c) Transposition of onc or more lines. This kind of
tran5p06ition may in reality be arrested loss. A copyist finds that
he has accidentally omitted a' line or a number of lines, and
rather than disfigure his page or waste his material and time he

writes the omitted portion in the margin or at the foot of the
page, usually adding a sign to show where it should come. The
succeeding copyist may easily overlook this sign and thus perma
nently misplace the passage.

Karp(mlmaiijari I : manuscript T transposes verses 2 and 4 ;
similarly in NR verse 7 stands after verse 8.

(d) Grammatical or other assimilation. to the Context.

Ram. 1 128 tvam galir hi mato mama > A.< hi mo/ir
mama 1& vftab €.atasahasrCIJa viinarii~lii,il tarasvinam > A; (Ks)
°sahosrois ca, influenced by plural vanarfu)iim.

8*3 tatal) Saka-Pulindmilsca Kalil'lgams caiva mflrgata >
DKiilindii,hs ca in 8 2 (K.) through Pulinda in the. first pada.

Mbh. 1.96.8 iihuya danam kanyanam gur}avadbhyai). srn(tarn
budhai(l > T. gUlJ.avadblti~1 through budhaih connected with
smrtam.

(e) Wrong junctions and divisions of words, generally going
back to a stage when texts were written withDUt word division.
We may consider .here the passage previoosly cited: Mvc lIt 37'1
jiianena canyo > * jnane na canyo > Mt Md jnane ca nanyo.

Similarly the famous Gitii verse ah<:th vaisvanaro bhfitvii is.
explained by the ignorant reeiters even today as aham vat svii nam
bhutva.

Mbh. 1.96.47,1 abTovid-dhosoti tadii for ha soli'
3.69.25'( gatram p(lT.amaSobhouam for poram aSQblumalll

1 The following explanation of the passage is due to Dr. V. S.
SuKTHANKAR: the upresslon hDsoti becomes merely a ven;e-fllling
word withoot any cogency. It implies ((lQuetry at a very critical
moment Quite inconsistcnl with the bchaviour of that particular
~r (Amb3l. But in ha ,ali, 3ati is a Pl{EGNANT word.. This
marriage to the Kunt family was an improvement on her own choice.
She was not even fonnally engaged to salva. And in order to impro,'e
her status she could have very easily thrown SllIva overboard. She
had only chosen him i n her m i n d (molf(uii urlcI1J). But being
a sali, she y,uuld not go back on heT choice (Cf. S.=i.vitri also). And
because she was a stili (a chaste girl). so- ParaSurama. roughL for her
with Bhi$rna. That is also why she propitiated Siva and obtained a
boon from Him. Ag a soli she carried her hate or Bh~ma to the next
birth, and reineamating as Siklu~lt!in she killed Bhi~ Thus we see
how PREGNANT is the word .soli in this context. HasoJi puts the lid on
it, and making her out to be a coquette, bungles the whole thing.
We are prone to acquiesce in a sense which mighl satisfy us. but which
wuuId ha\'e pcrYerted the ideology of the ancient r#s.

------

!
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(I) Interchange of words or phrases or prepositions 01
kindred meaning or contrasted meaning or in other words Syno.
nyms or Antonyms. Thus adki and abhi or mi frequently inter
change; cf. Ram. J 164 adhigaccha diSam piirvam > A.z~ obln
gaccha. A long list of synonyms metrically equivalent is given
by SUKTHANKAR from the Mahabharata in his Prolegomena,
p. XXXVII; similarly for phrases.. Thus we have nmeSlJOfd:

nuriidhipa: ntJfOUont!J,-ntnar~bha for the first type, and .us
vQStmlam ymhii niigQIn in opposition to Svosantmn ivo .pamwg011t
for the second type.

(p:) Omissions or insertions of seemingly unimportant words.
These comprise mostly monosyllabic particles, common adverbs
.md oonjunctions:

Pancatantra: T A 13 : athatra bhavan kim kartukamah
SP III atha bhavan kiri'l v~yati

Hp 55.4 and Bm 14 5 atha bhavan kiril braviti
(h) False Recollections. It may sometimes happen that

something in a passage bcf~ a scribe may suggest. to him some·
thing else and he will write down what is in his mind, rather
than what is before his eyes.

Thus Mbh. 5.127.29-' reads vcS)'endriyam jitiimiityom for
which RIOt Tt GN .• have jiliilmiinom recollecting vijitritmii of
22Q and ajitrilnW of 27".

(i) Incorporation of marginalia. These may be expIana.
tions or glosses, illustrative Quotations or readers' comments. Thus

in the manuscript of SandeSarasaka (No. 18~~~82 of the Govt. Col·

tion of Mss. at the Bhandarkar Institute), the text incorporates
somc definitions of the metres used within itself; originally these
passages must have been marginalia, later on incorporated within
the main text by some subsequent copyist.

(j) Interpolation. This is a conscious tampering with the
text by way of substitution or addition with the object
of repairing the results of unconscious errors. There is always
some motive for interpolation like some obvious corruption or
lacuna in the text which the interpolator tries to amend, often

unskilfully. Interpolation (which means polishing, improvement)
would include both additions and omissions, but these omissioos
are the harder to detect when thcy are designed. In general it
is often difficult to tell whether a change was designed or not.
From the experience gained in this direction by the Mahabharata
studies carried on at thc Bhandarkar Institute, we may classify
interpolations into the following categories:

1. Substitution would naturally cover certain inherenl diffi
culties of the text.

(i) Manuscripts betray the surreptitious efforts of the scribes
and redactors to eliminate hiatus: cf. Prolegomnlo XCIII.

(ii) Efforts made to correct hypermctric lines: 1.20

vino/mu vi~~wvadmliim > v. 1. v4al:~Ul1upalll vinmam,

vi'l.atiim dinavadfllam vi$~UJl)adanam kD4ril,l).

(Hi) Efforts made to avoid solecism: 5.86.16,1 lJyathito
vimaniibh.avol : S. uimonii vyalhilo' bhavat.

(iv) Removal of archaism, and of difficult or unfamiliar
words and phrases: 5.34.78d N. afHiriniini: S. apaniliini.

.(v) Improving upon diffICUlt or peculiar construction or
sense :

Mbh. 5.7.28~ N kr~wm ciiphr1am ;iitilvii yuddhon tntlle
jita,u ;ayam > S. k!~am copi mtlkobohum iimonlrya bJl1l1rat

trT$abha.

2. Additions which may be on any scale from the introduc
tion of a sentence or a verse to the manufacture of a long pas
sage or even a whole chapter or JXlCrn arc to be found, but they
cannot Ix: ascribed to the copyists. The redactors of the manus·
cripts must have had access to an unlimited but parallel type of
literature to draw from.

(i) Multiplication of items mentiont.>d in a lisl, or a desire
to complete the description in greater detail: cf. SUKTHANKAil,

Ploleg. pp. XXXVIll seq.
(ii) Anticipation or repetition of stories, motives 0[' dis

COUI1leS.
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(iii) Ethical, moral or sententious maxims on occasions most
suited to them.

(iv) Doctrinal interpolations, as found for instance in the
Riimaya,l:la RI 5.27.20-32 confIned to the school of Ram:anuja,
thel passage being an apotheosis of Rama.

(v) Additions due to filling out of laamae (real or imagin
ary) : Mbh. 1.482-,

(vi) Hannonising interpolations. attempting to bring the
conflicting passages into hannony. CL Adhy. 139 of the Bom
bay Edition-(App. I, No. 80 of the Crit. Ed. of Mbh.)-contain·
iog the only reference to the alleged instal1ation of Yudhi'$thira as
heir apparent, and to the exonltration of Arjuna from the sin of
fighting with his own guru.

(vii) Actor's interpolations. in plays adapted for stage act
ing; these interpolations aTC held mainly to be responsible. for
instance, for the several reccnsions of Kalidasa's $tiJrulltalam.

It will thus become apparent that there are very often more
causes than one at work in producing corruption and therefore
it is not always possible to assign the exact operating cause in a
particular instanao. In such cases method requires that preference
should be given to causes known to be the most widely operative.
regarding the others as possibly or actually contributory.

It is also well recognised that corruption is apt to breed
corruption, SO that when the conditions, both extrinsic and intrin·
sic, are for any reason unfavourable to the preservation of the
tcxt in its purity, the result may be beyond the means of the
textual critic, for so rapid is the textual deterioration that the
original readings become clouded over or driven out by fresh
crops of corruptions.

CHAPTER VI

EMENDATION

A knowledge of the different types of errors and the mis
-chiefs which affect a: text in tran9tD.ission, such as those listed in
the last chapter. nea:ssarily precedes all judgment upon .its
.condition and contents. Reccnsion enables the editor to arnve
.at the most ancient fonn of the transmitted text and his work
will 'be Utat of an honest man but of a textual antiquarian, not a
textual critic, since the restoration of the text, as far as poosiblc,
to its original form still remains, if by original fonn we under
stand the form intended by the author.

So the first. question that he has to ask himself is: 'Is this
what the ancient author is likely to have written here?' In
judging this Question we have to take into account the ~eral

characteristics of his diction and of his thought and the particular
context. On the negative side we can: say. with tolerable certainty,
that such; and such a reading is imp05Sible ; on the fK)Sitive side,
however such a test may not always be decisive. The appeal is
to our~ conception of the author's style and mind and of the
<:ontext. Different conclusions may be reached in &1ch cases by
equally competent judges. How are wC to estimate the degree
of probability for each of these &1ggestions and how are we to
decide between the rival suggestions?

The editor must therefore consider the intrinsic character of
the readings that he has arrived at by the prQOO;S of r~en5ion.
If the transmitted reading (that upon which the manuscnpts are
-<\gfced) or the • traditional' reading (that which both .manus
cripts and direct testimonia &1PIX1rt) is completely destitute of
-sense. or if it involves some flagrant contradiction in the ~ssa~.

or in its immediate neighbourhood, or some noticeable and mexph
cable dtViation of forms, constructions, or usages of wO,rds:
characteristic of the author, or some purposeless and tautologIcal
repetition, some violation of the laws of metre and rhythm as

I
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observed by the author. or some apparent and unaccountable
break in the oontext. or some inexrusable disorder in the thought
sequence: then wc are entitled to say that it is corrupt, however
strong the externa! evidence may be in its favour. If such a
corruption cannot be removed. then wc dismiss it as hopelessly
corrupt. But in a large number of cases we can: discern a remedy
or remedies, and when such is the case we can hit upon a correc
hon which satisfies, in all respects, the demands of sense.
rnntcxt. grammar, style, metre and rhythm as characterising the
author, we describe this correction as • intrinsically probable'.
The • intrinsic probability' of a reading is relative simply to the
original author of the text and has nothing do with the transcriber
of the manuscript.

If, in addition, the reading proposed is such as is likely to
have been corrupted through ascertained channels of deterioration
(sucn as those mentioned in the last chapter) to the 'traditional .
or 'transmitted' reading with the variants of the reading, we
shall claim for our suggestion or conjecture that it has the support
of both intrini>ic and' extrinsic' probability.

The conjecture or proposal so 'made must possess 'transcrip
tionat' probability (also referred to as 'documental' or 'docu
mentary' probability), that is to say, it must explain how the
copyist came to elT, and in order to do this it must be palaco
graphkally possible. In other words. if we find that certain
transmitted readings can be probably explained as mere • Iiteml '
corruptions of other readings which are believed, upon other
grounds, to have stood in the archetype, then these latter are said
to be 'transcriptionally probable.'

Just as the intrinsic probability of a reading is relative simply
to the original author and has nothing to do with the transcriber
of the manuscript, so also the documental probability of a reading
is relative simply to the transcriber of the manuscript and has
nothing to do with the original author. ]n other words, when
there are three readings, say ildhoJ,., rddha/J and iifdhva;",t which

1 At Mbh. 1.57.7. these, along with other variants sum fu/m//.,
ramY/lb, Srf$/ha/.!, u«/li/.l have been cited as cxample9 of variation due

()f these readings is besl fitted lo ao:ount for the other two?
This QUEStion, it will be seen, has nothing to do with the intrinsic
fitness of the three readings themselves, that is their comparative
merit. It is. concerned solely with their transmission by copyists.

·On the hypothesis th;:lt jj.(1ha~l is the original reading, can we
suggest how it came to be corrupted to !ddha~1 and firdhva/.t?
This is what has been called the test of . transcriptional proba
bility '.

Let us now assume that the editor has done his .....ork on the
recension carefully and honestly, applying all the tests which
have been evolved after fontinuous laoours of generations of
textual critics, After €Very such critical examination four conclu
sions are possibte: acceptance, doubt, rejection or alteration (in
other words emendation). That is to say, the critic may deli
berately pronounce that what stands in the transmitted text
represents what the author wrote or might well have written; that
it is doubUul whether it does; that it certainly dDeS' not ; or, in
the last eVlOnt. that it may be replaced with certainty by some
.thing that does. In the first three cases, namely acceptance. doubt
or rejection his judgment will be governed by considerations of
intrinsic probabilities alone; but in the last case it must regard
transcriptional probability as well.

When the only reading· or each of the several readings which
-our documents supply is seen to be impossibte, then the remain
ing resource for recovering the text of the author is conjectural
emendation. The emendations so suggested must have both
intrinsic and documentary (or transcriptional) probabilities. In
the case of doubtful readings of the manuscripts also we apply
thESe tests. But there is this difference between a conjectural
,emendation and the variants in manuscripts so far as the method
of application of these tests is concerned. We accept the variant
which best satisfies the tests ; but we rCQuire that the conjectural
emendation shall satisfy them absolutely well. The conjecture

to the lectio difjietJiO'f cf. P1'olegomella XCII. Even in the elimination of
this lectio di{ficilwT transcriptional probability seem!; to be implied by
such variants a~ stand nearest to it either in form or in round.

5

=
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does not rise from probability to certainty or approximate
certainty, unlt.\iS its fitness is exact and perfect

If both probabilities-intrinsic as v.-ell as transcriptional
cannot be satisfied at one and the same time with regard to any
emendation proposed, there is this difference of value between
them. An emendation that violates documentary probability
while it satisfies intrinsic probability may po6Sibly be true, though
wc have no right to presume its truth; an emendation on the
other hand which satisfies documentary probability and yet vio
lates intrinsic probability is wholly valueless. Hence the dictum
that the good critic must be somelhi?g moTe than a mete polae<'
grt1pher.~

A proper estimate of intrinsic probabilities calls for far morc·
knowledge, judgment and insight than are needrtl in the case of
documentary or extrinsic probability. Thus conjectural emenda
tion is at once the highest and the most difficult part of the textual'
critic's task.

There are some cases which cannot b€ reached even by such
conjectural emendation; for instance, if the faulty reading has,
been in pos...ooession of the text in the period anterior to our
archetype, dating from a period very near to the autograph, it
may not be 'possible to havc recourse to tran!lCriptlonal probability
in the ordinary sense; for it will require knowlet.lge of the exact
period of the autograph and of the archetype la arrive at thP.
transcriptional probability of thc reading which is already in
possession of ttx- transmitted text. Emendation in this case will
be little more than a fortunate guess. 'Divination' of this kind
may occasionally prove to be right through thO' discovery of fresh
evidence.

Thus there arc dangers to the employment of the method of
emendation to arrive at the author's text which have to be faced
and overcome wherever jX)SSible. Even when both sets of proba
bilities are satisfied, the reading remains highly probable unless
the conditions are satisfied absolutely well. And this may not
i1lways be the case.

2 HALL, p. 153.

For instance, in critically editing the MdhiibhiirQIQ, emenda
tion has played. a very inconspicuous r6le. Interpretation has, in
general, been given preference over emendation. Even in the
case of corrupt passages. says SUKTHANKAR~, the reading of some

manuscript or other gives sense, though it may not be: the original
sense, not even a wholly satisfactory sense. Precipitate emenda·
tion is, however, to be deprecated: for experience has shown that
but a small proportion of scholars' corrections are really amend
ments. Moreover. in this special case, we know, as yet, tOO little
alxlut the epic idiom and the epic world altogether; as also about
the vicissitudes of the epic text Besides, who cm say that the
original was linguistically uniform, and conformed to any
particular nonn?

What SUKTHANKAR says above holds equally for other kinds
of texts which are not those of a single author. Emendation is
to be resorted to, under favourable circumstances, only when all
other tests of scientific interpretation fail. It is to be resorted
to merely for the purpose of unifying divergent and conflicting
manuscript evidence. never in opposition to the clear and unanim
ous testimony of manuscripts. The emendations are thus not the
amendments of the text in U1C ordinary sense of the word. made
in order to eke out a better sense when the manuscripts yield no
SE.nse or an unsatisfactory sense j they are rather an effort to find,.
90 to say, a hYIXlthetical focus towards which the discordant
readings converge. Following these principles SUKTHANN'R

made altogether 36 emendations in the huge Adiparvan, (com
prising between 7001) & 80)() stanzas), being concerned mostly with
single isolated words; the correctness of these principles have
betn remarkably proved by the discovery in Nepal of the oldest
surviving manuscript of this llarvan, confirming actually fifty
per cent. of these emendations.

But what has been said above need not apply wholly to texts
of individual authors. Here the circumstances are somewhat
different. Wc can study the style, diction, thought and even the
idiosyncracies of our author by means of the evidence contained

3 Pro{egrJm,eno, p. XCII.
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within uncorrupted passages which must be still in possession of
the tcxt preserved in extant manuscripts. Such ancient parallels
are worth many times a" much as their modem correspondents.
By skilfully utilizing them we may be in a position to emend
the text satisfactorily where it has become corrupt in its transmis
sion, provided the two probabilities IlliOIltioned in this chapter are
-satisfied. But in the absence of such ancient parallels, when we
have to make a choice even between two variants, the test of
intrinsic fitness will lead us to prefer the reading which best
corresponds with our view of the author's intention. And it may
happen that we see only a part of his intention. The reading
which wc f€jed may have been preferred by him because it ex
pressed some elcrru2nt of thought or feeling which we have failed
to seize. If this be so with reference to variants, we are likely to
,err still further if we try to emend tile text with insufficient
insight into the author's moods and modes of expression. Thus
as far as possible we should try to avoid subjective judgment
when the question of an emendation arises, and look for ancient
parallels within the text itself in its uncorrupted passages.

There are two views among textual critics today between
which we should steer, if we wish to do our work in the most
satisfactory manner. One is that of the so-called 'conservative'
'school who try to thrust emendation from its proper sphere, namely
the removal of tile absolutely vicious, from the text, by the methods
of what is called sometimes 'Scientific Interpretation.' This i!:\
particularly the case with western scholarship. The method is
two-fold. First, the forcible extraction from the text of a mean
ing, which is not in the words, and which would not be in them,
were it not seen to be required by the context. This is facilitated
by the use made of translation, which is a necessary instrument
for expressing the thought of one language in terms of the
other. But this method of representation is a very imperfect one ;
we may easily impose on ourselves and others by strained and
ambiguous renderings, examples of which are numerous in the
case of Vedic Exegesis. There is also a: more subtle danger
to which we are especially liable in dealing with dead languages,
namely acquiescing in a sense which satisfies us but which would

.. 1be maxim is s/hilrMya ga/is dntuniyii.

not have satisfied Ule ancient writer. Above all we must avoid
applying our own standards of taste, style and morality to the
judgement of the text before us. The second method is that of
ascribing to the 'idiosyncracy' of the author abnormalities and
eccentricities, which, jf there were discrepancy in the tradition,
would be certainly attributed to its faultine.~. That there are
lapses even in the best of writers cannot be denied, but that
should not be made the occasion to retain systematically what is
faulty in the transmitt€d text, on the ground that it may conceiv~

ably be genuine; for t4e retention of such faults will do more
harm to the text than their systematic rejection.

It is a weakness of the conservative critics' to extol interpreta
tion or exegesis at the expense of emendation. Some even go to
the length of saying that the successful defence of a passage in
a text is a greater service than its successful correction, but thi"
is not true. Both try to do the same thing: what was previously
dark being now made dear. The fault of the opposite school, on
the other hand, is to disparage interpretation and to regard cor·
rection as the proper field of a scholar. A good example of this
was the late Keshavlal Harshadrai DHRUVA of Ahmedabad. The
bias is reflected in the dictum that· correction should precede in
terpretation.' But this is no more Umn a half-truth. Emendation
must inevitably fail unless it expresses the meaning which the
proper interpretation of the passage has shown to be required. The
conservative critic's chief concern is for the safety of the traditional
and by preference the transmitted text. He urges very rightly
that if alteration is carried beyond 3' certain point it cuts away its
own foundation, and so all certainty is destroyed. His objective is
the minimum of change.

Many people appear to suppose that decisions upon doubtful
points can be avoided by the expedient of leaving the traditional
reading in JX>SSCSSion of the text. This rule is a simple one and
easy to apply. But owing to the constitution of the human mind
it ha" consequences which they have possibly not contEmplated.
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If a corruption 19 left in a text when something might be substi
tuted which would, at least as a •slOp-gap,' give the sort of sense
required, it will either blot out the sense of the passage or obtain
the required sense by distorting the meaning of the other consti
tuents of the context

By the other method the editor will provide all necessary
information about the evidence for the text in the notes of his
• critical apparatus' ; but in the text itself he will give whatever
in each case is supported by the balance of probabilities. Each
and every case he will decide on its own merits without reference
to decisions upon other cases not now before him. ThuS; for
instance, in Mhb 1.92.2 SUKTH ....NKAR has adopted the reading
Gmiga Srir iva f'upi.t)i of .$JKJ against the reading' slTirupadhiiritli,
of all the N manuscripts, while he has rejected the reading of these
same two manuscripts in e : sayanol has been rejected in favour of
saliliil of all the other manuscripts. The critic may well ask, as
WINTERNITZ did:>, • Why should S,K, be of greater authority in
the fmt line than in the second?' The reply is because the con
figuration of the manuscripts as well as the intrinsic merit of the
readings arc different in the two lines." Although the present
illustration is not one of emendation, it forcibly brings to our
notice that even in critical rccension this doctrine is of funda
mental applicability, and it is more so when the editor attempt<;
to emend his text Special considerations will be paid to ' doubt
ful' readings, which will be distinguished in his work as •doubt
fully accepted' or . doubtfully rejected '. Legitimate doubt arises
when the evidence pro el contra of documental and intrinsic
probability is equal. or when documental probability point!"
strongly to one side and intrinsic probability to another, lIIegiti.
mate doubt is the uncertainty of the doobter as to whcther he
has examined the whole of the evidence. Such a doubt is much
more fn"qucntly felt than acknowledged and its effect upon critical
work is highly injurious. On the onc hand it is apt to take
refuge in an uncritical acceptance of the traditional readings, and

Annals BORI. 15.167.
" Ibid.. 16. 102-103.

cn the other hand produce a crop of hesitant and mumally
destructive conjectures.

By attempting a mean between these two extreme ways of
critical sdlOl:arship. we shall produce what may be called the . con
sen.'alive text' which is neither an antiquarian's te'[l nor a critic's
text, but a compromise belween the two. ·When it is consciously
obtained it is arrived at by handicapping, more or less heavily,
'intrinsic probability as compared with ,documental probability,
or by raising a minimum of probability which shall qualify a
reading for admission into the text until it is in agreement with
the notions of the editor. Both these procedures are arbitrary
jn their principle and likely to be erratic in their application.

The best procedure therefore is to apply scientific interpret4
.alion to the transmitted text on the basis of the variants available
from rhe docurncnts. and in case of absolutely vicious readings,
apply scrupulously the two tests of documental and intrinsic
probabilities to discover a focus towards which the discordant
variants converge, which may then be adopted in the text as a
ronjectural emendation, In case an ancient parallel is available,
we shall be perfectly certain of our conjecture; but where it does
llot exist, wc can be tolerably certain of our conjecture.



CHAPTER VII

SOME CANONS OF TEXTUAL CRITICISM

It will now become apparent from tlie preceding chapters
that Textual Criticism is in effect an art by means of which th~

critic skilfully and methodically applies common sense to a class
of problems which beset all inquirers whose evidence rests upon
the authority of manuscript documents and therefore ultimately
limited by the human agency resJXmsible for their transmission.
Hence the general rules, founded mainfy on observed forms of
error or of license, and called . canons of criticism', should be
used with due recognition of their limited validity.

One of the most commonly recognized maxims is . Prefer the
harder reading' or what is technically called leetia difficiliar.
This dictum is valid in most cases-though not necessarily in
all-where a transcriber has deliberately altered the reading which
he found in his exemplar, since a frequent motive for such change
was a desire to make the sense clearer. Accident apart, such deli--
berate changes will generally be intelligible. But this doctrine is
not valid in a case of accidental error, since the result may be
a reading which, if intelligible at all, will be • harder' than the
true one. It is seen, for example in the Mahabharata transmis
sion, that a large number of divergences which cannot ordinarily
be explained by the general methods of textual reconstruction,
are due to this leetia dijJicilior which may be in the nature of an
archaism, or a solecism or a peculiar construction no longer valid
for the period of transmission and the desire to eliminate them
being the cause of the observed variation.

So far as the genealogical relationship between manuscripts
is concerned there is this genera:! rule; 'In a compariwn of
variants, the larger arrays of manuscripts represent the earlier
divergences; the smaller always represent the later.' This may
be seen from a numerical example. If twenty manuscripts array
themselves into two groups of nine and eleven each with reference
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to the variants, we can say that the common ancestor of the- nine
had one reading and the common ancestor of the eleven the other.
The variation would take us back to the point at which the two
lines of transmission diverged. Again, of these nine manuscripts
arrayed on one side, at a different place, there may be four show
ing one reading and five another, both diverging from those of
the eleven; this fact indicates that lower down in the transmission
the immediate ancestors of the four and five manuscripts res
pectively diverged from the common ancestor of the nine. In
this numner the dictum helps us to locate the larger and smaller
arrays for the purpose of buildinp; up the pedigree of the manu
scripts utilized for the critical recension of the text, when the
different lines of transmission are or have remained independent
of each other.

In the last chapter we have referred to the two schools of
criticism, the conservative giving undue prominence to scientific
interpretation and the other school equally giving prominence to'
conjectural emendation, In the case of doubtful readings going
back to the critical recension of the text the need of making a
text compels some sort of dc'Cision in every instance. The' doubt
ful' readings of the tradition will sometime; be doubtfully
accepted and sometimes doubtfully rejected on the evidence
available, and will appear with the accepted:; in the text. But with
regard to the emendations that are less than certain, the attitude
of the conservative critic is dearly if somewhat crudeiy expressed
in the dictum: . It is better to leave in the text what, if not the
original reading, is at least the remains of it.' The dictum appears
to be based on the conception that such a doubtful reading has a
better claim to originality than the conjectural emendation suggest·
ed by the opposite school.

In opposition to the above dictum the thesis of the other
school of critics is; 'Stop-gaps should be preferred to debris '.
In other words, when the constituted reading of the critical recen
~ion is doubtful, it would be better to present in the t"xt some
thing which the author might have written than something which
he could not. We have already seen for instance, in the Mahii
bharata, that when both intrinsic and extrinsic or documental

•
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probabilities are equally balanca.i with reference to variants pTe
'SeIlted by the Northern and Southern Recensions, SUKTHANKAR

has preferred t.he readings of N, on account of its greater purity
.and freedom from later accretions, as a stop-gap. Here the situa
tion i'$ with reference to the selection of two possible' variants
which have equal claim for inclusion or admission into the critical
te.."t. Jf such a selection is not based on any defined principle
"Such as the one adopted by SuKTHANKAR, the result would be an
eclectic text baSt.tl on no defined principles, and actually a debris
of all kindg of readings. With reference to emendation the dictum
is even more forcible, for the doubtful traditional reading can
perhaps be successfully emended, fully satisfying documental and
intrinsic probabilities, and even when the conjecture is highly
probable. it is something whidl the author could have written
rather than alUld not, judging from intrinsic probability aJon€.
In such cases the emendation, even if only a stop-gap, should be
preferred to the faulty traditional reading, even when both pro
babilities are oot equally balanced on its side.

One of the O"IOSt vexed questions of textual criticism is the
question to what extent the admitted imperfections and inconsis
tencies of a text may properly be left in it as due to the default
.Qf an author rather than of a scribe. No universal rule seems
to be attainable here; each case must be considered on its own
merits, and the critic's procedure must necessarily be eclectic, an
epithet often used, according to PosTGAn, with a tinge of re·
proach the ground for which is oot easy to discover. H the
autograph is not available there is no means of distinguishing
betwl,.'Cn involuntary (nors of a scribe and the involuntary errors
or,' slips of the pen' of the author, for these are in fact only a
scribe's mistakes, the author being his own amanuensis. H we
are lucky enough to find ancient parallels within his text at places
where such inconsistencies or imperfections are not admitted,
the question can be solved to some extent. This reservation is
due to the fact (hat what is recognized by us as dearly erroneous
or faulty may as clearly be. intended by the author and. flot to be
removed by the critic. Much dlOpends upon the precision with
which the error can be corrected, but whenever there are more

•

plausible ways than one of doing this. the gencral dlctum is that
-the faulty reading must be aUowed to remain.

When the transmission of texts proceeds <Ilong more than, onc
line of descent from the archetype, the divergence of the tradi
tion will give us sometimes the original reading and somet.imcs
:an unoriginal reading. The concordant reading will neces...<:arily
be the original reading, but of the divergent readings fouod in
the different strands of the tradition in their first cleavage, onc of
them will be the original. and the other non-original. and these arc
distributed in any degree among thc different lines of descent.
Each of these strands of tradition, lower down in the c;ourse of
transmission, may again split into several strands. The ar&1+mcnt
which we have applied to the first cleavage applies to the second
.-also; but the term •original' will be restricted now to the read
ings of the first line of descenL Reverting to the diScussion of
the whole history of transmission. we may now say that the
.cleavage lower down in the transmission, as represented in the
different codices pertaining to this line of descent, will give us
some portion of the transmitted text which is 'original' : some
portion which is 'unoriginal' so (tlr <IS the archetype is concerned,
but' original' as far as the sub-archetype goes ; and the remaining
4 unoriginal' with reference both to the archetype and the sub-
archetype. What is • original' to the sub-archetype but • un
criginal' to the archetype, may be. called thc secondary charac
tE'ristic of the codK:es belonging to this line of descent. The re
lationship between the different versions in this descent so far as
such 'unoriginal' agreement is concerned may be termed
,secrmdary.

There are two ways of looking at this secondary interrelation
ship. The fust we have defined above. The second may be defined
as follows: when two vcr.;ions are descended. in whole or in
part, from a common parent later than the archetype. and there
fore secondary to it in comparison, then they are secondarily
interrelatc.'d.

The distinction which is thus made between original and
secondary relationship of versions is merely a corollary of the
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principle of genealogical relationship of manuscripts. It is usefuP
in restoring the text of the archetype or the 'transmitted text'.
for when there are such secondary interrelationships between the'
diff(.'rent versions, whether the versions are pure or conflated, a
knowledge of such secondary relationship will enable us to deter·
mine whether the agreement between the different versions is·
. original' or • secondary:

The detennination of such secondary relationship is based
generally on the following two proofs: (1) Proof that thlt versions·
in question agree in showing a not inconsiderable number of
important and striking features which cannot be reasonably
supposed to have belonged to the archetype, nor to have been
added or deleted independently in the same place in the several
versions where Uley occur. The longer the addition or omission,.
lhe more certain we can be of the relationship betWE'Cn the ver·
sions. For it is much harder to suppose that two r~actof'3 should
have added or omitted (except as a halography) the same pas
sage, by mere chance and independently of each other. to or
from the s.1.tTle place in'the text. (2) Proof also is required that
they !kloop; to one line of dcscent in the shape of constant and
far-reaching agreemcnts in mioor verbal details which must be
so regular as to be over-whelming in their force. The strength
of both the above presumptions is greatest with larger sections
of the text. less with brief phrases and least with single words.
The presumptions are strengthened by lock of any positive agree
ment ,among the remaining, discordant versions.

Secondary interrelationship is to ~ distinguished from con
flation. The first represents a uniform descent from some sub
archetype Ior the whole' or part of the text for which such relation
ship holds good. while the second represents indiscriminate mixing,
of the different strands of these independent traditions. ]n such
intennixing even secondary characteristics, that ts to say, such
as are 'unoriginal' with respect to the 'transmitted tc.,,"t·. may
be included. so that when there is conflation between manuscripts
belonging to two i"depemleJlt lines of transmission. sucll secondary
fCtltures may be included in the conflation. It is therefore es·
sential to make every attcmpt to eliminate secondary agreements.

whether in pure or mixed traditions. and leave only the •original'
.agreements in possession of the critical recension.

When dcaling with the versions of a text we generally find
variation in the extent of completely 'Preserved versions. one of
them being the smallest and the other the largest, with a few
intermediate versions thrown in between these two extremes. The
briefer version is more generally termed the . texLus simplicior'
,and the fuller version the' textus ornatioc·. Onc of the generally
.accepted rules of textual criticism is that the fuller versions must
be assumed a priori to be later and the brie(er ones earlicr. But
like other dicta of textual criticism too much imp::>rtance should
not be given to this. Onc may come dangerously near to operating
with it as a hard-and-fast axiom. For ordinarily there is no
ve'TSion which does not contain both omissions and insertions. be
they dcliberate or accidental. Some may tend more or less
strongly in one direction, some in the other, but none will be con
sistrot. Still the dictum has its value, and helps us in localizing
.either the omission or the insertion on the basis of these two types

of versions, the tertus simplicioT and the textus omatio-r. Thus
tht:' :S1K version of the Mahiibharata gives the textus simlplicior,
and though itself not free from certain insertions which are clearly
interpolations. to be so ju.dged on manuscript evidence, still helps
us in constituting the text of the archetype to a greater extent
than the other versions. Similarly the Southern Recension gives
us the textus Offlalim, and yet, though abounding in large accre
tions, it has a great importanoc for the constitution of the critical
text, when the Northern Recension is in doubt.



CHAPTER VIII

PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE EDITING OF TEXTS

We have seen in general how a text has to be edited criti
cally on the basis of the evidence taken from the extant manu
scripts of the text and the testimmlia appertaining thereto, and
also how the critical rc<:cnsion has to be arrived at. As soon as
~ll the extant manuscripts of the text ha\'c been located, it is the
duty of the editor to secure them, and, if that ig not possible, to
secure rotographs or microfilm and photo-oopies of the manuscripts
for the editorial work. In the case of manual transcripts the
editor should peT'9OOally compare. if possible, the transcript with
the original and rectify in it any scribal or other errors due to
the personality of the tran~riber. For we have already seen h0'4'
this personality of the scribe intrudes upon us at every step and
how we have to get behind him in order to arrive at his' copy.'
From such material his collation will commence, leading step by
step to a deep study of the manuscripts, the determination of
their' peCUliarities and genealogical relationship and judgment on
their relative trustworthiness, tha constitution of the critical recen
sion' and the restoring of the text to its original form wherever
possible. In the present chapter some practical hints will be given
regarding the things which are essential in a critical edition.

The Introduction must begin with a description of the critical
apparatus which has been utilized by the editor for his work.
First then comes a general account of the manuscripts, dealing with
the number of cxtant manuscripts as far as they are kno"'"II,
the number of manuscripts actually examined for Ule critical
Rttnsion and the number fully or partially collated, and the
reasons for ·selecting the manuscripts so collated. All independ
ent available Mss. should be used except such as are derived from
extant Mss.

The choice of the critical apparatus will depend upon several
considerations, such as the scripts in which the manuscripts are
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tran:cribed, or the places from which they hail originally, the
relative age of the manuscripts, or discrepant types within aver.
sion in prefcrcnoc to similar types. All these reasons which affect
the choice of the critical apparatus should be stated clearly and
briefly in this general account.

Then the editor should briefly indicate the classification of
the manuscripts into recensions and versions as dctermintti by
his collations, and according to this classification he should then
give a liRt of the manuscripts forming the critical apparatus. The
list will begin, under each recension and version, with a siRltml or
abbreviated sign for the manuscript by which the editor denotes
its readings in his opparatu$ criticus, and details of the place of
deposit. name of the library and identification number which it
bears·in the catalogue of that library, and its date if it bears one.

While assi~ing the siglurn to a manuscripl. the editor should
avoid using any arbitrary sign!>. TIle siglum should have SOtTl("
character reminding us of the manuscript for which it stands in
the critical apparatus; this may have reference to the place from
which 'it hails; or in such cases where a text has been prcsclVoo
in more than one script, the name of the script may indicate the
manuscript. When there are more manuscripts than one in a
given script or hai.ling from the same place, numerals placed be
low the abbreviation (sublincar or infralinear or inferior) may
indicate them severally. Thus Gl G2 G" .... C, will indicate
r manuscripts written in the GranUm character if the symbol has
reference to the script, or r manuscripts hailing from Gwalior if
the reference ig to the place of deposit. The combination of the al
phabetical symbol and numerals can be made scientific by assign
ing to the numerals in their ascending order an increasing degree
of impurity in the manuscripts represented by them; thus Cl
will be superior to G~, and this again to G3 and so 011.

Now begins a detailed account of the manuscripts in the
order indicated in the list giVE'rl above. This account will give
the. siglum, followed by the place of deposit. name of the library,
tli! press-mark of the library, the number of folios, the number
of lines in each folio and the number of letters in each line the
material on which it is written and the style of its handwriting.
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This external description also takes acoount of the orthogmphical
peculiarities of the manuscript, the nature and condition of the
manuscript.. existence of marginaJia and interlinear corrections,
idi06yncracies in the numbering of the folios, the number of
sections. laQmae (if any), etc. The beginning and end of the text
should also be given, and some intermediate colophons whenc\'(~r

they give us some information about the history of its tnms
mission. Incidentally the name of the patron at whose instance
the manuscript may have been transcribed, the name of the scribe.
the place of transcription and the date of transcription or of the
. OOPY . so transcribed. should find a place in this description wh...'l1

ever circumstances permit the editor to gain this information. If
the manuscript bears a title or titles. this should also be indicated
in the detailed account. White dealing wiili the style of writil"'g
the editor should indicate whether the manuscript is in one uni
form handwriting or whether several 'hands' are seen to ~ at
work on it. Similarly with regard to the additions or corrections
entered in the margin or between the lines. We have already seen
that corrections t.ntered in the first hand are of different (and of
much greater) value than those entered by a second hand. All
such infonnation as will hc.Jp the reader to picture to himself
the condition and value or the manuscript for critical purposes
should be recorded here.

In the case of manuscripts which have been elil"linated the/
reasons for such elimination must be stated. Similarly .....hrn
manuscripts are partially collated. the editor should indicate the
places where such collation begins and ends in the detailed account,
of each manuscript.

Another important feature which should form part of this
detailed account is a judgment with refrrence to the trustworthi
ness of the manuscript.

• Many manuscripts contain prasastis written by the trans·
criber at the beginning of some section of the work. As they often
contain some historical in rormation, but are not relevant to the
text itself, they should be indicated in the detailed account rather
than in the critical apparatus.

When partial collations have been given there should be a

table showing the manuscripts collated for different portions of
the text., so that U1e critical reader may have easy access to this
information when studying the constituted text_ and the notes of
the critical apparatus. Being tabular in fonn, reference is made
easy and saves the reader a lot of unnecessary trouble.

After the manuscripts have been described in detail, the editor
shoutd give detailed infonnation of the testimonia which are
available, such as ancient commentaries. epitomes, adaptations
and Rorilegia, and which have been utilized for the study of tht'
text.

Q'fhe relationship of the manuscripts as expressed in a genea
logy should now be represented if possible in the form of a
pedigree or stemma codicum. Some method should be adopted
here to indicate lines of transmission between non-extant codices
whose existence at some time can be assumed on the evidence
presented by the extant manuscripts, so that these can be sepa
rated from the lines of transmission of definitely known manu
scripts, extant or non~xtant. The simplest way is to indicate
the former by a' series of. dots and the latter by continuous
straight lines.

The non-extant manuscripts or those which are no longer in
existence but whose! existence at some time in the past must be

assumed in order to explain the relation in which the extant manus
cripts stand··to each other should be indicated either by Greek
letters (a/J y ) or by starred letters (A- B- C- a- b- c-).
The latter method corresponds to the starred. forms used in lingu.
istics to explain the relationship between cognate vocables, and
may therefore be adopted.

Where practicable the editor should indicate the probable
or the exact recorded date of his manuscripts by numerals added
at the top of the sigla used for indicating them, standing for the
ttnturies of the Christian era. Thus MU will indicate that the
manuscript designated. by the siglum M is dated somewhere within
the eleventh century; similarly KH-'~ will indicate that the period
to which K belongs lies somewhere between the thirteenth and
fourteenth Centuries A.D. If the dates cannot be given exactly on
defmite evidence, but the lower, limit can be ascertained by extrin-

6
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sic evidence,. this limit may be similarly indicated by an asterisk
attached to tJle numeral (thus KXIIl.).

Immediately after the pedigree mentioned above, an explana
tion of the sigla used in the pedigree should be given, preceding,
a discussion surveying the recensions and their versiom

In such a critical survey the editor should indicate the main
agreements and differences between the recensions and follow this
up with a similar treatment of the versions belonging to each
recension. I f there is the received text which has been normalized,
and which is generally called the 'vulgate', the editor should also
indicate the main difff'.'fences between the recensions and the vul
gate. As the recensions differentiate from each other by the uni
formitY! of their divergent readings and by discrepancies which arc'
numerous and multifarious, these deviations should be classified
and indicated in the introduction. For it is on such a basis that
the recensions are postulated by, the editor and the critical reader
should have belore him the findings of the editor, which should
be well documented.

After d~ling with the rccensions, the editor's next task is
to estimate the character and mutual relations of the various
versions and their manuscripts. The indications here ri\~st be
as detailed as possible to justify his classification of the manu
script material, the affinities and deviations between individual
manuscripts of given versioffi being properly discussed with evi
dence drawn from the edition. Where sub-recensions exist between
the recension and its splitting up into scveral versions, the sub
recension must be studied in €qually great detail, and the results
of the investigation placed before the reader. The editor should
remember that he is giving a sampling of his far more detailed
investigation and therefore take care in selecting his Cltamples
which should be both typical as well as important. Thus he
should not only demonstrate thc community of SOOTCl': between
two manuscripts or two veriiion5, but also establish on incontro
vertible grounds that the one is not a mere ropy of the other but
is independent within that particular strand of the transmission.
Similarly if conftated manuscripts exist in the different versions,
instances of such conflation must be pointed out.

So far the editor has merely stated his judgment on the
nature of the manuscripts material utilized by him and their
relative trustworthiness with respect to the constitution of the text.
He should now deal with the critical principles Iwhich he has fol~

lowed in the constitution of the text with special reference to the
material before him. So this part of his work is in no sense a
text-book on textual criticism, but merely the application of the
general principles with special reference to the case under con
sideration. If he deviates from the well-established classical
principles of criticism, he should indjcate the nature of his mate
rial which is responsible for such a departure. If there are diffi
culties in their application he should indicate them. Having
evaluated the manuscripts utilized by him, he should state the
manner in which he has constituted the text. I f he has emended
the • transmitted text' so reached, he should indicate just those
rb.sons which have led him to • conjecture' the original reading.
If there arc interpolations of a lengthy nature the editor should
discuss them in the introduction, indicating specific."\l1y his reasons
for not including them within the text. Short interpolations need
not be specially discussed,

If there are other editions of the text besides his. the editor
should discuss them, indicating their limitations, in the light 01
the material which he has himself utilized. He should, in otha
words, evaluate them impartially,

Whenever it is possible, the editor shouJd ther. reIer to the
known history of the author and the text, the different works
attributed to him and evaluation of the literary merits of the
author, his peculiarities and idiosyncracies. As we have not
dealt with the problem of higher criticism, we shaH not indicate
here the methods which may be employed to separate the sources
which the author has utilized. But what may be done by the
editor is to indicate the parallel veBions existing at the proper
place in the critical apparatus, and give their conspectus in Ule
introduction. The editor should particularly take pains to collect
all references made by his author to known or unknown autho
rities found in the text, the names of authors as well as works, and
any other information of historical importance such as dynastic

I
I

I

I
I

I
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names, names of individual ruJcrs, etc. which may be found scalter·
ed in the text. Citations by his author should be traced, as far
as possible. and the result of such tracing indicated in the intfO.
duction. Similarly if his text has been commented upon, the
editor should indicate the brief history of these commenta~ and
evaluate their commentaries for an understanding of the text.
The editor is a190 expected to deal with his text from the JXlint
of view of literature. and thus furnish a short but critical account
and estimate 01 the author's contribution to the particular type
.of literature and his place within it, the influences which have
moulded his thought and expression and his own inAucncc on the

subsequent age..
With respect to the text itself. many methods have been

employed by different editors in printing such critical recensions.
No definite rules can be laid down here to indicate the varying
nature of the text as constituted, expressed in the four categories:
accepted, doubtfully accepted, doubtfully rejected and rejected;
whatever system the editor adopts, he should clearly indicate it in
his list of abbreviations and diacritical signs. The general prac
tice has been to indicate conjectural emendation by an asterisk
preceding the emendation conjectured. With regard to other
matters the practice seems to fluctuate. Paul MAAs suggests the
(ollowing symbols (or definite types : conjectural additions are to
be indicated by the signs < >, the matter added conjecturally
,being plae.td within them ; conjectural athetisation through double
square brackets. {( i1}: completion of mechanical damages
through square brackets and false localized Q)ITUptiOns through
a dagger t. The difference between < >and the square brackets
is important,. the first indicating that already the establishing of
the lacuna depends upon sunnise and the sttond that an attested
lacuna is filled out, intrinsically agreeing with the surrounding
text; it is also met with in such cases where the tradition expressly
attestg that there was a lacuna in its exemplar. EIlGERTON in his
romanized Paikat(Jfftra Reconstructed employs italics for parts
of the text which are not verbally certain, while he employs paren
theses ( ), to enclose parts which may not have been in the original,
even in general sense. SUKTHANKAR employs a wavy line~

under the text when it is less Ulan certain, and an asterisk .. for
a conjectural emendation.

Since the text has been constituted on the evidence of all the
versions of each reccnsion and in each case supported by the
balance of probabilities, a1l important deviations in the manu·
scripts are to be noted in the critical apparatus, so that every
critical reader may have,. at his disposal, the entire material for
rontrolling and oorrecting the constituted text, where necessary.
It is like the verdict given by a judge, supported by all the evi
dence oollected in the court. pro et contra; but just as there
are different judges who may differently interpret the evidence
recorded, so also there are critical readers, probably as Qualified
as the editor, but not having the opportunities of recording the
evidence, who may either confirm or differ from the readings con
stituted by the editor. As the critical edition is primarily address
ed to such readers, it is the duty of the editor to record all the
important deviations in the I1Ulnuscripts in the critical notes
appended to the text. Thus under the text an: to be shown, in a
series: (I) The sum total of the deviations from the archetype,
as far as they are not already indicated in the text itself: (2)
the rejected variants together with the scribe's mistakes, not so
much to show that they do not come into consideration for the
settling of the text but just to point out to the reader that at this
place the text does not go back to the archetyp; but only to a
stratum lower down in the transmission; (3) the sub-variants,
in case they do not agree with each other or with the major
variants and (4) common readings of more variants bearers.
Short interpolations of individual I1Ulnuscripts or groups of manu
scripts should also be inserted in the critical notes, t.lle longer being
reserved for an appendix. The appendix may also mntain shorter
interpolations or additional passages for which the evidence rest!
only on onc manuscript or on a very small and insignificant group
of Mss. The place of occurrence of such additional passages
within the text should also be indicated in the footnotes of the
critical apparatus. Thus the opporatl4s criticus together with the
appendix containing the larger additions and intefIX'llations will
give the entire manuscript material available for the constitution
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of the text, and the editor's task so far as the critical recension is
concerned is now completed. He has given all the relevant in
formation about his material in the introduction and the princi
ples employed in the constitution of the text; and in the critical
edition, besides the constituted text, indicating exactly the
balance of probabilities in each individual case, he has an
apparatus criticus where the entire manuscripts IlUlterial is well
digested and presented on definite principles. The critical reader
will now have before him all the significant material on the basis
of which he can either agree with the constituted text of the
editor, or constitute it himself in the light of his cXl*Tience and
on the basis of the material here presented.

We now come to another aspect of critical editing which does
not form part, strictly speaking, of textual criticism, but which
is nevertheless essential for either lexical study or for stylistic!'..
Among the appendices and indices which the editor may well supply
there ought to be (1) an. index of all the padas of the verse part
of his text, whether the text is found in the constituted part or in
the critical apparatus or in the appendix containing th€, longer
additions; (2) an index verborum of all unusual words, if a
complete index verborum is not practicable; (3) an index of all
the words found in the text and the critical apparatus, but re
ference being given to one or two occurrences only; (4) all his
torical and geographical information contained within the text,
including a complete index of proper names.

There should be a concordance of the various printed editions
of the text already in existtncc so that references of this edition
may easily be converted to those of another edition. All these
are the necessary corollaries of critical editing of texts.

If there are paralld versions in other texts, the editor will
have to consider them in a separate appendix, and correlate the
evidence within them. The actual interpretation of these versions
forms part of higher criticism, and is therefore ldt out of con
sideration in the present work.

We have dealt here with what may be: called the 'lower cri
ticism' of the text (German Niedere Texlkritik or French critique
verbale), limiting ourselves to Heuristics, Recensio and Emendatio.

The subject of higher criticism may perhaps be de~lt with profl
tably in a separate work, as conditions in India so far are not
favourable to its study in the absence of exact chronology on thf'
one hand and intensive study of definite periods of literature on
the other.

One last word may here be added on different methods of
actually presenting the critical apparatus; some prder to give
this apparatus immediately on the same page, the constituted
text appearing on the uppEr half of the page and the critical
.apparatus occupying the lower half; others give the apparatus
at the end of the volume as 'variant readingfl: Strict scholar
ship with regard to the critical apparatus.is slightly different from
merely giving variant readings. But in any case it helps the rE.'ader
to have all the material utilized for the constitution of the text
on the same page where the text is, printed. And in a majority
,of critical editions this method has been uniformly adopted.

-rhere is one case which we have not considered here. When
the autograph of the author and its copy (whether immediate or
intermediate) are not widely separated in point of time, and
1:his copy happens to be the best manuscript surviving of the text,
.the best course would be to print it, with minimal change, correct
ing only the obvious and unavoidable clerical errors, and indicate
the: deviations of other important manuscripts in the critical
apparatus. _This course is only of limited validity and applies to
works of authors who have lived within the last seven or eight
hundred years; there is said to be in existence a copy of ]fifme

sv-ari made by the disciple of Saccidananda Babo'i, the original
arnanuensis of Jfianadeva, in the saka year 1272 (= 1350 A.D.)l

within 60 years of the autograph itself. In the absence of othf'r
pre·Ekanath manuscripts of this work, the only course open for
a critical editor is to print the text of this codex, correcting only

1 A microfilm of this Ms. is in the Deccan College Research Insti
tute. The 5econd figure in the date is rubbed off, but on the basis
of its readings the ]·vIs. appears to be, if not the actual original written
In 1350 A.D., a direct copy of the original. The discovery> of this Ms.
and its microfilming arc due tu the enterprise of Dr. R. G. H.""~SHI':,

.Registrar of the above Institute.
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obvious clerical errors, and record in the critical notes the variants
from all other dated manuscripts of the text along with the more
important of the copies which are not dated but which appear old.
If a still earlier copy of the text is actually di'SCOvered, and on
comparison with this codex is found to be superior to it, our task
will now be to adopt the text of the earlier codex and authenticate
it with the help of the second codex. and record aU the variants
as before in the critical notes. In the case of authonl who lived
since ]200 A.D., the problem of textual criticism is not. so gTeat,
and the method here adopted, may be followed provided the dif
ference in point of time between our oldest and best. manuscript
and the autograph is Il()( very great. Texts which have a religious
flavour are often bound to undergo great changes in the course of
transmission, and the method indicated here will not. hold good

for them. Thus the work of LilliSuka Bilvamarigala exists in two
recensions, and it is not pQSSl.b1.e to arrive at his text by authcnti.
cating the readings of the best surviving manuscripts for the
simple reason that systematic conflation has been carried on
through a considerable period. In such cases the regular proces:s
of Heuristics, Recensio and Emcndatio have to be applied. In
the case of some minor works there may not be IJX)re than twOo
or three manuscripts in existence, and the probl.em of critical re
rension is very much simplified here. If there is only one recensior.
noticeable, the best manuscript will be taken as the norm and its
readings authenticated with the help of the remaining manuscripts.
I f there are two reccnsions, the geneJlogical method will give us.
the critical text.

The main difficulty of textual criticism win come when the
editor deals with non-Vedic texts such as the EpK:s and the
PUrfu)as. for there will be a large number of versions and suh
recensions, wherein conflation has been carried on for ages to
gether. The best model of such an edition is the Critical Edition
of the Mahahharata undertaken by the Bhandarkar Orientat
Research Institute of Poona. No editor undertaking similar work
on the Pur8.t;las or other equally difficult texts can afford to neglect
the principles and methods employed and perfected by SUKTlIAN

KAR in his critical edition of the Adiparvan.

APPENDIX I

A GLOSSARY OF SOME IMPORTANT TERMS USED IN
TEXTIJAL CRITICISM

Accidenml what is not consciously or intentionally done, that which
is entirely due 10 chance; applied especially to additions. errors
and omissions v.ilen they are not deliberate.

Adscript an insertion of interlinear or marginal gloss or note within
the text.

Amanuensis a clerk who writes from dictation.
Amorphous shapeless, anomalous. ullOrganized. applied to a tell

which is not li..'~ed; such a \.cxt is also called a /&lid text. In
genecal it refer.:; to such jX)pUlar texls like the epics and the
purWJas which exist already in different \-e~ons at different places
before being reduced to writing.

Amplification enlarging or adding details; particularly with reference
to the additional passagel and interpolations found in transmitted
lex"'-

Anagrammatism tran!;J)OSition of letters, fonning \I>'Ords with the
letters of another.

Antonym a word ",ilich is lhe opposite of another.

Apapitha a wrong reading, a faulty reading.

Appanttus crilieus the critical maL~rial collated .from the ~uscripls

or a 'transmitted text' on the evIdence of whld\ the cnbcal reem
sion is arrived at. This is generally presented in a wcll ordered
manner Wlder the constituted text or in a separate appendix.

Arcbetypus or Archetype original model or prototype. applied to
the hypothetical common ancestor of a family or group of manu
scripts. Ordinarily it is applied to any hypothetical common parent
l.'(ldex of any group of manuscripts or codice:;, irrespective of
whether it is immediately derived from the autograph of the text
before the breaking of its transmission into several strands or is
only an intennediary hypothetical link in the transmission after
the first division takes place in the tratl.5JJ1ission. But strictly
speaking it is better to reserve this name for that common IOOUrcc
of all extant manuscripts in which the first divergence took place
with reference to its transmission. For intermediate linkl'. the term
Hytmrchelypus or Sub-archetype may be u9Cd.



Atherise, (n. athetislltion) tlJ cut oot, drop out or consciously omit
with a purpose; u~.'d especially when the text is conflated, and
the portion under discussion L~ intrinsically not borne out.

Authenticity validity or genuineness of a passage a\i being original
or not. Authenticate to establish the truth or v-dlidity or genuine
ne<-s of a reading. used especially when the critical rcccns.ion
amounts to the printing of the best and the most trustworthy manu
script correcting the obvious and inevitable scribal errors.

Autograph the original copy of a text as WriUffI by the author him.
self, or iL.. re\'ision by the author in his o\\-n hand.

Codex a manuscript volume; p1ul<Il codices.

Codices deteriores manuscripts which are vCI)' untru!'.twortby but
occasionaly containing a ronect or original reading, and who!le evi
dence therefore is not wurth oollating throughouL

Codices impressi rypis printed volumes.

Codices recentiores tt'CCnt copies of manuscripl~. of little \':lluc.

Codices sc.ripti wriuen volumes..

Conje<"rure the application of human ingerJuity in arriving a~ :I read·
ing in the. text by a process of cummorl sellSI!' guess by going beyond
tht· evidence of the manU!;cripts. Such a OO~cl reading is called
Q conjer:luTol 4Jmendalion.

Collation the collection of all the significant evidence in a manu·
1iCriJ)l: which may be of use towards determining what stood in iUl
source or sources.

Colophon the tail piece of a manuscri,pl or a section thereof, record
ing the ending of a sectiOn, part or the whole work itself.

Composite Version a version whic.h is oot derived from 3 single
rcccnsion or subreamsion, but partakinlo: the characteristics of more
!.han one, or in olher words. mixing t""O or more than two :sub
recensions or recensions.

Con.6ate to Mix, blend, intcrL\\'inc, or cross the different lines of lrans·
missiOn of a text by a (;orn,pari~(>n of manuscripts belonginlo: to
independent Iim$ of tram,mission. Conflate readings arc those
which have been arrived ut by the above process of ' crus~iJ1g.'

Conflation the procei'.~ of . crossing' Qr blending; ~ abov.c.

Constitutio textus the o,JOstitution of the text to the {'arlicsl form
possible, i.e., that of the Archctypus, on the evidence of extant
manu!;Cripts. It is called the' transmitted text.'

Constituted Text the tC)(t of the archetype, . transmitted text:

Contamination blending or (fos<;ing of two independent versions,
subrecensiom; or re<:etlsions or of two manuscripts belonging to
different versions or recensions.

·Corrector the person who goes over a trdnscript and corrects the
scribal errors by oomparison \\;th its exemplar, He mar be the
liCribe himself oftcntimm. Synonym: Reviser.

Corruption spoiling by mistakes,. defacement, deterioration, debased
or erroneous form of a word or passage in a texL

<:ritical Re<"cnsion resloration of a' lext. so far as possible, to its
original form, if by . original fonn' Wtl understand the lorm in
tended by its author.

Critique a set piece of criticism. pointing out of a fault, judgment.
inquiring into.

Crux literally, a aoss; hence a desperate reading, often shown with
a dagger or cross in printed editions, whence the name, Plur.11
cruces.

Damnwn damage, injury. loss; d. dl!/ectio, ommio.
Dcfettio defection. loss, disappearance, Cr. damllum, OllZWUJ.

Applied lor lacunae caused by defacement 01 texL

Diaskcuesis revrsion (of a literary world, recension.

Differentia di\'t:rnty of readings, discrepant readings, dlar<lctcriz.ing
the independence of versions or manuscripts, Another word would
be discrt'fJenlia.

Diorthi)tes a rorrector or reviser.

Dinograpby accidental writing twice over of a leHer, word or phrase.

Divinacio divination, conjecture, prophetic infil)iration, correct anti·
cipation on insufficient evidence.

Documemal Probability the probability that onc set of words t:an
be derived from another graphically, by the fCSCmblance between
the individual syllables of one and of the other.

Eclectic taking everything into account, choosing from various sourt'Cs.

Edeetic fusion a fusion betw{,'Cn various SOUft'CS,

Editio ptinceps the first or foremost edition. PI. editioncs principcs.

Eliminatio codicurn descriptorum the elimination of manuscripl.~

which have no independent value, such as transcripts of 1111 extanl
codex.

Eliminatio lectionurn singularium the elimination of singular or
peculiar readings (ol a single manuscript or group of manu.'lCripts
whose evidence is not trustworthy).
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a .gi~gular or individual rcadin'g.
a vulgar reading, a common reading.

Eliminatio elimination, throwing out of amsideration, not taking iJ'l'.
to account for the purpose in hand.

Elision ornis.'>ion in pronunciation,
Emendatio emendation, the third stage in Classical PhiloIogy of

textual criticism whereb)' the: 'transmitted lext' is restored as lar
as possible to the original lonn as it was written: by its author.

Examinatio examination, the continuous study 01 lhe manuscript
before arriving at a judgment regarding its lrust....urthiness. and.
noticing its peculiarities. l.

Exegesis interpretation of the material presented by the evidence
of the mamrscr1plS "ithout getting behind sudt evidence by
Emendatio.

Exemplar a codex which forms a . ropy' for further tranSOlptlon.
a model or original source from which transcripts all.'' directly made.
Cl. Sk. jjda,japustDkam.

Extanc existing, surviving, applied to rodex, manuscript, etc.

Extrinsic Probability external prOOability, unconnected with contex
tual OC" intrinsic probability but referring to oonditiolt'l external to
the sense of the passage. Cl. documental probability.

Fluid cf. Amorphous.

Genealogical Method the method by means of 'II..hidt the manu-·
scripts allow themselYe9 to be filiated to one another leading to a
pedigree showing the descent of various manuscripts from common
~rces and the relatious between them.

Gloss word inserted in margin or between the lines to explain word
in text.

"Gnome thought, judgment, opinion; maxim, aphorism.

Graphical probabiJily d. documental probability.
Hand person who transcribes by hand manuscripts or corrects them'

after comparing them with their exemplars Of other copies of the
texts represented therein.

Hapax legomcnon word for which only one use is recorded.

Haplography omillSion of words or syllables with the same bq,>in-
ning or ending.

Hermeneia interpretation.

Hermeneutic Exegetical, interpretative.

Hcuristics a!\....embling or thc material (manuscripts, testimonia, etc:l
and fixing their interrelationship.

Hiatus break lJ(:twcen two vowels which do not coalesce.

Higher CritiCism the fourth aspect of textual criticism in Cia.\Sical
Philology, the 'Separation of the sources tluhzed by the author.

Homoeoarcca loss of lines between two lines which begin !'timilarly.

Homoeographon loss of letters, syllables, words. phrases or line<
through similarity of writing.

Homoeotclcuta loos of lines between two lines which end similarly.
Homooym word of same fonn as another but different sen!'oC : narnc

"",,.

Hyparcherypus sub-archetype, or the hypothetical source of extant
manuscripts lo\....er down in the transmission of the text than the
archetype. It represents the second di ...ctgUlcc in the line of tradi
tion. the first. 5l.aJting with the archetype it.self.

Hypennerric of VeTIle(s) having redundant syl1able(s).

Hypothetical common ancestor a manuscript which is no longer
in exis.tence but 1\-ilose existencc at !iIOme lime in the past must bE
as6UJJIed in order to explain the relation in .....hich the extant manu
scripts stand to each other. It is considered as the source of all
such manuscripts.

lilwninate the method employed to dooorate a manuscript with
various designs; docorate (initial letters, etc.) a manuscript with
gold, colour etc.

infra lineam belOUl the line; abr. inf. /in.

InCWIabula books printed early, especially before 1500.
Inorganic ea:traneous. not forming a part of, out of context.
inter lineas betweCft the lines; abr. int. Un.

Interpolation insertion of words, passages etc. within a texL
Literally, polishing, improvement by polishing-.

Interpretation exegesis, making out meaning of words, explanation.

Intrinsic probability the probability depending upon the conlext,
inherent oc essential probability.

ltacism excessive use of the letter i.

Katharsis cleansing, purging, catharsis.
pcuna ,gap in a manuscript where some part has been lost or obliter-

ated..· Plural lacunae.

Lapsus calami slip of the pen.
Lcctio dillicilior a hard reading. th.e more difficult of tl'o'O readings.
Lectio facilior a simple or easy reading, the simpler or easier or

t\'\'O readings.

Lectio singular

Lcctio vulgata



Lemma citation by the commentator of a word bcginoiujt a verse or
sentence in the LCxL PI. lemmata.

Lexis word. cxpres.s.ion.

lineal as<:cndant when a manuscript is dircd.ly copied from anOlht:r
or through any number of intermediate copies, that cop)' will be
lhc lineal a~ndant of the manuscript.

Lineal descendant in oppo:;ition to the above, tht! m:Jnuscript is
designated a linl,'al ~nda"t of that cop),.

lipogcaphy simple omission of any kind cr. parnble~a.

Lower Criticism Gennan NiedUt Texllmtik or French CHI/qvt

verbale. as 0fJPl,Ii'0l'd to Higher Criticism. comprises Heuristics,
Rl:£efIsio and Emendatio.

Manuscript(s) handwritten copy (copies) of an}' text, abr. Ms(s).

J\farginalia marginal noleil found in mosl manuscriptS.

Misch·codex a conllated manuscript, where the different 51 rcam~ of.
independent tradition arc intermingled.

MislccrioD wrong reading.

Non-extant not existing or surviving, lost. Applied to codices.

Obleize lo mark with an obelus or obelisk, whid! was used illl
unck1.t Ms;;. to indicate that ~he word in the language il! spurious..

Omission leaving ouL O. damnum, defectio.

Original what is inl.endcd by the author.

Parablepsia d. Lipography.

Paradio~eis emendation made by the scribe.

Paradosis the traditional text.

Pi!ha reading, \'ariant readinJ.

Pi\hintara \'3.riant reading.

Pedigree (of manuscripts) showing the interrelationship between the
various e.!ttam manuscri,pts in the form of a family LTee or stemma
cod;cum.

Pothi a manuscript. volume consisting of loose folios.

Prak~pa Interpolation.

Praksipta interpolated.

Prasasti dedicatory vcri'm fOWld at the beginning of texts or portions
or divisions of texts.

I'rc:.umptivc variants are isolated readings found in ron"ated manu
",ript ~ whidl. under normal conditions, would have been eliminated
for the conslilulw te:loo, but have now the value of independent
readings in the absence of ~ti"e evidence that they are corrupt.
and thus the right to be considered as variants.

Probability d. under Documental (or Documenrary),Extrinsic,
Graphical. Intrinsic and Transcriptional.

Probatione(s) penna(e) something written on the margin of the
manuscript folio for trying the pen or quill.

Propria manu in OIle'S own hand; in the hand of the original
scribe abr. pr. Ill.

Received Text the text as it ha3 come down in its normalized fOflll,
often called the Vulgate. d. Tutus rcccptus.

Rt.'Ccnsio re!toration of the te:l:t to that of the archetyPt': critical
cxamination.

Rcccnsion in the combination 'critical recension' it applics lo lhe
constituted text or the text of the auLhor as far as that is possible.
Ordinarily it applies to the first line or division of the transmis
Ooion from the archetype, and it should be SO" limited in its usage.
The <Secondary cleavage of the Rcccnsion gives us the sub-recension,
and of this again the Version and further the sub·version.

Redamantc(s) catch word(s) or expression(s) genendly used to in·
dicate the connection between the quires of a codelt, i.e. the first
\\"Ord of a new quire is repeated below the last line of the preced
ing quire.

Rccognirio recognition, notice.

Reao right hand page of open book. Cf. VC1'5O.

Redaetion editing, putting into literary form.

Redactor editor.

Rhapsodise person who writes a pica: of epic ven;e of length fnr one
recitatiOll,

Roll a document in the form of a cylinder obtained by turning the
paper over and over 0lI itself without foldinR.

Rocograph white on black print by a special process of a page or
pages of a manuscript.

Scholium am:ient grammarian's marginal note on passage or word in
classical author, and by extension a rommentary. Plural scholia"

Scripta' fixation the redul..1.ion to written form of text cxistillg be
fore in oral tradition only.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

1
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Scriptum continua continuous writing without division between
words or phrases 0( sentences.

Secondary applied to what is not 'original' or intended by the
author and yet finds place in I.hc various stages of the textual trans
mission; 9l!'COndary relationship between two Mss. or versioos is
defined as common descent from a source or sources loweT down
in the transmission than the archet}'Jle.

Secunda manu in serond hand or in the hand of a person other than
the original scribe: abr. SIX. m.

SeJecrio oscleclion after due consideration, applied to readings pre
sented by extant manuscripl$..

Siglum the abbreviated sign, usually a letter of the alphabet or a
numeral. or a combination of both, by which a manuscript is de
signated in the not.e5 of the critical apparatus.-P1ural sigla.

~hapatra an extra leaf in the manuscript alfItaining additional
passages, either unintentionally left out of the initial transcript
or found in other Mss. and added to his own text by a scribe,
editor or owner.

Solecism flagrant offence against gl1lmmar, idiom or etiquette.

Stemma(ra) codicurn pedigreels) of manu9Oipts, shown in the fonn
of a family Lret.

Srichometry the measuring of lines to a page and letters td a line in
a given codex.

Sub-recension when a Recension further diverges inlo different lines
of transmission which are themselves the further sources of diver
gence, these sources are termed sub-recensions.

Sub-variant variant recorded in the sub-recension or versiv.j ....hich.
under normal circumstances. would be eliminated for the ronstitu
tion of the text of the archetype, but would be essential for lhe
constitution of the text of the recension.

Supccsccipt !SOmething inscribed owr another.

supra- lineam above the line; abr. sliP. lino

Synonym word identical and coextensive in sense and usage with
another of the same language.

Testimoniwn evidence of a partial nature, other than the direct
drx;umcnUlry evidence, found in quotations, commentaries, trans
lations, adaplations, resumes, parodies, etc. for settling the t;QIldi
tion of the traniIDlitted text.-Plural testimonia.

7

Textual Dynamics an expression coined by SUKTIIANKAR and
applied to the laws governing the manipulation or a text which
has not become fixed at an)" period of it! transmission but has
grown from strength to strength; or in other words to the textual
criticism of a fluid text represeTIted by a fluctuating tradition. Cl.
Bbh. Adi. Prolegomena p. CII.

Textual Statics textual criticism as applied to a text which was
fixed and rigid at the time of its transmission and to which the
classical mode of approach through Heuristics.' Rectmsio Emenda-
tio and Higher Criticism can be applied. '

Texrus ornatioc an ornate text. applied to that rKension or version
or codex where the fuller text of a work is preserved.

Texlus simplicior a simple text applied 10 that recension or \1'r
sion or codex where the shorter text of a work is prtgerved.

Textus receptus the received text. the nonnaliud text or m<n
commonly the . Vulgate:

Traditio tradition. th£ history of textual transmissW>n.

Traditional reading a reading which is supported both by the
rnanu90ipts and the testimonia. Cf. Transmitted reading.

Transcript a copy made (by hand) from an exemplar.

Transcriptional probability cf. documental probability.

Transmission the preservation or a text through a long line of copiu
made from the original or intermediary copies, all of which £0
back ultimately 10 a single source. Haphazard transmission indi·
cates a transmission where 110 'protection' is afforded to lhe teJt
and therefore the d1anccs of corruption, crossing and inflation are
considerable.. Protocted trdnsmission indicates favourable conditions
for t'"e proper preservation or the text, and the copying is dooe
U1f~r""'recognized bodies, supervising the work or the scribes.

Transmitted reading a reading supported by the manuscriPtS aJonl'.

Transmitted text the text or the archetype.

Unoriginal what is not intended by the author, and thecefOfe not
belonging originally 10 the text.

Ur used as an aflh: and added to titles of works like Vr-Mb!l. V/-
Iliad, etc.

Ur-text the autograph or original text.

Varia(e) leerione(s) variant reading(s) or variant(s).

Variant one of the several readings which can be that of the text we
arc constituting.

\1

I

I
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Variant' bearer any codex whose readings may be considered for the
constitution of the text under consideration.

Version the further line of divergence from the sub-recension or when
there is no sub-recension, from the reeension itself.

Verso left-hand page of open book or back of Recto. a. Sk.
Pnlham as opposed to of/ko/;.

Vulgatc the received or normalized text of any work. Originally
applied to the Latin version of the Bible prepared by Jerome late
in the fourth century A.D.; and by transference applied to the
popular or cOInIlKlnly -known and acoepted form of a text, as
opposed to the critical" text or edition (Latin vu/gala).
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APPENDIX 11

A Brief Note on the History a1Ul Progress of Cataloguing
of Sanskrit and other MSS. in India and

Outside (Between A.D. 1800 and 1941).

BUT for the high regard entertained by our ancestors for
manuscripts since the art of writing came into vogue the trans
mission of the wide variety of thought that now penneate<s our
life and culture would have been an impossibility. The oral
communication of texts from generation to generation as in the
case of the e,gved.a must have been materially facilitated by the
earliest attempt to put this magnum opus of our B-~is in written
characters, whether on the bhiirja-pat'ra, the tiila"palra (palm.
leaves) or any other medium then available to our forefathers.
The history of the writing' of manuscripts in India before the
Christian era is difficult to reconstruct but not so in the case of
the writing of Manuscripts after the Christian era~ as some MSS.
of ·this latter period belonging to the early centuries of the Chris
tian era are available for such study. Apmt from these MSS.
on Bhiirja etc., recently a MS.," consi;,ting of 20 leaves of gold

1. MAX MULLER in his His/ory 01 Ancient Sanskrit Literature
,(1859) devotcs no less than 27 pages to the qucstion of "Introduction
of Writing" (pp. 257 to 270 of Panini Office reprint of Max MULLER'~

His/My). Dr. BUHLER, who 40 yC'dTS later published his work on
Indian Palaeography, is thanked by MAX MULLER in the Preface for the

index at the end of his His/ory. Dr. BUHLER is mentioned here as
"a pupil of Pr!lfei'ffir BENFEY ". In the m<lnthly magazine" The
Dawn" (Calcutta, ]amuITy 1901') Sir Jadunath SARKAR (then Profes
sor of English, Patna College) has given a summary of BUHLER'S Indian
Palaoography which gives the history of Indian alphabets from 350
a.c. to 1300 A.D.

" Sec pp. 2-3 supra and App. III below.
S Vide p. 179 of Report of Arch. Sur. of India (1926-27).

While this gold MS. was being prepared the Chinese were using
paper for their MSS. (Vide pp. 71-76 of the Journal 01 the AmoJTialt1
Oriental Society, Vol. 61, No. 2, June 1941-A. W. HUMMEL'S paper on



with writing incised on one side of each leaf has been discovered
in Burma during excavations at Hmawza by Mons. Charles
DUROISELLE. This MS. is 6~" in length and about li" in
breadth and contains short extracts from the Abhidhamma and
Vinaya Pitokas. From the pal<eographical point of view it is
regarded as the mo6t instructive fand yet. made in Burma. The
characters of this MS. are similar to those of the inscriptions
jncised round the lower and upper rims of a large silver slupa
found at the place and of the same date viz. 6th or beginning of
1he 7th century A.D.

These rare finds indicate the j"mporbnce attached by the
ancients to MSS. and the sanctity with which they were cared
for and preserved by them in spite of the political vicissitudes
.of the changing periods of history. In spite of a1l this care and
&metity and in spite of the wealth of MSS. preserved in India
and Greater India their neglect if not destruction was the order
.of the day during the early period of the British advent' in
India owing to several factors, which need rot be discussed here.

.. Th~ Development 01 the Book in Olina ,. in ....'hich W~ find the StOf}'
of th~ Chinese book as it developed step by step from the wooden or
bamboo 5lip to the silk or paper scroll, from the scroll to the folded
.album and from the album 10 the paged book of modem times.) We
nole here the early chronology of this story from HUMMEL'S very
learned and instructive paper:-
B. C. 13th and 141h Centzni€$-incised divination bones with inscrip

tions discovered in 1899 in HOIIan province show that books exist
ed at this time (Shang dynasty). The pictograph for a • volume'
appears on these bones and on early bronzes.

1st Century B. C.-Thousands of inscribed slips found in the desert
sands of Chinese Turkestan.

.4.. D. 96-Seventy-eight wooden sliPs containing an inventory of
weapons, discovered by Folke BERGMANN of Sven HEDlN'S Expedi·
tion (about 10 years a,r::o) in Central Ailia.

A. D. I03-Ts'ai LUll, the inventor uf pOf>€r offered his product to the
throne. T$'ui Yuan a scholar who died 37 years after paper was
first made wrote to a friend as follows :-" I send you the works
of the Philo~ph.er Hs.u in ten scroll&-unahle to afford a copy on
silk, I am obliged to send you one on paper ".
~ Edw<lrd MOOR in his Ntmative of Operations ctc. against Tipoo

'Sultan (London, 1794) makes some remarks about Canarese docu·

We owe much to the European scholars in the matter of criti
cal study of our MSS. and the early history of lndology is closely
oonnect:ed with their lives and labours. The work of Sir William
JONES, MAx MULLER, CoLEBROOKE and a host of other scholars
has laid the foundations of critical scholarshipS in the field of
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m~ts ;-" On puhlic or important matters the Canarese, wc believe,
write on common paper, but their ordinary accounts and Writings <Ire
done with a white pencil on black paper, or rather a cloth which is
prepa«:d . something like our slate paper and the pencil is a fossil,
very SImilar to French Chalk". MOOR obtained specimens of these
documents from a waggon load of them kept in a pagOOa at Doridrug
but they were obviously <lccount books.

Saint Ramadasa of Mahar<i5tra (seventeenth century) has got Cl

special chapter in his motnum opus the DasaOOdIlQ called the /ekhmw
niru/JlJ1.UJ whidl contains detailed imtructions re. the writing of MSS.
in Devanigari characters and their preservation. We propose to give
an English rendering ol it on a future OlXasion for the -benefit of the
students of Indian palzogmphy.

.. TIle critical schoI.anbip in the field of research in Indology is
necess<trily connected with the idea of collecting MSS. and printing
their lists or catalogues. The origin and development of this idea is
admirably dealt with by Dr. S. K. BnVAl.KAR in his Foreword to
Vol. I of the Descriptive CatobJtue 0/ the G6vl. MSS. Library (now
with the B. 0. R. Institute, Poona), Bombay, 1916. We note here the
early chronology or this origin and development:-
c. A. D. 1774 10 l?79--Sir Robcrt CHAMBERS, a friend ~ Sir Wi11iam

JONI!S and BuRKE and sometime President of the Asiatic Society
of Bmgal, collected a library of Indian books (Vide" VOtrtde"
to WEBl'Jfs Catalogue of Berlin MSS-. 1853). 'The unique col
lection of Sanskrit MSS. was later purchased by the Prussian
Govemment in 1842 and deposited in the Imperial Library of
Berlin.

1789--Sir William lONES puhlished his- English Transl<ltion of
Siikumala.

1782-Col. MACKENZIE landed in Indi<l as cadet 01 Engineers on the
Madra.... Est<ll>lishment.

1796·1806_MACKENZIE wa~ employed in the investigation of the Goo
gr<lphy of the Deccan. He later became Surveyor General of India.
He collected MSS., inscriptions, plans, maps, and othcr <lnti
quarian material. His collection W<lS purchased by the East India
Company for £10,000.

1828-Catalogue of Mackenzie Collections hy H. H. WILSQN, puhlished,
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8 ViQc p. 332 of Bemier's Travels, foot·notes 1-3.
9 [bid., KIRCHI>R (born 1602 and died at Rome 1680 ....D.) was

.one time Professor of Oriental Languages at WfutWur!::.-For other
curiouli ewavings after Indian drawings, vide pp. 156-162 of China
lIlustrata._AUFRF.CIIT in his CataJogus Catalo'gorum refers to the MSS.
in the possession of Prof. }ulius JOLLY at WUT1.burg and at the Wtm:
burg Vni'vereit), (Vide C. c.- 1Ir. p. IV}."" '; ,

10 Vid~ pp. 401-415 :of Vol: XIII Sir lVil/iam fones' Wor'ks. 0iri'-'
don, 1807, where a Catalogue of Sanskrit alld other Oriel1la/ MSS.
presented by Sir William and Lady JONIiS has been ptintecL

Focl
St. Goorge.

Editor or Sir William l
jones' Works 5

H. H. WILSON

I .. I
IQuo BOHTLlKCKIA. WEBER

William TAYWR

Fitzed""-ard HALL'
T. S. Condaswami [YER

I
I

Place (1/
Place 01

PubliCQtioll
Dtposil

-----cc---- 0/ Cat410gUt-- ----f-

~~-ILondon

I
Calcuua

Fort
CalcuttaSt. William

Si. Petc.rsburg St. Pet~rg

Berlin IBerlin

I Fort
Madras

SL Goorge
~CaJmtla

III Madras

10J7

A. D.

in a letter dated 4th October 1667 and whose full name was
Father Heinrich ROTH. This scholar drew up "the first speci
mens of Sanskrit ever printed or engraved (as for a book) in
Europe or indeed anywhere n. These specimens will be found
.between folios 162 and 163 of China lllustrata8 of Athanasius
KIRCHER." S.;., published at Amsterdam by Janszon in A.D. 1667.

Though the first. specimens of Sanskrit were put in print as early
:as A.D. 1667 the first published Catalogue or Sanskrit M55.
appeared in A.D. 1807'0 i.e. 240 years after the appearance of
KIRCHER'S China lllustrala. The progress of Cataloguing of
Sanskrit and other MSS. in India and outside since A.D. ISOi'

will be apparent from the following table based on the list of
Catalogues appended to the present note :-

1828

1838

184.
1853

1857

1859
1861

,Indology in general and of Sanskrit learning in particular. The
,histOry of this Critical Scholarship is now too well-known "to
everY Indologist to be repeated in this short note, which will
be confmed to the history of Cataloguing& of MSS. in India.
We may, however, record here a fact not so weB known to Indian
Sanskritists that the first European to evince interest in Sanskrit
was a German Jesuit. who is referred to by Bemicr in his Travels'

1868 (lOth May)-Pandit RADHAKRlSlL"JA, the dlief Pandit of the
Lahore Durbar addresses a letter to the Viceroy and Govemor
Genentl of India. in which he compliments the Q:n,-emment 0{

India on the orders they had iNloo .. for rolltning the Cataloguts
of Sanskrit, Ambk and Persian books in existence in many parts
of India" and urges the necessity of compiling a Dtalogue "of
aU Sanskrit M5S. in India and Europe ".
• Vide .• Papers rtwtinf (a the Collection and Pru¥n:o/iqn of tlft

RrtDrd$ 01 ancilnt Sa1Uvit Literature 0/ India" by A. E. COucH,
Calcutta. 1878.-Mr. STOKES, the Secretary of the Legislative Council
drew up a scheme for collecting and OItaloguing MSS. This sc:heffie
Vi'llS approved by the ~rnment of India in their order No.. 4338-48
dated Simla, 3rd NOrJemher 1868. The Govemment of Bombay acting
under the orders cl Government of India on 10th Doctmhet 1868 re
quested Dr. K1ELIlORN and Dr. BUHLER lo undertake the search 'of
MSS. in the Bombay Pfesidency. The Bombay Govemmenl. had,
however, alrcad}' taken the initiative in th.is matter by keeping !Omc
money at. the. disposal of Dr. BUHLER on 1:sl Novembn 1866 for the
purchase of MSS. The M55. collected by Dr. BUHLF.R with the help
of this money now form the 1866-68 collection of the Go\-ernmenl
M55. Library at the B. O. R. Institute. For further history of this
search for MSS. vide Dr. BEL\'ALKAR'S Foreword referred to already
(Jl'lI"3S 7 IT.).

T Constable's Edn. London, 1891, p. 329-Bemicr observes :-" I
wall acquainted with Rev. Father Roa a Jesuit, a German by birth ,md
Missionary at Agra who had made great proficiency in the study of
Sanscril ". His full name was Father Heinrich ROTH, 5.J. He was.
attache<! to the Coa Mission. He journeyed from Coo to Agm about
A.D. 1650-1660, fmd studied San!'krit during these years. Roth wenl
back to Rome frem Agr<l about A,D, 1665. He drew up for Father
KIRClltR five engraved plates p..Jblis"..lCd by KIRCHER in hi~ Chit/6 lIlus·
Irata referred to by Bemier (on p. 332). The first four plates oon
tain the alphabet and elements (in Devanagari charncters)" of Sanskrit
ex,plaim.'C! in Lntin: the 5th plate is Our Lord's Pruyer and iJll Ave
Muria in Sanskrit and Latin to serve as an exercise far beginners. '.
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A. D. Author or ComPiler IPlace of Publu:otwn
Deposit IPloce 0/

(lce 0
0/ Catalo£ue A. D. Autlwr 01 CtHl/.piler Publicotion

IT. S. Condaswllmi lYER

Deposit
of Cotolotwe

1864 """~ "',=
le T

1864 I Theodore AUFRECHT IOxford Oxford 1877 BUHLER Kashmir.~ rBombay
1865 IR ROTH Tiibin~n Tiibingen Rajputana,
1868 R. LAWRENCE IIKhatmandoo Central

Hand-written list) , India
IIl69 IF. KIELHORN Bombay

}' Bombay

1878 Pandit Devi PRAsAD Oudh Allahabad
Presidency 1878 J. NESFIEW and ISouthern I Devi PRAsAD Oudh Calcutta
Division 1878 A. E. GoUGH Pap'" 1

1869 TIt. AUFRECHT Cambridge I Cambridge Ire:latine to l1870 james D'ALWIS ICeylon Sanskrit
1870 A. C. BuRNn.L

IGuj~~
ILondon Literature Calcutta

1871 G. BOHLER

l
. and its IKathiawar, i

lcataloguingIIKachch. I 1«< J
Sindh, 1879 Pt. Devi PRAsAD Oudh Allahabad
Kham"'h 1879 Pandit KAsHiNATH {1879-80} Uho'"

1871 Rajendralal MITRA 1Calcutta KUmE I(l8B0-81)1872 G. BOHLER Gujarat Suml 1880-81 Pandit KASHiNATH !.aho<'
187' F. KIELHORN jeentral IINagpur

KUNTE I .I Provi~s 1880 A. C. BUlL.'IELL Tan)Ofe London
N,rth } 1880 Rajendralal MJ1'RA Bikaner c.Jrotta

187' lWest.em """'= 18&1 IR. G. BHANDARKAR Bombay
Provinces lll8Q.85 Gustav 0PPmT Sou""'m 1187' G. BOHU:R I I

Bombay India Madras
(1872-73) ]881-1890 IPandit Devi PRAs.Ul ·Oudh

187. J. S. NESf'IEUl Oudh 1881 F. KU;:LHORN IBombay I187. G. BOHlER I I Girgaum,
p~~~cy

Bombay

(1874·75) Bombay 1881 . F. KIEUIORN Ipoona
1876 Georg ORTERER 10<. M.rt" y (1877-81) IHaug's .. 1881 : A. Csoma de K6Ros and I .,Collections at Mundlen I M. Lean FEER Paris

IMunchen I 1882 G. BOHLER Wien \Vim
1876 E. B, CoWELL "d I London London 1882 Pt. Kashinath KUNTE GujranwlIJa,

}J. EGGELING Delhi and Lahore
1876 Calcutta Bo,= Punjab umdoo
1877 Rajcndralal MITRA N. W. I Cakutta 1882 H. OwENBER(; . London
1877·1886 Provinces 1882 Rajendralal MITRA [I Nepal Cal~tta

1882 R. G. BHANDARKAR I Bombay
(1881-82)
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}'I:::
Y

IC<lmbridge

1Bombay

} IBangalore

I

Hara Prasad SASTRI

'HNike§a SHASTR'Y ~md }
Silla Candra CUI

E. HULTZSCH

Bombay

Bombay

ICalcutta
\Vim

!.om'""

1Place oJ
PublicatiOTJ

i "J Catalogue

] I-OOY
} IBombay

} !39mbay

Calcutta

Crllcutta

1J Madras

] !BomboY

]

} MadI;"ls

1 ITubingen

j Bombay

ICalcutta

Calcutta

] I
jLeiJlZig

Madras

} Bombay

~ Calcutta

Bengal

&ng"
Report for
1895-1900
Lcipzig

}M'd~
Bombay
Presidency
Paris

(Soulh }
IndIa)

ILmdon
Con-I (Jama MSS. l

in India)

P. PETrRSON

P. PETEIlSON

n. G. BH,\Nl)....~R

P. PETERSON

R G. 8HANDARKAR,

Richard CARBE

P. PETERSON

l~t. Kufija Vihari
~Y.hABHU5A~A

Rajendralal MITRA
P." CoRniER (Hand-list)
HarolpraEad SHASTRI

Th. AUFRECHT

S. KuppuSVo'ami SHASTRI
and others (VoIs. to
XXVII)

A. V. KATHA-WAn

Jain SveHimbara
I fcrcnce

Author or Compiler IPLau oJ
Deposit, - ,

'Bombay
Circle
Bombay
Presidency
Bompay
Circle
Bengal

Calcuua

Southern
India
_ooy
Circle
Ilcmboy
Presidency

IHara. Prasad StlASTRI IBengal
C. BOHLER Tiibingcn
(~nskrit & Tamil MSS) ISouth

India
Tiibingcn

IBombay
ICircle

A. CALEATON
Whish Collection

I

I"'"

1894

1895

A. D.

1895
1895-1902

18>7

1896-1899

1898
1898
1898-99

1899
1899

1899-1901

1901
1901-1939

1895

1900
1900
1900

1901

1902

1901
1902

Plau 0/
iPrdXkatioll
• ttf wtalqgul

p""""

}1_00,

} IBombay

IBerlin

} .Bombay

}IBomb"
London

jBombay

} Allahabarl

I Bombay
ILeipzig
Berlin

I
Calcutta

Madras

} ,BombaY
Cnlcutta
Bomb.'Iy

I

IPloc., 0/
Dt/X!sit

_ooy
Circle

IBombay
, Presidency

1

1Berlin
Bombay
Circle
IBombay

11:::~C}'

I
Poona
Oudh
Province
Ulwar

I :~eCalcutta

IIM'drn,
Bombay

I

Presidency
Central Asia
Jammu

IBombay
Chinese

,TTans. of

I
Buddhist
Tripitaka

I Catalogue

I
Cambridge

I Bombay

I
c;'dO
Mysore &

1 I""""
> Poooa,
)

R G. BHANOARKAR

E. KI~HORN and
R. G. BHANDARKAR

(ViSrambag
Collections)

P. PETERSON

,
EGCELING

( India Office MSS.)
S. R BHANOARKAR

Pt. Devi PRASAD

It G. BHANDARKAlt

H l"$iIre§a SHl'STRY

(GovL OrL MSS.
Library)

R. G. BHAKDARKAR

A. WF..8E:R (Vo!. 11)
P. PI:TEI&lN

P. Pl::TI!kSON
Theodof AUFRECHT

Cecil BENDALL
P. Ptn'ERSON

(1882-83)
Lcwis RICE

A. F. R. HOERNLE

,M. A. STEIN

IShall Daji Collection
B. NANJIQ

1893
189'

1893

1887-1904

1888
1890-1893

1892
1892
1892
1892
1893

1887

11184

1886
1887

11184

11184

11184

A.D.

1883
1883

1882
1883
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IPloc:t of
I Plau DJ I IPlace 01

Plaa of
A.D. AUIMT or Compiler IPubli(:atum A.D. Aul/r.or UT Q>mpiln IPublic.atio"Deposit 01 ~Illolo,ut I

Deposit __ of CtUaIot.ut

1902 M- d< Z. WICKREMA'i } London
I 1923 Ic. D. DALAL ond L. B. J~lm:- IBa"'''London

SINGHE I GANDHI

1902 Cecil BENDALL London ILondon 1923 Haraprasad SAsrRl Calcutta Calcutta
190' Rajendralal M1TRA Bengal ICaltuUa 1923 Haraprasad SAsTRI }
1905 M. \VINTDlNITZ and } Oxford Oxford

(History & Geogra- Calcutta Calwtta
A. B. KEITH

ICalcutta

phy)
1905 Hara Prailad SHA5.Jli } Nepal 19Z4 Jacques BACO'f Paris Paris

and C. BENDALL , 1925-1930 H. D. VELANKAR Bm""'y Bombay
1906 Ham Prasad SHASTRI

IBcn'~1
Calcutta 1925 G. K. SKRlGONDDUR

}1902 Ra;endralal MITRA Calcutta and K. S. Ramswa· B=d' BarOOa
1902 A. CALEATON Paris P:.ris I mi SAsrtu
1902 S. R. BHAND-'lIKAR I Rajputana } IBombay

1925 Haraprasad SAsrRI Calcutta Calcutta
I,nd C<nt,,1 1925 Haraprasad SAstRt Calrott.a e.trotla
India 1925 B. O. R. Institute Poo.. I'oon>

1908 (lain Mss.) Calcutta !Cakutta 1925 HlltAL.'L Central

11908 Satigcandra VIDYA8HO. Buddhist
} Calwtta

Provinces N...."
,..". Wo"" and Berar

1908 S. VIOYABHO~~A. Tibet iCa,cutta 1926 Adyar l.ibrary M", Ad",
1909 Th. AUFR£(:HT Miinchen Miindlen 1927 K. P. JAYASWAL >od

}1909 IP. CoRDIER Paris Paris Analita Prasad Mithila Patna

1912 M. A. STEIN Oxford l...ondon SHA=.
1912 1A. CALl'-ATON Paris Paris 1925 I P. P. S. SASTRI Tanjore Tanjore

1913-1939 IS. Kuppuswami SASTRI Madras Madras 1928 Govt, Ori. Library Mysore Mysore

and others. 1928 Adyar Library Adyar Ad",
1915 P. CoROIER Paris Paris 1929 (Marathi MSS.) Tanjore Tan;ore

1916 A. F. R HDERNLE East } Oxford
1929 K. Sambasiva $AsrRl Trivandrom Trivandrum

Turkeslan 1930 R. FICK GOttingen IBerlin
1916 Professors of Sanskrit, 1Poona Poo",

1930 Hemacandra GosWAMI A=m Cakutta
Deo:an College, Poona. 1930 T. R. Gambier PARRY Oxford .Loo..,.,

1917 Hara Prasad SAsrRI Calcutta ' Calcutta 19--.,o..31 Otani Daigaku Library Kyoto Kyoto (Japan"

1918 N. D. MlRONOFF Petrograd jPetrograd 1931 Haraprasad !)ASTRI Calcutta ;Calc:utta
1919 Supars....a Das GVPTA Arrah ,Arrah 1931 Marcelle LA1.OU Paris Paris

1919 Govt. Sanskrit Library 1Senares "''''''''
1932 ,Punjab University Lah~, ' Lahore

(1897·1919) 1933-38 S. S. DEVA Dhulia Dhulia

1920 Telugu Academy ICocanada CoCanada 1933 K. P. jAYASWAl. Mithila Patna

1921 R. A. SASTRJ (Kavidra· Baroda 1933 Sri Ailak Pannalal

}ciirya List') Digambar Jain jhalrapatan jhalrapatan

1922 Covt. Oriental Library Mysore IM,..,,, Sarasvati Bhavan
IParis1923 IGopinalh KAVlRAJ Bon''''' Benares 193. Jean FILLlOZAT Paris,
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The above table shows at a glance the history and progress
of Cataloguing of Sanskrit and other MSS. whether deposited in
India or outside. This history covers a period of about 135 years
from A.D. 1807"to 1941. The list of catalogues published along
with this note is by no means exhaustive as detailed information
regarding all the publ.ished catalogues of MSS. in any single
sourcc was not available. Secondly, these entries are based on
actual examination of only some of these catalogues available at .
the B. O. R. Institute, Poom~. Entries regarding catalogues not
actually examined are taken from AUFRECHT'S Calologus CIlJ~

IGgoTUJn (3 Parts) and from the Provisional F.asciculu$ of the
New Catalogus CatalogoTum published by the University of
Madras in·1937. Though the present list of catalogues IS neces
sarily tentative it is sufficient to acquaint the reader with the
history and progress of Cataloguing of Indian MSS. earried out
by European and Indian scholars. In spite of this progrCSli which
has brought home to the Indian scholars the importance of their

" Vide pp. 73-81 of l'es/scIJriJt Prof. P. V. Kone (1941) where
Prof. Chintaharan CHAKRAVARTI of GllcuUa writes on the" Study of
MUlIu9CriptS" and makes a fervent, appeal to Government to start a
MSS. Pcpartment like the Epigraphic Deportment for the proper care
and scientific cataloguing of MSS: He aloo suggests new 1cgislati'on
to penalise' vertdalism with MSS. The Modern Review '(Septcmb<:r
1941) has already endorsed some of ProL CHAKRAVARTl'S ·suggestions.

1846

Verzeichniss dtr flI.ll Indihf, buutliche,. Handschriften und HDIzdrtld:e
im Asiatischen Museum. \-Qn"Otto BOHTLlGK. (Printed in Oas
Asiatiscbe Museum an St. Petersburg von_ Dr. Bemh DoRN)
St. PelersbeJ-g, 1846. .

1838
S,jciPUSlOIro (a list of MSS or Fort William, the Asiatic Society in Cal

cutta, etc.), Calcutta, 1838

CHRQKOLOGICAL LIST OF CAT ALOCUES

1828
Descriplive Catalogue of lfle Orienlal MonU5cripts coIf«led by the Iou

Lieut.-Col. Colin Macltmzie. by H. H. WILSQN, Calcutta, 1828.

1807
Calalogu6 01 Sanserit and Other Oric.ntal Manuscripts presented to the

Royal Society by Sir William and Lady JOKES, (PageiJ 401·415 of
Vo!. Xln of Sir Willimn lones' Work!. London, 1807).

undying national wealth the work of publishing Descriptive Cata
logues of MSS. has not received the attention it deserves. All
research in Indology depends on these MSS. and the earlier we
exploit these decaying sources of our history and culture the
better for the enrichment of our literature and history. It is
strongly to be hoped, therefore, that the present custodians of
MSS. collections in India, whether Provincial Governments, rulers
of Indian States, learned bodies or public libraries will concen
trate their resources and attention on the Cataloguing of their
MSS. in general and preparing their Descriptive Cataloguesu in
particular.

IPoom
lOxford

Ujjain
P~,

P~~

Philadelphia
Poona

IBaroda

New Haven

IPlace 01
Publicalion .

~f Catologue
- I ---

Calwtta
VARTI

H. R. K.U'ADIA Poooa
A. B. KEtTH and }

LoodonF. W. THOMAS
i Oriental MSS. Library Ujjain
H. R. KAPADIA Poona
P. K. GoDE PooM
M. A. SIMSAR Philadelphia
P. K. GooE Poona
L. B. GA"'DHi and

C, D. DALAL
H. I. POLEM.AN

} Pattan

United States}
and Canada

S. K. BELVALKAR Poona Poona
H. D. SHARMA Poena Poona
P. K. GODF. I Poona Poona

f'H·~· KAPADlA IPoona Poona

,
t AU/MT or Compiler IPllJee oJ

DePosit

IChintaharan CHAKRA. 1CaJUltta

.4. D.

1935
1935

1938

1938
1939
1940
1940

1935

1936
1936
1936
1937
1937
1937



1861

1868

1859

113

1869
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Report on Sanskrit Manuscripts 1874-75, by G. BOHLER, Cirgaun, 1875,

¥er:eichniss der orientaJischen ous dem Nach/asse des Proleuor Dr,
Martin Haug in Munchen. by Dr. Coorg ORTERER, Miinchen, 1816.

1876

1875

Report 011 Sansluit MfmUSC1ipu 1$72-73, by G. BOHLER, Bombay, 1874.

A Catal6glle of Sanskrit Manwcripts exislillt in -oudh for the quarter
ending 30th September 1875, by J. S. NESFIE1.D.

.Reporl on Ihe It$ults oJ the Search /or Sansltrit ll!ottUSCliptj in Gujo
Iat during 1871-72, by G. BOHL£R. Surat, 1872.

187l

Catalogue 01 Sanskril MSS, contained in the Private Libraries of
Gujarat, Kathiawad. Kachchh, Sindh and Khiindci, Fascicules 1
to IV, 1871-1873 by C, BDHLER.

Notices 01 56mkrit MSS, by Rajendralal MITRA, Calcutta, Vols. I to
XI (1871 to 1895).

1872

1874

1870

.A Descriplh-e Catalogue of Sanskrit, Pali, and Sinhitlesc Library Works
of Ceylon, by james D'A!.VIS, 1870-

Cataloglle 0/ (l. Colkction of SQnslnil MSS, by A. C. BURN ELL. Part. I
(Vedic MSS), London, 1870.

A CJassified mu! Alphobetical Calalo,"e of Sanskrit iUanluCTipU ill lhe
Southern Di"ision DJ lhe Bombay Pruidency, by F. KIELHORN.
Fascicle I, Bombay, 1869.

Catolotue 01 Sansbit Manu~riplj iPl the Library a/ Trinity CaUete,
Cambridge, by Th. AUFRttHT. Cambridge, 1869.

ColaloglU oJ Sanskrit ManusCTipts existinC in the Central Pro"ill(a, by
F. KIELHORN, Nagpur, 1874.

.eatalaellt 01 SOIlSkr;t MSS in Pri"ote Librmi.e.s 01 the North-Wat
PromPl€ts, Part I, Benares, 1874.
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Alphablticul Catalogue of the Oriental Manuscripts in lhe Library o}
the Bo~d tJf E:tamirlers, by T. S. Condaswami Ivm, Madras 1861.

11.64

Ca/alolUe of MSS in the ulmny of the Benmt$ Samnit Collece,
(Published as a Supplement to Pandit, Vol. Ill-IX, Benares,
1864-74).

CutaJoClU Codicllm Samcritic01um BiblillthteQe Bodltimtae. Confecit
Th. AUFRF.CHT. Oxorrii, 18604.

List 01 SQnskrit Works SUPpojed to be rale in the NepoJue Libraries
at KhatmondoO', Signed R. LAWRENCE, Resident, Nepal Residency,
2nd August, 1868.

Contribution towards an Index to the Bibliography of the Indian
Philosophical Systems, by F. HALL Calcutta, 1859---HALL describes
this Index as ., a tolerably complete indication of extant Hindu
Sophistics ".

'86'
VnltidMiu lrufischn HanliJchri/ten #In KOniglichen • Umveuiltits·

Bibliothd -in Tubingen. Anhang. Indische Handschriften der
KOniglidlen Oeffentlichen Bibliothek in StUtlgart, Von R. ROTH,
Tiibingen, 1865.

112

1857

wtQlope rQiso"n~ of Or~"tol MSS ill lhe Ltlnory 0/ tlu CoUece
Fort. SGint Ceoret, no... in clunge dJ lire Board 0/ ExamineJS, by
Rev. William TAYLOR, Vol. I, Madras. 1857.

1853

H(lfldschrifttn,-VnziuMWe Ko"ielickm Bibliothtk, by Dr. WEllER,
Berlin, 1&53 (Vol I).

Codkn Indict Biblwthecoe Rqiae Haviencij enumefotj et dewiptl
a N. L. WESTERCAARO, Havniae, 1846.



Catalogue of Buddhist, Sanskrit MSS ill the R. A. S. London (Hodgson
Collection), by E. B. CoWELL and J. E<',c;ELlNC. lEAS. N. S.
1876.

u - 0 - t"- I"nnn Guildemei-CaiaJogi Librorum mIlIJUS/CTI/JllJrum Tlen ""tum a "" ~

slew adorneti, Fasciculus VlI, Bonnae, 1876.

1879

Li~ls of S(}n.~kril MSS discouHed in Qudlt (during 1879), by Pandit
D",,,il'RAS,~D, Allahabad, 1879.

RejJ()rt Oil- the Compilation of a Catalogue 01 Sanskrit MSS for Ihe
yfflr 1879-80, by Pt. Kashinath KUNTE, Lahore.
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Annales du Musee Guimet. Tome Deuxime, Paris, 1881. Analyse du
Kandjour, A. Cosma de KOROS add M. Ikon FEER and Abrege des
Matieres du Tondjour .par Cosma DE KOROS.

1883

A, Catalogue of the Chinc!ie Translation of the Buddhisl Tripitaka,
by B. NANJIO, Oxford, MDCCCLXXXllI (1883).

Catalogl1~ of the Buddhistic Manui;Cripls in lhe Universily Library,
Cambridge, by Ox:i1 BENDALL, Cambridge, 1883.

A Report 011 the Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Circle,
Augusl 1882 10 March 1883, by P. PETERSON, Extra No. XLI, VoJ.
XVI of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic
Society, Bombay, 1883.

".stQtement showing the old and raw MSS in Gujranwala and' Dr/hi
Districts, Punjab examined during the )'car )881-82, by Pandit
Kashinath KUNTE, L<lhore, 1882.

Catalogue of Pali MSS in the India Office Library, by H. OWENIlHiG,

London, 1882, (Appendix to the Journal of lhe P1ili Text Society,
1882) .

The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal, by ,Rajendralal ?"IITR,\,
, Calcutta, 1882.

.A Report on fhe Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts during 1881-82, by
R. G. BHANDARKAR, &mbay, 18.82.

Catalogue 0/ MSS and Books belonging 10 lite Bhau Daji Memorial,
Bombay, 1882.

1882

Vber pine kurzlich fur die Wiener Univer:;itiil erworbene Sammlung V01/

Sanskrit und Prakrit-Handscriflen, van George BUHLER, "'ien,
1882.

1~81 ,

.catalogue of Sanskrit MSS existing in Oudh, by DJ<:VIPRA·S.W, Fasdcules
III-XIII (1881 to 1890).

Report vn the Search for SaID'bit ManuscrifJts in the Bombay Presi
dency during 1880-81, by F. KlELHOkN, Bombay, 1881.

Lisls of the Sm/.~krit lJla/'luscripts purchased for GOl!emmcnt during
the years 1877-78, and 1869-78 and a List of Ihe Manu~criNs pur
chm>ed jlYJm AI(l}' 10 November 1881, by F. KTELHORN, Poona,
1881.
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1880

'Rejwrt on Sanskrit MSS for the year 1880-91, by Pt. Kashinath KUNTE.

Classified Index to the Sanskrit kISS in' 'Iht' 'Palate at Tanjore; by A. C.
BUHl\ELI" London, 1880.

Calatague of Sanskrit ManU~CTij)ls in. Ihe< Library of H. H. the Maha-
raja oJ Bikalwr, by Rajendralal MrrllA, Calcutta, 1880.

A Report on 122 .II,1anuscripts, by R. G. BHANDARKAR, BoJhbay, 1880..

Li~ls of Samkril MSS in Priv-ate, Libraries of Southern India:, by Gu~t':lv

. OPPERT, Vo!. I (1880.)', n 1885, Madras.

1877
Descriptit,c Catalogue of Sartskrit lvlSS in the Library of tile A.~alic

Society of Hcngal, Part I, (Grammar), by RajendraHil MlTRA,
Calcutta, 1877.

CuJukgue of Sanskrit MSS in Plit'ale Libraries of tlte North Western
PHivincc", Parts I to X (from 1877-86).

Delaiied Re/JoTI of Cl Search ,()j Sanskrit Manuscripts made (ill 1875-76)
in Koshmir, Rajputana and Central India, by G. BUHLER (Extra
No. XXXIVA, Vcl. XII of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of
the Royal Asiatic Society,) Bombay. 1877.

1878

List of Sanskrit 1\1SS disc(lverea in -Quail durinf the year IS77, by
Pandit DEVipRAS_WA, Allahabad, 1878.

LisJ 01 Sanskrit MSS discoliered in 9udh ,during Ihe yellf 1876, Prepared'
by John ::-l"ESFII£LD assisted by Pandit DEVjPRASADA, Calcutta, 1878.

Paper;; relating to the Collection and Preservation o( the Records 01
Ancient Sanskrit Literature, by A. E, GOUGH, Calcutta, 1878.

114
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1886

1888

Catalogue of the Collections of MSS deposited in the Ducan College, by'
S. R. BHANDARKAR. Bombay, 1888.

Vtnricluns.f dN So.n.shil Inld P,akri/ Handsdfrijlen (d~ Kooiglichm
Bibliothek in Berlin) Von A. WmEK, Berlin, 1886. (This CataJogu~

is a rontinuation of the Volume published in 1853 and describes
numbers 1405·1712.

1887

A Third Report of Operations in Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the
&mbay Circle April 1884 la March 1886, by P. P'ET£RSON.
Extra No. XLV of Vol. XVII of the journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay, 1887.

A ReP6rt on the Search JUT Sanskrit MtJl/UlScriplsin. the. Bombay Presi
deru:y durint 1883-1#, by R. G. BHANDARKAR, Bombay, 1887.

Calalogue of Sanskr;1 MSS in Ihe Library of the India Office

1893

Alphabetical Index of MSS in the Govt. Oriental MSS Library. Madra:>.
Madras. 1893.

Lists of Samkrit MSS in Private, Libraries in the BDmJJay PruiderJC:I..
by R. G. BHANDARKAR. Part I. &mba)'. 1893.

Tbe Weber Manuscripts. Another Collection of Ancient MSS from
Central Asia by Dr. A. F. R ~u.. (Reprint from JASB.
Vol. LXII, Pt. 2. 1893.)

CGtalDgue 0/ Sotukrit Momtscrjpl~ at Jam."u. by M. A. STEIJ\'. N. S.
Press,. &mbay, 1894.

1892

Cmalo,ue oJ tile Sanskrit MSS, in the Library of H. H. the Maharaja.
of Ulwar, by P. PI:n:RsoN, Bombay, 1892.

Fforentine Sanskrit MSS examined by TIleodor AUF'RECur, Leipzig, 1892.
Handschriften-Ver:eichnw der Kiiniglichen Bibfiothek :u Berlin, 11._

3. Berlin, 1892..

Descriptive Catalogue of Sanslbit ItfSS in. the Library of the CalcuttlJ.
San.sfrrit College. by ~keSa SHASTRY, Parts I to IX, Calcutta,
1892.

1894
A Fourth Report or Operations in Search or Sanskrit Manuscripts in:

the &mbay Circle, April 1886 to March 1892, by P. PET'ERSON..
Extra No. XLIXA of Vol. XVIII or the journal or the &mbay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, &mbay, 1894.

A Report 011 the Search for Sarrskril Mat~cripU i" the Bombay l'rui
dency during 18M-87. by R. G. BHANDAKKAR, Bombay, 18901.

1895

An Alphabetical Index of Manu:>cripls purchased upta 1891, (Printed at
the end of Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts. by M. M. Harapra~d

SASTRI, Vo!. XI, Calcutta, 1895. (MSS in this list are described!
in the volumes of the Descriptive Catalogue of, the Asiatic Society.
Bengal, by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri).

1890

Catalogue DJ Sanskrit MSS existing in Oudh Province JOT the year ISM.
by Pt. DeVI PR.\SAD (XX' to XXII) 1890 to 1893, Allahabad.

I
Part VI (Poetical Literature·

Epic & Pauranik literature)

I
1899

Part Vll (Kiivya, Nii.taka) 19CH..

Part I (Vedic) 1887
Part II (VyakarlUJB. etc.) 1889
Part HI (Rhetoric) 1891
Part IV (PhiJosophy etc.) 1894
Part V (Medicine etc.) 1896

1884
Cala/ogue 0/ SOlUkcril MSS in MY'.101t and COOT!), by Lewis RICE..

Bangalore, 1884.

A Catalogue' DJ Ihe Stmshil MIUIU5l;lipts in lhe Library of lhe DUf:ott
College. (being lists of the two ViSriimbag ColIectioos}-Part [
prepared under the superintendence of F. KIELHORN; Part Il and!.
Inde~ prepared under the su~rintendem;e 01 R. G. BHANIMRKAR,
1884.

A Second Report of Operations in Sprch of Sanskrit Ml!J1usaipts in
the &mbay Circle. April 1883 to March, 1884. by P. PETERSON..
Extra No. XLIV, Vol. XVII of the Journal of the Bombay Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay, 1884.

A Rejxnt on the ~arch fOf San:sJrrit Manusaipts 1n tile Btnnbay Presi
denq durillf, 188Z-83. b)' R. G. BHANOARKAR, Bombay, 1884.



1899

1898

1896

Fifth Report of Oplcrations in Search of Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay
Circle, by P. PETERSON, Bomooy, 1896. Sixth Rejxlrt, Bombay,
1899.

, I
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Kata/og der Samkrit-Hal1dschrijten der Universitats-BibJiollwk In

Leipzig, van Theodor AUFRECHT, Leipzig, 1901.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit MS." of the Govt. Oriental
Lihrary, M.adras, Vols. I to XXVII (1901 to 1939).

A Report on. the Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presi
dency during 1S91-95, by A, V. KATHAWATE. Bombay, 19O1.

Bibliotheque Nationale, Catalogue Sommaire des Manuscripts Sanscrits
et Palis, Paris, 1901 11 : 2e FasciculCl-Manuscripts Falis Par A,
CALtlTON.

1901

1904

Notices of Sanskrit MSS. by R. MrTRA, Vo!. 1I, Calcutta, 1904.

1905

Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts' in the Bodlien Library. Vol. '-11
begun by Dr. M, WINTI':RNITZ and completed by Dr, A. B, KErn-I,
Oxford, 1905.

A Catalogue of Pahn-leaf and Selected Papcr Manuscripts belonging
to the Durbar Library, Nepal. by M. M. Haraprdsad SASTRI, M.A.
with a Historical Introduction by Prof. C. BI':ND'\LL, M,A.. Calcutta,
1905.

1902

Catalogue of South Indian Sanskrit MSS (especially those of the
Wliish Collection) in the Royal Asiaric Society, London. 1902.

Jaina Granthavali, published by Jain Svetambara Conference, Bombay,
1902 (A List of Jain Works).

Catalogue of the late Pro£. Fr. Max Muller's Sanskrit MSS, compiled
by Don M. de Z. \VICKREMASINGHE, JRAS, 1902, pp. 611"6'51.

A Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the British Museum, by
Cccil BENDALL, London, 1902.

1900

Notices of Sanskrit MSS, by R. MrTRA, 'Vol. I, Calcutta, 19lXl.

List of lIOn-medical MSS collected by Dr. P. Cordier in Bengal. (Janu
ary 1898 and June 19(0).

Rel'ort f(Jr the Search of Sumkrit MSS (1895-1900), By Haraprasad
SASTRI,
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Descripl·ivc Catalogue of Samkrit MSS in Ill<! Library of the Calculla
Sanskrit College, by Hr~lkeSa S,\STRI 8.: Siva Candra GUI, Vol. I
(1895), 'vol. II (1898), Vai. IjI (1900), Vol. IV (1902) Vol. V,
Fascl 1, Calcutta.

Reporls on Sanskrit AfSS in SOUlhernlndia, by E. HUL7ZSCH, No. 1.
Madr<ls, 1895. No. 2 Madras, 1903?

A Fifch Report of (}pcrations in ~"arch of Sanskri~ Manuscripts in the
Bombay Circle, April 1892 to March 1895, by P. PETERSON, Bom
bay, 1896.

A Report <.on the Search 10'1 Sanskrit Manuscripts. in the Bombay
Presidency during 1887-9J, by R G. BHANDARKAR, Bombay, 1897.

Notk'!s of $aI!$krit MSS (2nd Series), by M. M. Haraprasad SASTRT,

Vols. J und II, Calcutta, 1898.

5itzungHb~richte deI- Kais. Akademie der ,Wissenschaften in Wien.Philo
sophisch-Historische classe, Band CXXXVII. IV. Die Tubing-er
Katha-Handsehriften und Ihre Beshung ,Zum, Taittiriyaral)yaka
L. Van Schrocder. Herapransgegeben Mit Einem Nachtrage van
G. BOHLElI, '''''ien, 1898.

Rcpmt on a Se(lf(:lJ for Sl1lI1skrit and Tamil /I1SS JOT the year 1896-97
and 1.993-9'1, No, 1 (898), No. 2 {lBW), Madras.

Verzeichniss der 1ndischcn HandschTijlfn der Kiiniglichen UniveTsitiits
-Biblwthek, (Zuwachs der Jahre 1865-1899) van Richard GAiffiE,
Tiibingen, 1899.

A Sixth Report of Operations in Search of Sanskrit Manuscrjpts in the
Bombay Circle, April 1895 to Marth 1898, by P. PETERSON, Bom
bay, 1899. (This contains also a list of MSS purchased b}' Prof.
PETERSON in 1898-99),

Catalfi'gue ot Printed Books and MSS in SantSkrit belonging to the
Oriental Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by Pt. Kunja
Vihari Ny,~YABHOSA!':'1, 3 Fascicles, Calcutta, 1899-1901.
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1906
Repxl on the Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts, by M. M. Haraprasad

SASTIlI, 1906.

1907
No/ius Qj S(/1l$ltrit MSS, by R. MITRA, CalwUa, 1901 Vol. III

Bibliolheque Nationale, Department des Manuscripts, Catalogue Som
maile des Manuscripts. Sanscrits et Palis par A. QuKATON, Paris.
I ; ler Facicule Manuscripts Sanscrits, 1907.

Report. of Second Tour in Searrh of Sanskrit Manuscripts made in
RajpUI..ana and Central India, in 1904..ffi and 1905-06, by S. R.
BHANDAAKAR, M_...., 1907.

1908
Alphabetical List. of jain MSS belonging to the Govt. in the Oriental

Library of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, JASB, In (pp. 407-440).

Descriptive List of Works on Madhyamika Philosophy, by M. M. Dr.
Satischandra VIOYASIlUSHAN, ]ASH, 1908 (pp. 367-370).

Des.criptive Ust of Some Rare Sanskrit Works on Grammar, Lexico
graphy, and Pro9Ody, recovered from Tibet, by M. M. Dr. Satis
chandra VIDYABHUSHAN. ) ..\58, 1908, (pp. 593-598).

1909
Die Sanskrit-Handschriften der K. Hol und StatsbibHothek in Miinchen.

Theodor AUF'R£CUT, Miinchen, 1909. Tomi I. Pars V. Catalogus
Codicum Manusc:riptorum Bibliolhecae Regiae Monacensis.

.CataIogue du Fonds Tibet.ain de la Bibliotheque Nationale Par P.
O:lRDIER, Paris, MDCCCCIX Part 11.

1912

.catalogue of the Stein Collection of Sanskrit Manuscripts from Kash
mir, Collected by M. A. STJ>IN and now deposited in the Indian
Institute, Oxford, by G. L. M. {LANSQN jRAS 1912, (pp. 587·627).

..8ibliotheque Nationale. Catalogue Sommaire des Manuscripts, Paris
1912 IIl: Catalogue Sommaire des Manuscripts Indiens etc. Par
A. CALEATON.

1913

Triennial Catalogue ul MSS-Govt. Ori. MSS Library, Madras, Vols. J
to VIII (1913·1939).

1915

Catalogue du Foods Tibetain de La BibJioth&!ue Nationale par P.
CORDIER. Paris, Part Ill, MDCCCCXV.

1916

Manuscript Remains of Buddhistic Literature found in East Turkestan,_
by A. F. R. HOERNU; Oxford, 1916.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Government Collections of Manuscripts.
deposited in the Bhandarkar O. R. Institute. Poona, Vol. I (Vedic
Uteratuf(') 1916.

1917

A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govcrnment
Collecti0rt3 under the care of the Asiatic Socicty of Bengal. by
M. M. Haraprasad SASTRI, Vol. t (Buddhislic) Calootta, 1911.

1918

Catalogue of Indian Manuscripts Library Publication Department.
Collection of E. P. MINAEV and some friends, compiled by N. D.
MIRONOFF Pt. I, Published by the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Petrograd, 1918.

1919

A Catalogue of SamsIqta. Prnkrta and Hindi Works in the jain
Siddhanta Bhavan. Arrah, edited by Suparsva DAS GUPTA. B.A.

Arrah. 1919.

A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts acquired for the Govemment
Sanskrit Library. Sarasvati Bhavana. Senares. 1897·t919 (l9OT
and 1900' not available).

1920

List of Manuscripts in the Telugu Academy. Cocanada, published in.
1920, in Telugu Script in the journal of the Academy (304 MSS).

1921

Kavindracarya List, edited with Introduction, by R. Anantakrishna
SASTRI, GOS XVII, 1921 (A List of the MSS which ell;isted once
in the Library of Kavindrncilrya, Benares).



1922

CatalOliue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Government Oriental Library,
Myserc, 1922 (A mere list of Names).

1923

Descriptive Catalob'Uc of Sanskrit Manuscripts deposited in the Gov_em
ment Sanskrit Library, 5arasvati Bhavana, SenaTes, Vol. I; Pu,:\'a
Mimamsa, by M. ;\-1. Gopinath KAVIHAJ, M.A. 1923 (A LIst With
extracts from SeIectManuscripts).

A Catalogue of Manuscripts in Jesalmcre Bha1;ldiirs GOS XXI, Baroda,
1923.

Descriptive Catalogue of MSS (A. S. B.) by M. M. Haraprnsad SASTRI,
Vol. II (Vedic), Calcutta, 1923.

Descriptive Catalogue of MSS (A. S. B.) Yol. IV (History and Geo
graphy) Calcutta, 1923.

1925

De3CTiptiv~ Cata14fUe 01 Sanskrit and Prakrit ~{SS in the Library 01
the &nnhay Branch 01 Royal Asia.tic Soclcty, Vols. J to IV, by
H. D. VELANKAR, Bombay, 1925 la 1930.

ClltaJob'lJC of Manuscripts in the Central I~jbrary, Baroda. Vol. ~

(Vedic) by G. K. SHRIOOND£KAR M.A. and K. S. Ramas~anll

SA$TRI, Siromaoi, COS XXVII. 1925 (A List with <In appendi.. of
extracts from Select M55).

Descriptive Catalogue of M55 (A. S. 6.) Vol. V (Purd1;la), by H. P.
SHASTRI, C3lcutta, 1925.

Descriptive Catalogue of MSS (A. S. B.) by M. M .. Haraprasad SASTRI,
Vol. III (Smrtil, Calcutta, 1925.

Lists of Manu'lCripts roJlected for the Government ManuscriptS Library,
by Professors or Sanskrit at the Dcccan and Eiphinstone Colleges
containing Lhe following collections ;-
(i) 1895-1!KYl, (ii) 1899-1915, (!.ii) 1!KYl-1907 (iv) 1907·1915,
(v) 1916-1918, (vi) 1919-1924 (vu) 1866-68.

Published by B. O. R. Institute, Poona, 1925.

1
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1926
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1929

Descriptive Catalogue of Marathi MSS and Books in the Sarasvati
Mahal Library Tanjorc, Val. I to Vol ...Tnnjore, 1929 to.

Revised Catalogue of the Palace Granthappura (Library), Trivandrum,
by K. Smnbasiv8 SAs"rR1. 1929. (A list of 10.155 and printed books
also).

1930

1928

Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrta ManusCripts in the Central Provin
ces and Berar, by Rai Bahadur HIRALAL, 8.A., Nagpur, 1926, (A List).

A Ctrtalogut: of Sanskrit MamlScripts ill the Adyar Library. (a mere
Index of Names) by the. Pandits or the Adyar Library, Part I
(Adyar, 1926).

1927

Descriptiwo Utl.alogue of Manuscripts in Milhila, Published by Bihar
and Orissa Research Society, Patna. Vol. I (Smrti 1\1:55), by Or.
K. P. jAYASVAL and Dr. Ananta Prasad SHASTRI, 1927.

Descriptive Catalogue o( Sanskrit MSS in the S.arasvati Mallal Libral)',
Tanjono" by P. P. S. SHASTRI, Srirangam, Vol. I to Vol.. ... , 1928
to.....

A Supplemental Catalogue oC Sanskrit Manuscripts Secured for the
Govt. Oriental Library, MY90re, 1928 (a mere list of names).

A Catalogue of Sallskrit MmW"cripts ill the AdYQr Library, by the
Pandits of the Adyar Library, (a meno, Index of Names), P'".ut H,
Adyar, 1928.

Nachrichten van der Gegelleschaft der Wissenschaften III Gotlingen.
Philologisch.Historische Klassc, 1930, Helt I, pp. 65 fr. Kielhorns
Handsdlriften-SammJung, by R. FJCK. Berlin, 1930, (Last part
of the Catalogue with Index).

Descriptive CataloglU! of Assamen MSS, by Hemachandra GosVAM',

published by the Univenlity of Calcuua all behalf of the Govern
ment of Assam, 1930 (Part II of this volume describ€s Sanskrit
MSS).

Canstadt a la Bibliotheque de
Journal Asiatique CCV, 192~,
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1924

La collection Tibetain Schillong VOll
]' institut, Par ]acques BACOT.
pp. 321-348.



1931

1934

Bibliotheque Nationale, Deparlment des Manuscripts. Etat des Manus
cripts etc. de la Collection PalmyI' Cordier. par Jean FILLIOZAT

(Extrait du Journal Asiatiquc. lan-March 1934) Paris, MDCCCC
XXXIV.
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1936

A Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts ooIIed.ed till the end of March
1935, and preserved in the Oriental MSS Library (Prachya Grantha
Samgraha) Ujjain, l~. (A list onlyl.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Govemment CoUections of ManuscriPt!
(B. O. R Institute, Poona) , Vo!. XVII, Part n. (Jaina Literature
and Phi1osophy), by H. R. 1(AP.-\OI"', M.A., 1936.

Descriptive Catalogue of the GovcrnmerJt CoIlecHons ol Manuscripts
(B. O. R. .Ins.itute. Poona). Vol. Xli. (Alamkll1l, Saitgita and
Nah'a) by P. K GooE, MA

1935

Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS in the Vaftgiya S5.hitya Pari
~t. Calcutta. by Chintaharan CH"'KRAV"'RTI, M..... , Calcutta, 1935
(A list).

Descriplivc Cat,liogue of the Government Collections of Manuscripts
(8. O. R. Institute, Poooa). Vol. XVII, Part I, (Jaina Literature
and Philosophy), by H. R. 1(APADI.... M.A., 1935.

Catalogue oj Sanskrit and Pramt MSS i" the Library oj lhe ["dia"
O!fiu. Vol. 11 (Brahmanical and Jaina MSS>. by A. B. KEITH
With a Supplement on Buddhists, by F. W. THOMAS. Oxford, 1935,
(in 2 parts).

1937

Oriental Manuscripts or the John Frcderick Lewis Collection in the
Free Library or Philadelphia, by Muhammad Ahmed SIMGAR, H.M .•
M.B.A., D.C.S. Philadelphia, 1937. Pp. 178-183 describe 8 Sanskrit
MSS).

Descriptive Catalogue or the Government Collections or Manuscripts
(8. O. R. Institute, Poona), Vol. XIV (NA""I by P K ~-
1937. . . VVUI'o.

Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts in thl:! Jain Bhat;l43rs at PaUan.
Part I (Palm·leaf MSS) COS, Baroda, 1937, by L. B. GANDHI,
on the basis of Notes of the late C. O. OALAL.

1938

A Census of Indic Manuscripts in the United States and Canada, by
H. I. POLEMAN, American Oriental Series, Vol. 12, American Ori.
ental Society, New Haven, Connecticut. U. S. A. 1938.
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1933

Sri RQmodiisi SomsodJum (K:hat)!.las I~II). by S. S. Deva. Set::retary.
Satkaryottejak Sabha Dhulia (Saka 1855=A.D. 1933). This is
a Catalogue of Maralhi and Sanskrit MSS numbering 1875 in the
collection of Sri Samartha Vagdevata Mandir Dhuliii. (KhaJ}Qa 1
1933); KhlU)Qa 11-1938.

Descripth'e Catalogue of Manuscripts in Mithila, published by lhe
Bihar and Orissa Research Society. Patna. Vol. 11 (Literature.

Pr090dy and Rhetoric) by Dr. K. P. J,\YASWAL. 193.1.

A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts and other Books in Sri Ailak
Pannalal Digambar Jain Sarasvati Bhavan. Jhalrapalan (with the
title Granthanam1iva1i). 1933.

A Complete Analytical Catalogue of the Kanjur Division of the Tibetan
Tripitaka, edited in Peking during the K'ang-Hsi Era and at pre
sent kept in the Library of the Otani Daigaku. Kyoto. in which
the Cont.enlS of each 5iitra are coUated with their correspooding
parts in the existing Sanskrit, Pili and Chinese TexlS, etc.
Published by the Otani Daigaku Library, Kyoto, japan; Part I
(1930); Part 11 (l931).

Descriptive Catalogue of MSS (A. S. B.) Vol VI (Vyikal1ll}a), by
H. P. SHASnI, Calcutta, 1931.

Catalogue du Foods Tibctain de la Bibliotheque NaUonak par Maretlle
uwu. Quatrieme Partie I Les MOO-Man, Paris, 1931.

Catalogue 01 Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Punjab University Library,
Val. t, 1932 (8 list only) Lahore.

A Catalogue of PrnILogrllphs of Sanskrit Manuscripts, purchased for
tht! Administrators uf Max Miiller's Memorial Fund, Compiled
by T. R. GAMBltR-PARRY, M..~., Oxford University Press, u.ndon,
1930.
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Descriptive Catalogue ef Government Collectiong of rvlanuscripl[\·
(B. O. R [nslitule, Poona) Vol. IT, Parl T, (Grammar) by S. :t<.,

BELVAl..KAII, M'.A" PH.D., 1938.
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'6. Descriptive Catalogue nf San5krit Manuscripts in the' Govern
ment Oriental Library, Mysore. This is in the prcs,<;.

7. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern
ment Oriental MSS. Library, Madras. Vols. XX-XXVII by
Prof. S. Kuppu!'>wami 5ASTRI, M.A.

S. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern
ment Orienlal MSS Library, Madras. Vol. XVI, XVII and
XIX by Pro!. f\'L RANCACHARYA. M.A. and Prof. S. Kuppu
swami SASTRI, M.A_

9. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern
ment Oriental MSS. Library, Madru. Vol. I1-XV and
XVIII by Prof. M. RAr-;CACHARYA. M.A.

10. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern
ment Orienlal MSS. Library, Madras. Vo!. I. Parts ii and
ill by Pro!. M. Sheshagiri s.-.STRI, M.A. and Prot. M.
RANGACHARYA, M.A.

11. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Govern
ment Oriental MSS. Library, I\·ladras. Vol. I, Part i by
Pro!. M. Seshagiri SAsrRI, M.A.

12. A Catalogue of the MallUscr1plii in the Mandlik Libraf)'. Fer_
gusson College, Poona.

13. A List of 'Thirty Sanskrit Ms'c;. in Kimrupa. Journal of the
Assam Research. Society, Vo!' UI. Part 4.

14. A List of Buddhistic Logic Works by Rev. Riihula S;'NK~Y;'

YANA. Journal of the Bihar and 0riS!'>a Hesearch Societr.
Vol. XXII, Part i.

15. A Supplementary Catalogue of Sanskrit Works in the Saras
\'ati Bhandaram Library of H. H. the Maharaja of Mysore
signed by F. KIELHORN.

16. A few original MSS. now prEServed in the University Library
of Strassburg........,GowsTOCKER.

17. Die Sanskrit-Handschriften der Universiilits-Bibliothek
zu Gottingen. Beschrieh(.>fl von Professor F. KrEUIORN.

18. Alphabetical lists of MSS. in the' Indiun. Institute, Oxford by
A. B. KElTH.

19. A List of Tibetan Buddhist Manuscripts. by Hev. Rahula
SANKIrfYAYANA. Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research
Societ}', Vol. XXIlI, Part i.

1939
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1940

Descriptive Catalogue of Government Collections o[ Manuscript!
{B. O. R. Institute, Poonal. Vol. XlII. Part I (Ka\o}'a), by P. K.
GooE, M_".• 1940.

Descriptive Cat.alogue of the Government Collections of Manu;,cripls
(B. O. R. Institute. POOlla), Vol. XVII, Part III (Jaitl<! Litera
lure and Philosophy) by H. R. KAPADI.... M.A., 1940.

i
Descriptive Catalogue of Government Collections of Manuscripts

(8. O. R. Institute, Poona). Va!. XVI, Part T. (Vaidyaka) by
H. D. SHARMA, M.A., PRO., 1939.

The following list has been drawn up since the preceding list was

printed off.

1. A Printed Calalogue of 114 Sanskrit MSS in the private Lib
rary of the Maharaja. Tagore Castle. Calcutla.

2. Dc9Cripli\'f Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manu>lCript.s in the
Tanjore Maharaja Sarfoji's Saraswati Mahal Library, Tan
jore, By P. P. S. SASTRI, n.A. (llion.); M.A..-19 Vob. Vol.
XIX is a mere list of names of works.

3. Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts mllected by the Curator of
the Department for the publication of $anscript Manuscripts.
TrivandrUffi, By T. Ganapati SAS"TRI. (7 parts).

4. Lists of MSS collccted by the Curator for the publication of
San~rit M55, Trivandrum, published as Appendices to the
Annual Administration Reports of the Trayancore State.

5. Annual Reports of the Sri Ailak Pannalal Digambar Jain Sa
rasvati Bhavan SukhIinand DharrnaSala. Bombay (in 5
parts) .
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20. A List of 69 MSS. from the Private Collection of MSS with
Pandit Dharmaniith SASTRI, Sanskrit Teacher, Government
High School, Mangalclai Assam; published in an Assamese
daily.

21. LisLe der indischen Handschriften im Besitze des Pro£. H.
jACOBI (Printed in ZDMG Vol. 33, 693.)

22. Dber eine Sammlung indischer Handschriften und Inschriftefl
von E. HULTZSCH (Printed in lDMG. Vo!. 40.1).

23. Two Lists of Sanskrit MSS. by G. BOHLEIR. (Printed in ZDMG.
Vol. 42, 530).

24. A consolidated Catalogue of the Collections of :Manuscripts
deposited in the Deccan College (from 1868-1884) with an
Index by S. R. BHANDARKAR.

25. De Codicibus nonnullis Indiscis qui in Bibliotheca Universi
tatis Lundensis asservantur Scrifisit Hjamar EDGREN.

Lunds DnL Aarskrift. Tom! XIX (15 MSS).

26. A Partial list of rare MSS belonging to the Adyar Library (GO
works).

27. List of Fifteen MSS. in the Edinburgh University Library by
Pro£. EGGELlNG.

28. MSS. in the ,pos."'Cssion of Prof. julius JOLLY at Wurzburg and
at the Wurzburg University Library.

29. Tod MSS in the Royal Asiatic Society, LondOn.

APPENDIX III

ON SOME IMPORTANT MANUSCRIPTS

AND CRITICAL EDITIONS

A<; the prCSClll work is mainly addre.<;.o.;ed to pmtgraduate students
·of Indian UnivCfsi(iC'S who wish to take up the critical editing of ancient
or mediewl! lndian dassical texts, and generally to other scholars who
have not ycl mastered theJ fundamental aspects governing the textual.
criticism o[ Indian texts. this appendix aims at giving just a little inform
.aLion about some important manuscripts and critical editions, a know
led:!\e of which will add to their genernI equipment. No attempt hu~

been made here either to be exhaustive in the treatment of those Mss.
O[ critical cditiollR ~lected for description here, or tn be comprehensive
in that selection. It is hoped that the brief information contained: herein
will lead the reader himself to make h,nther investigations in this fasci·
nating field and make some definite and original contribution to our
kJH1,wledge of Indian texts. which is after all the main object of the
,present work.

A. Manuscripts.

Bakhshili l'I\anuscript. In 1881 a mathematical work written
on birch·bark "''as found at Bakhsh.iil1 near Mardan 00 the north-west
frontier of India. This manuscript was supposed to be of great age. It
was found by a tenant of Mian An-Wan-Ud'din. Inspector of Police, who
brou.o:ht it to the Assistant Commissioner at Mard~n ; the finder d the
Ms. alleged that he found it while digging in a ruined stone enclosure'on
one of the mOtmds near Bakhshiili, but this account is rather unsatis
factory, and according to l'vlr. KAYE who has edited it for the Govern
ment of India in 1927, it is not alto.o:ether reliable. The Ms. was sub~·

quently sent to the Lieutenant-Govemor of Panjab who, on the advice
-of General CUNNINGHAM. had it sent to Or. HOERNLE. In I902,Dr.
HOERNLE presented the Ms. to the Bodleian Library where it forms part
of one of the most valuable collections of Indic Mss. [t consists of 70
leaves of birch·bark but some of these are mere scraps. and the average
size of the leaves is 7 by 4 inches. It is written in Ihe ~iiradli script and
Lhe language is poPlllar Sanskrit partaking of Middle Indo-Aryan charac·
teristics which led earlier scholars Lo adopt the designation 'Giithii dia
lect'. The style of writing, however, is not uniform and scveral 'hands'
C1n be distinguished. Immediately after its discovery scholars <lMllmed

•
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, d , th t thQ Ms belonged to the second century .\.0.•on scvera groun s a ~ ". M KAYE

'h'l HOIillNLE placed it not later than the 10th century A.D. r. .
~" h 't . datthecon·has on a verv clahorate examination of t c: senp . arnve
clu~ion that the Ms. bdOllgs to the 12th century A.D. Th~ Ms. ~as been
edited and published by the Archreological Surve~. of Indm as New Im-

, ! 0,",_ Vol XLIII P:...-ts i-ii 1'927, Part lll, 19.-13.pcna .-Jot:IJ ",. '"T

"h" L' I BoWER was. at Kuchar alBower Manuscript. \. I e leu. .
. -,-' n offered to show him a subterranean town, provIdedKa,,"gan3. a ma Th ocured

he would go there in the middle of the ni~ht. e same man pr
for him a packet of old Mss, written on blrc~-bark,. dug out of lhe ~.oo.t

f . f th curiOUs. old eredwns ju"l outsIde thIS subterranean Clt).
o one 0 I' '. I th' k and some of

. The Ms. cOll5isted of 56 leaves, some in sm~ I' le ness .cl Th
two to four thicknesses, for the rn(l\;t part wntten on both SI es. . I'

.. ., black ink and in several hands, Some leaves appear per-
wntmg IS III . I d 11 'y brit
fectl fresh and clear; others arc much dISCO ourI' ;. a are \er . -
lie a~d tender. The first notice of this Ms. appears In the ~ro~eedmg.~
I th A"siatic Society of Bengal for I"ovember 1890, and. a~am In April

o e. h' h d' d 0' the date of1891 In jASB 1891 HOERNLE gives IS n mgs reRar 1

the Ms, on palreographic evidence as~e fifth century. A.D. The ~s.
consists of not less than five distinct portIons as follows. A, .leaves? 31,
contains a medical treatise: B, 32-36, a ~Jlection of p:rover~1al ~)'mgs;

C 37-40, a story of how a charm agaJllst Rnaoke-blt~ \\as gl\eIl ?y
, A ..I ••• D 41-46 a collection once again of proverbIal

Buddha to nanUd", d' It' t·· The", d E 47-51 the beginning of another me lea rea lse.
saylllgS, an, " ho M' 'tt in the.. for 00 are detached leaves. The w le s. 1S wn en
~:~~~ter~ Gupta characters. It has been edited by H~ERNL~ and
published in three ,parts in the Archreological Survey of India Sent'>'.

C d K 5 is well-known in Iranian studies as t~e besl. (and
comple~)e~s. for the restoration of the Avesta text. It .IS now m tt:e
Rask collection of Mss. de{Xlsited in the Copenhagen ~lbrary. Tbl

d
'

P,"! 't I t' n and IS the hest ancodex contains the Yasna with a.ll aVI raDS a 10 .' .

Id t of all Mss. of the text. It contains 327 foliOS, p~ged With Deva
o es 0" h ·th 17 hnes to the page- - numbers measuring Hij by 0<; me es, '1'.'1 •

TMh
gan

. a .J~uble colophon in Pahlavi and Sanskrit on fo\' 326b ; ae·
ere IS uu h A _ M't A - 'n Spend-d' t this Herbad Mitro-apan·Kai-K usro'lO I ro-apa

~;d_~tr:apfm Marzapan Bahram copied the Ms., i.n Cambay. from
a Ms of Herbad Ro.stam Mitro-apan to order for cahll Sangam, III t~
afor~~id city· finished on the day Asman of the month of. Den .A. ,
692 Sarilvat i379 (NovOOlher 17, 1323' A,D.). Fol. 70--77 st1l1 eXIst~d
in WESTERGAARD'S day when he edited the ~vesta: .but these were m
utter decay while GELDNER used them for hIS edItIOn. The Ms. has,
since been reproduced by chromophotography by the Copenhagen Royat
Library.

Fragmems of Indian Literature found in Turfan. A German
Expedition under GRUNWEDEL and HmH was organised to tour Turfan
in 1902. During 1904·1907 two further expeditions were organised with
State cooperation under the direction of LE OJQ and GRUNWEDEL. The
literary remains which they unearthed was sent to Berlin, and under
the able editorship of LUDERS they were published in a series entitled'
Kleinere Sanskrit Texte under the aegis of the Koniglich Preussische
Turfan-Expedition. Qne of the most important of these finds has been
edited by LUDERS himiielf as the first Heft in this series, called BTuch
stUcke Buddhisti:;cher Dramcn in 1911. These fragments of palm-leaf
Mss. were discovered by LE CoQ in the cave temple at Mingai and
total 144 pieces. The material, palm~leaf, shows definitely that the
fragments hail from India whence they were taken to Turfan, A study
of the script shows that it is identical wilh that found in the inscriptions
of the Northern ~trapas and the Kushanas. Thus these fragments
arc in effect the earliest palm-leaf documents which have come down
to us, The fragments here edited represent parts of two plays which
are attributed to Abvagh~,

Gilgit Manuscripts were found in a stupa near Gilgit owing to.
a chance discovery made by a cow-boy. Before the Wazir of Gilgit
took charge of them a substantial portion of the Mss. and all the paint
ed covenl had passed into the hands of adventurers. The bundle of
leaves which were thus damaged arc now in the possession of the
Kashmir Darbar and are in Government custody. On palaeographical
grounds the Mss. arc to be dated nut later than the 7th century, and'
are therefore the earliest Mss. to be discovered within India. The Mss.
were deposited within the vault of a stupa. TIle language in which these
M~~, are composed is what is termed by EOCE1ITON as Buddhist Sans..
krit 5imilar to that found in Mah{ivaslu, Lalitavislam, etc. One of the
chief features of the Mss. is that the end of one text and the beginning
of another arc not separated by any space, and as far as this feature'
is concerned they may be compared with Tibetan xylographs. The dis.
covery of these Mss. was first announced hy Sir Aurel STEIN in the
Statesman of 24th July 1931, Later M. HACKIN visited the actual spot
and wrote on them in 1932 (fA 14-15'). The first volume based on
lhese Mss. entitled the Gilgit Manuscripts has been edited for the Gov
ernment of Kashmir by Dr. Nalinakslla DATT with the assistance of
Prof. D. M. BHATTACHARYA and Vidy.ivaridhi Shiv Nath SHARMA in
1939.

Godfrey Manuscripts are so called because they were received
hy Capt. S. H. GovFRE;y, British Joint Commissioner of Ladak, from
some Pathan merchants whom he had helped to cross the flooded Leh
trade route at Kargil in July 1895, alJeged to be dug up near some old



buried city in the vicinity of Kuchar. The collectioo. consists. o~ 71
pieces of~ Ms- most of which are mutilal.cd. TIlls. was partially
reproduced by HOERNI.f: in jASB for 1897.

Horiu:u Manuscript. In lhe preface t.o a Chine;;e-Sanskrit-Ja:
pancse vocabulary entitled . Thousand Sanskrit and. llinese Words ,
edited by a priest called Zakumio in 1727, the foUoWlIl1t l'Iltry occurs ;
. In the monaster}' of. Horiuzi in Yamato, there are presen-ed the Pra·
jfliparamitahrdayasfitra and Sonshio-dharal)l, written on two palm
1eavcs handed dov.'ll from Central India. and at the end of these, the
fourt~ 1!OUJlds of the Siddham (al,phabet) are written. In the pre·
sent edition of the vocabulary the alphabet is in imitation of .th,at ~ the
palm leaves, except. in such forms of lel.ters as cannot be dlstln~lsh~

rrom th06C prevalent among t~ scriveners 01 the present day. TIlls
is conclusive evidence to show that so late as 1727 palm-leaves con
taining the text of Sanskrit SUtras were still preserved in the mona&
tery of Horiuzi. This monaStery is one among. th~ falTlOlls eleven
mon~steries established by Prince Umayado who duxl In 621 1\,0. ~c
Lradition pertaining to the Manuscripts points out that Lhey wcn:: In

thc posse.%ion of some ChinC\le priest... who lived in a .It1Q~aste~ on the
mouJltain called Nan-yo in the province of Hang(Kol III Chma. In
lhc 37th year of Prince Umayado. i.e. in A.D. 609, a retainer .of t.he
Mikado, by name Imoko, brought them to Japan. The followmg Ill

fonnation is rCl-'Orded by ~AX MOLI..fll: in his preface to Anccdo/a OXfJ7!.

I, i. p. 10: Horiuzi, province of Yamato, head priest ([iollio J;S:ibaya:
l"TaiMpftrarnitlihridaya-slitra and UshQishadha~, ~w transferred to
the Imperial Gcl\'emmcnt. They uisted at Horillzi m 1727 .....hen the)'
were seen by Zakumio; were copied by Ziogon in the sevenleenth ~
tury: brought to Japan in 609 A.D.; may have bekJnged to Bodhl
dharma (A.D. 520) and were attributed to Kasyapa. These have been
edited br him and NANJIO in .4ncc. OIOI,. l. iii. with an appendix on
Pa1:tographkal Remarlcs on Horiuzi Palm·lea.l Mss.. by G. BO~LER "':00
remarks as follows: . The Ms. is evidently written by an. Indian scnbe
.and cannot be dated latc!" than the first half or the sixth century. The
size of the leaves is lit inches in length and from 2 to U inches broad.
Each leaf shows t1!o'O small holes. placed 3 indJes rrom either end and
almost exactly in lhe middle between the tQP and the botlom, dividing
the fourth line into three parts. The first leaf OOIItains six and a half
lines and the serond seven lines. The dJaracters .re~mble the Gupta
variety on the evidence of which BUHLER places them in thc first half
of the sixth century.

Kharosthi Dhammapadll, also caned Prakrit Dbammapada
or Manuscript Dutreuil de RhillS, consists of remarkable fragments
of a birch-bark codex which the ill-starred French travcller, M. DUTRE·

UIL 1)1-; IhllNS acquired in Khotan in 1892. The larger pan of the3C
ffal,'lIlCnts had already been acquired by M. PE'rROwSK'·, Russian Con
sul Gl-neral at KashJ,."u. through whose mediation Ihey were ~nt to the
Imperial Acadcmy at 51. Petenburg. The actual find-spot of these
frdgmcnts is 00l known. but the Kohmari cave on the hill of Godplgll
'o\-as alleged to be the somce from which the fragments were reawered
by !lOme nativcs. Both M. Du'rIlWIL ot: RlIlNS woo fir'i;t vi;;ited the
place and re«i\"f~d the fragments and M. GREN.-um who visited the spot
a month later and 9!CUTed what he beli~oed to be the rest of the Ms.
were ignorant of the actual find-spot. Acrording to STEIN this must.
l'....tt remain undecided, since his visit to the cave under discus...ion
showed that there were no traces of any recent opening visible any
where in the rock walls. The Dutreuil de Rhins Ms. is now in Pari~

while its larger portion is in St. Pl!tersburg. These £raRments are :1S'

~ignL-d to circa 200 .~.l).. ha\·c been edited by Sf:NART in jA 1898, :md
again by BARUA for the Calcutta University under the title Prakril
Dhfhll1nJJpada. On acoount of the identification of Kohmari \\Iith the
Mc Gotipi.ga, RHYS DAVIOS called thi~ codex as the Gosinga
Kharostbi Ms. (JRAS IB99, 426).

Macarmcy Collections of Fragments consist of mere scrap;;
of Mss. They had been presented 10 MT. MAC'o.RTN£,·. British Agent
in Kashgar. by thc ManaJ,:er of thc Chine~ Foreign Commerce in that
tOwn, .and are believed to have been dug out in a mound near Kudtar.
Hom"'l.£ however believed that the locality where {hest"' fragments were
found Wall; the same from which the Bower and WOOer Mss. have been
recovered. The material of these fragmellts is of three different kinds :
palm-leaf, birdt-bark and paper. The fragments number 145 pieces.
oonsisting of 13 birch-ban:, 9 palm-leaf and the rest paper.• Irrespec·
tive of the material they are in9Cribed 'o\ith two distinct types of Brah
mi: Northern Indian (Gupta) and Central Asian. They have been
reproduccd in part by HOf:RNl£ in !.4SB 1897.

Macanney ManuscriplS were obtained by .:\1r. G. MACARTNE'.
SpeciaJ Assisum. for Olinese Affain at Kashgar to Lt.-Col. Sir A. C.
TAUlOT. B:itish Resident in Kashmir. They consist of 6 sets: Set I
found in the same site as the &wer Ms. and another Ms- found hen,
tinds its place in the Weber r.·ls. The scriPt is two-fold, Central Asiall
and Northern Indian Bfihmi (Gupta). Set IV found at Karakul
Mazan Khojan about 50 miles cast of Gurna: the Ms. was simpl~'

picked up from the sand. Set 11 found al Aksufil, N.-E. of Khot:m.
Set 11,1 found at Jabu Kum, 50 to 60 miles N.·E. of Khotan. Se\ V
found in the desert at Kuk Gumbaz, 5 days' march east of Guma. Jl
wa~ found near a-circular wall of baked bri<rkg. 3 feet high in an01.ner
wall -ill which a hole plastered over wn" discovered. Set Vf \\'lt~
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picked Up from the ground at Kuk Gumb:u.. According to HOFJl.NLE
the Ms. Ib probably belongs to the 2nd century A.D. The material is
a soft kind of paper with a darkish coloor. The pagination on Ms. Ib
js on the ol:wen;e; d. p. 12 aOO\'c. Several folios of these Mss. have
~n reproduced in lASH 1897.

Birch-bark Ms. of tbe 1\o1ahibhirata in Siirada characttn oon·
laining fragments of the Adi and Vanaparvans and the whole of Sabha.
No. 159 oC 1875-76, purchased for the Government of Bombay by
BOm.ER in KaSmir. Bdongs probably la lhe 161h or 17th century. 11
is a unique and valuable manuscript. consisting of 114· folios some of
which arc fragmentary. Its siglum is S, in the critical apparatus of the
Poona Critical Edition. It represents the textus simplicior of the Great
Epic, being the shortest knetwn version. For further details \lide
SUKTHANKAR, Prolegomena., pp. X-Xl, XLVIl-XLVIII.

The oldest extant Ms. of the Adipacvan is a palm·leaf Ms.
recently acquired by Rajaguru Hcmraj Panditjiu of NflP'Il and is about
700 years old. The writing is throughout in old faded ink and it con
tains only the Adiparvan but is complete in itself without any folios
missing. The average folio measures 2t" by 2i" and contains unifonn
ly 7 lines of writing. From the specimen photographs SUKTHANKAR

OOffipared the script. with BUHLER'S PaIeographische Tafe!n and found
that it comes close to the script of TaCel VI, No. XL (Cambridge
Ms. No. 1691 of A.D. 1179). A (ull description of this oldest Nepali
manusc:riX of the Great Epic ill' given by SUKTHANKAR in his Epic
St.udies VII, Annals BORI, 19. 201-262 with (ull collations (or the Adi
pa<Van.

Th~ Paippalada Ms. of the Atharva Veda was originally in the
pcl!iI;eSSion of the library of H. H. the late Maharaja Ranbir Singb of
Jammu and Kashmir. In the year 1875 the Maharaja had this Ms.
sent to Sir William MulR, the then Lieutenant Gm-ernor-, b)' whom it
was in turn despatched to Prof. Rom of German}>. On the death of
Prof. Rom in 1895 the Ms. passed on to the Tiibingen University. It
is the most priceless Ms. 80 far as the KaSmiri recension of the Atharva
Veda is roncemed, being a codeJt uoicum. It coosists of 275 birch·
bark leaves written 00 both sides and is about 450 years old. It is
written in the S3.rada characters; size of leaves 25 cm. by 20 .an. ; text
space covers 20 br 15 cm. and the writing is in indelible ink, abElolute
Iy non~sitive to damp and water. This unique Ms. ....-as reproduced
by chromophotogrdphy by Professors M. BLOOMFJELD and R. GARBE
and published in Baltimore in 1901.

Peuowsky Manuscript. This forms a complementary codex to
the M.~. Dutreuil de Rhins and is in fact the larger part of the single
work which we know today as the Khar~thj or Prakrit Dflammo,ptJda.

The mL'11 who sold the precioos leaVe!! to the t .....o French travellers
Du'TREUIL HE RHINS and GRENANJ) took care to hide the fact. that a
larger portion of the fragments had been sold by them to the agents
of 1\'1. PET"RoWSK'·. Ru;;..'>ian Consul at Kashgar. Through: the media
tion of M. PJ,."TIlOWSKl" thi.!> collection .....as !iUbsequently sent to Sl

Pet.e:OOUTg where the Russian scholar Serge oDLm:NBURG edited the
fragments. On aa:ount of their first connection, with M. PETRowSKI

they got their naml' from him.
Weber Manuscripts. Tht Rev. F. WEBER, Mornvian Mission

.ary in Leh in Ladak rere;ved lIOme Manuscripts from an Afghan mer
mant who found them in the neighbourhood of a place allied Kuil,'1\r.
in a . hou~e' which was in nlins in his search for- buried treasure. Kui
-gar is ahout 60 miles south of Yarkhand, within the boniers of the
Chinese territory. The5e Mss. sc<:m to form a group of nine (pos.'>ibl)'
eleven) differenl Mss. All are written on paper of whkh there are t\WI

kinds.. The Mo.o.. divide themselves inlo two groups: Indian (Nos. 1-4)
and Central Ao.ian (Nos. 5-9). The rndian group io. written in the
North.We~tern Gupta chardders, similar to tho5e: in the Bower M~. :
the other is the Central Asian Nagllri. According to HOERNLE no p.art
of thl!lle Mss. can be later than c. 700 ".D. On the ba.'>is of the triden·
,tate JI he dateo. them at about T. 500 A.D. being contemporary to or 11
little anterior to the Bower MlI.

B. Cri(iC-.I1 Edi(ions.

Ha,iv(l1;Ijupurii"a von Puwadanta. edited by Ludwig ALSDOIW.
1~J6, on the basis of 3 Mss.: AlP, B" and C. Divided into two re
censions. represented by A on the one side and Band C on the other.

Kdlido.sds Salntllltrla (Bengali Recension) edited by R. PlSCH£L.
1st. cd 1877. 2nd cd. 1922. The first &iition was based 00 the follow
ing Mss. Zl~. SI7, N, R, I" : commentary of CandraSekhara : 0', Ca ;
of SaJikarn: S. All in Bengal. characters; a Devanagan Ms. 0 was
used up to beginning of Act II only. Other editions utilized: y
(Ditty 1830), fJ (Sal;. 1786), ,& (Saril 1926) and I' (Sak. 1892). For
the seoond'edition two additional Mss. Hand 8 Wen' collated, H being
.collated at beginniog: of Act 11 only. ~

Karpiiromon;ari of RiijaSckharQ. edited by $ten KONOW, 1901.
Based on .lI Ml;S. A 8:00 C Wlr, (Jain group). N19 {)II plP (Nagari),
R (Ka~miril. 5 T L" (Grantha). BuRNEl.L opined that T was copied
from S; KONOW however derived it from U, perhaps oontaminated
with 5 in iti'l colTection~. Amung the Jain Ms.~. B W are relatively
old, B being very corrupt. P is a modern transcript. NOR lire quite
modem, agreeing wilh the Jain group a.~ against. S T U. 0 R and A
C arc much more dosel)' oonnet.1.ed. The 1939 edition b)' Manomohan



(;HOSH utilised in addition 8 n~w M~~, 4 in the Southern script am:L
4 in Devanagari as follows: Devanagari D'" G I J: Tdu!,'U X Y;
Malayalam Z and Grantha V. The Southern l{e.ccnsion is inferior to,
the Northern. W is the best among these ~vlss. D resembles 0, G
goes with :-.l and I with R. J, though a Dcvanagari Ms. appears to
be a reCl'nl copy of some South Indian Ms. and resembles T U. The
Northern Recel1~ion is subdivided into two versions A C, H, P, \V and
OR (D T), N (Cl: The Southern into S, UT (.1 X Y V) with Z
agreeing partially with each.

Mahiibltarala. critically edited by Dr. V. S. SUKTHANKAN with
coo~ration of other scholars. For details see Pr(J/cgomnUl. The edi·
tion is based on a minimum of ten 1\1s.">" but many of the parvans.
stand collated from twenty, some from thirty and a few from as many
as forty; the first lwo adhyfiyas of the Adi were collated from no less
than >'.ixty M;;s. Tht chief ~cript'" repre><l"nll'd ill the "-'!ss. are ~raffij.

Devanagari transcript!> of Siiradii Mss.. Nepali, .Maithili, Bengali, Dcva
niigari, Telugu, Grantha and Malayiil<lm. The!;e Mss. divide them
selves primarily into the Northern 11Ild Southern Rccensions and cadl
divide>'. itself further into a smaller number of groups. The Northern
Recension is subdivided into the North-Western and Central Groups,
tOIll,!Vising respectively the ~rada (with its Devalmgarj transcripts
represented by the jig/a Sand K respectively), and the Nepali (l"l"),
Maithili (V), Bcngali (B) and Dcvanagari (D) respectively. The
Southern Recension is further subdivided into Telugu {T} and Grantha
(li) on the one hand and Malayi'ilam (M) on the other. The S group,
represents the lex/us simplidor. !vi represents the best Southern ver
sion. Beside; these Lhe Devrmagari versions of ATjunami~ra (Oal,
NIlakal)ta (On), and Ratnagarbha (Or) have bcell utilized. O[ the dated
Ms..;;. of Adi. the following should he noticed: Ko 1739, K, 1783, K"
1638, K., 1519, K" 1694, ~:: 1511, V, 1528. 13, 17,10, 13" 1759, B" 1786,
Da" 1620, Dr" i701. S, belongs either to the 16th or 17th cenLury
and I"l", includes a pr<ciasti of king ]ayasilhharaja lit whose bidding the
Ms. was copied. and thus poinls out to NqiHi satiJvat 516 or A.D. 1395
as the date of composition.

JHallrijJuriitw of p4Prulall/a: Adipuriil)a, edited by P. L. VAJllYA,
1937. The critical edition is based on 5 M%: GIG KM'" B" P and'
~ mmmcntary Tw*. G (1518 A.I).) is the best of these Mss. which
divide themselves into two recensions *X and 'Y: *X is rfjpusem
cd by G, *k, 'Kl (c. i5OO)' and K (c. 1600): *y is represented by the
thr~ remaining M8S. P Band M.

Muhavira«tritalll nf 81laval;huti. ediLed by Todar MALL,
1928. Altogether 18 Mss. have been collated: T1-o\ for Act 1 only;_
K E W Se 12 Mr arr cOInpletc: I, Ba Alw and Md end with Act V;

Cu Mt Mg break off with Lhe 46th verse of Act V: B was available
lor the Jast act only. Scripts: Telugu (Mt T, T 2 L Grantha (Mg
Mr 1'3 T.), Kashmiri (K), Devanagari all the rest. The Nortllern
Ht'CenHion is divided into fom minor groups as follows: i," Ba: W'I"
Se'" I 2 'v: Alw Md: and Ca'1· K B E. The Southern Recension is
constituted on T, Mt Mr and M~.

Miilatilllridhaua by Bluwabhuti, edited by Ho G. BHAN[)ARK.~R. 1st
~d. 1876, 2nd ed. 190;). Tbe first edition stands collated from the fol
\owing: (A"'), B"', C, D, En, G and N. A is the Calcutta edition of
Kailasachalldra Oatta:' N is in Telugu characters; rest in Devana~ri,

tA) C N collated throughout, B up to middle of Act X only: f) ll"",1
up to middle of Acn VI and replaced thereafter by E ; G used in Act
VIII where E shows a lacuna, and in X where B breaks off. All M~.,..

art independent of ont another, hut A D and B C appear to form
I!,roups, N agrees more with B C, and E wilh :\ D. Thus there arc
lwo major groups A' 0 E and B C N wit.h G standing between them.
For the second edition the following additional Mss. have been lISed :
Bh's, K" KO' (in s,'irada script), 0 1,. Thus collation stands from
nine Ms..,.. (A) C N 13 O(E C) Bb. K, K" O. According to BHAN
\)ARKAR all nine are independent of each other and do not allow them
selves to 1fe classified into a stmwlII. The smaller groups are. how
ever, represented by K, K", N 0, and tlle larg€r by K, K" N 0, and:
A B Bh C D. The mmmentary of Jagaddhara : Cj1H. On this basis
it should be possible to trace the genealogy of these Mss.

PtM'U/uitlllIJjn'okii,la of Yogilldu, edited by A. N. UPAllHYE. 1937,
01\ the basis of the following Mss. A"" B's C', 1"" Q'" RI" S T K
M. The Shorter Recension is represented by 'K'; from which are des
cended 'I'(M) and' K: the Longer, Recension is represented by 'P'
lrom which are derived P (R is contamin<lted with K as well as Witll
the text of Brahmadeva) or the lext of Halacandm's commentary on
the one hand, and B C and S or the text of Brahmadeva, with Q as a
lIlisch-wdex deriving from K and B C S.

Ri"i/llrly('t/(l. The probllcms connected with the critical recension cl
this epic \\'cre fiT1\t dealt with by t.be late Prof. ]ACOBI and recently hy
Dr. R1JBEtl in his S/mlieJ1. An attempt to edit it critically is being
made by Dr. Raghu VlRA of the International Academy of Indian Cui"
ture at Lahore and a trial lasciculc has been published without either
a Pml<'lI;omeFla or even a bare deseription of the critical apparatus and
the inter(('lationship between Ule various recensions of the epic. Per
haps it is reserved for the final volume. A critical edition of the North
Western Recension has been brought out by the D. A. V. College au
thorities of Lahore, bUl the reply of SUKTHANKAR to those of his Euro-
pean l,-itics who suggested that before any attempt is made to consti--
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'lute the fmal text of the Great Epic, the critical editions of all the dif.
lerent versions or recensiom should be made, holds good in this caS('.
Such critical editions natufllllt indude much secondary readings :md
.these are hard to <!elect unless lhe evidence of all extant Mss. belong
ing la different recensions and versions is taken into accounl. RUBEN'S
findinJ.:s ma)' be summarised here. Like the Mahiibhiirala. the Riimii·
)'a!:la MH!;., divide thcmseh'es into two recensions, the Northern and the
Southern, and these again subdivide themselves into two versions each.
Thus the NoJthern Recension eumprises lhe North-Western and the
North-Eastern Versions, and the Southern Recension comprises the Ver
sion or the All.ll/okalakaliku and the Version or the CommcnLary of
Ramanuja. RlJBEN believell that unlike the Mbh. tradition the Ram.
Mss. cannot be divided iOLO groups rorresponding to their script&. The
Bengali Vemon was printed by GoRR~::sIO in the editw prillr.eps of this
text since UW3.

RiimiiytJ'.IO 01 Vii/mi~i (in it;; ~onh·'\'Iostem Recension): Sundara·
~Qa, edited b)' Voovabandhu SHASJ'RI. Lahore, 1940. Based on 10
Mss. : An, F Alii, C'~, SI!, L,:tD, L

2
111. PI', RI' and ~1:I". Acalrding

to the Editor all these represent a unital')' ~r.;ion. but the question 001\'
far it i!; a uniform, non-<:onftate version. is not evident from the presem
edition. The Editor has indicated in his Pn'face his reaction to Dr.
S. K. DE'S review of the earlier parts, but missed the purport of
SUKTHANKAR'S rt'marks about critical editions of any versions which

are not entirely free- from ronftation.
Suv~abhiisollomtJ$utrtJ. herausgegeben \"011 Johannes NoREl.,

Leipzig 1937. The edition is based on seven Mss. A B1"8 C 0 El" F
and G. The first six are paper Ms.,,- in Nepali script and G is a palm
leaf Ms. in the same scriPt. Br their common faults and common
·corrections the papcr Mss. form into one group as again:>t G. Even
within the major group CF are more nearl}' related, and in a large
number of cases CF stand apart from HOE; as far as the title of the
\\'OI'k is concerned BOE have Suuor'.loIJrobhiaoltam~i411(J1iij(Ja'! against
ACF (and G) whidl have SUllor/Jlt(jna)bhiisolloRlosul1eJ1dulTajiJ. In
.addition the fragments of Sanskrit te"ts found in Central Asia COl1tain
part of our text, of immense value for the constitution of the texl in
view of their age and greater purity: for parts of chapters XIII and
XIV those recovered by Senator Otto DoNNI'.R during 1906-1908 and
edited by J. N. REtJTE'R; another part edited by F. W. THOMAS in
HOfAlNLE'S Manuscript Remains of Buddhist literature fOIUld in East
·ern Turkestan, Vcl. I, covering parts of Chapters V and xln : those
,edited by N. O. MlRONOV covering parts of Chapters nI, VI, VII and
VIII; these arc respectively indicated by the ffigla R, H and M ; HMR
.agree in l,,'Teat measure with G. As testimonio the editor has utilised
Cine!le and Tibetan translations :-( 1) Chinese translations: of Dhar,

mak.5cma (c. -114·433'), l·tsing (c. 700); Tibetan lrallslations: Tib. 1
{between 700-55 A.I):>' Tib. nand Tib. II1 (between 804-16). In
addition there is in the Berlin Collection of Turfan MElS. a portion of
the Khotan-Saka translation, edited by St.eo KoN'OIY. Further details
regarding the c\'aluation of all these witnesses for the con.stilutU, tex
/I./'$ should be ~athered from N08EL'S learned introduction.

SlOLEcr BIBLlOGRt\I'HY

This bibliography is only iotended as a pointe.r lO further studies
in the methods oI textual criticism as developed for various dasses of
problems connected with different types cl literature and is lherefOll'
nOt meant to be exhaustive. Thus no reference is given. for instance.
lO the fruitful d=ekJpment of te:ctual criticism as applied to Biblical
studies.

A
BlRT,"fhI!odoc KritiJr. und HnnltlteuJik, MUnctlen 1913 (Ivan \'01'

MULLER'S Handburlt cler Altertums....isscn9ChaIt 11 ). A very formal
treatise dealing in great detail with te"tual problems connected
with Greek and Latin cLassics. It is meant only for advanced
~tual critics.

EOCERTON, F. PailcOllZ7ltTO RtallUtruded 1924: American Oriental
Series Nos. 3-4. A usclul and particularly well-illustrated book on
the practical application of the doctrines of textual criticism to
a dass cl problems whim is not generally met with in Latin or
Greek dassics. Naturally the condusion.... arrived at are important
tbough somewhat controversial, particularly in opposition to those
enumerated by HERTEl. in his Pmicatanlro (HOS. 11-14'),

HALL, 1". W. Componitm to Closmol Texts, Oxford 1913: is an excel
lent introduction to the !;Ubje<:t, giving detailed account of the
history of Greek and Latin Texls, and !.he principles of textual
criticism applied to them cover pages 108-198-

HAVET, L. MOI!4lel de critique lIeTbale oPPliquie O'Ux tutu kJljfl~,

Paris 1911. This is ;l map "'ork in Latin textual criticism and
contains most of the precKru~ doctriOC'i> of textual criticism hidden
in a mass of examples and therefore meant only for very criticnl
readers.

JlCBB, Sir Richard C. Textual Criticism, pp. 120·733 in A Companum
If' Gn-ek Studies" edited by ~rd WIJlBJ.,h-V, Cambridge Univer
sity Prcss 1916. A good llccount of the 'i1lbject, indispensable for
English readers.
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Be~ide;; the works ITlf.'nlioned under A above: the following have'
been utilized in the prcparatinn nr this work:

BHAND,\RKAR. n. (j. Mrilrllillllidllfll'(I--2nd edition. Bombay 1905.

SUh.THA"'KAR. V. S. P,mt!OH:fIlU to the critical edition 01 the Adi·
parvan of the Mahabh:irala. Poona 1933. A work 0( capital im
ponana: wherein the fundamental principles of textual criticisfll
as applit.d to c1alil!ical texl£ of Europe have been discussed de 1101)0

from the Indian standpoint and determined once for all fO!" mndi·
tiens which have not come within the experience of textual critics
in tht- West. The basi~ of tellOtual criticism for furthl'r WC1'k in
Indian c1a§ics.
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13UHLm, L. /"di:if:he PaJaevgmIHI;". Slrrt5!lbuTJ:. 1f!96.
En~lish, as r~vised by FI.f:ET. has aPf.ICllrev. ll~ a
the India//. .'1l1tiqUflTy for 1904. withmlt plate~

DF., S. K" Ud)'"f.flfX1l1'on of the critical edition of the Mahiibhiircna,
Poona 1939-40.

KONQW, Sten. Kur/,iiTfmlUnjmi. J-1an:ard 1901 (J-IOS. ·1).

.MALL, Todar. MuhiivirtI'Ccn-ita. Oxford 1928.

P1SCHEL. R.. Sakrullol4-2nd edition. Harvard 1921 (HOS. 16).

l\'INTt.'RNIT1.. H;stury of [ndton. LiJcuNun, Calcutta.
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SUKTHANKAN. V. S. Epic Studies I-VIlI: /BBRAS (N~J 4. 157·
178: .'Iwuds 80NI 11.165-191, 259-283: 11).,90-113: 17.185-202;.
18.1·76: 19.201·262: Ku".. FI?5/scl"ill 472-487: Epic Questions, I.
BuUeti,1 DCRI 1.1-7. The>;<: studies aUempt to answer with great
precision and in detail some of the fundamental critici5ms whidl
were le\'ellcd a,l(aill;;t '.hf' pllnciples which SCKTHANKAR had
evolved or Oleir ::J.P1>tication in particular rontexts, and are oonse
quently of inestimable help to students ar textual critici5m. They
are lucid, to the point. and illuminating many dark corners of the
subject which could not he properly dealt ,\~th in detail in the
/'rolego-meml.

l\'lAAS, Paul. Tf;.llkritik. Leipzig 1927 (Einlcitung in die Altt..Tlurns
wi~;;enschuft hcrausgegeben \'on Alfred GICRCKE and Edullrd NOROE;.;"
[:I). Onc ol the cIClIr<.-'St and best Ixloks on the subject, gi\"ing.
succinctly and in algrbraic formul~ all the lunciaml=ntal principl~

ur the SUbjL'Cl illustrated at I.he end with !'OITIC ,;elect ('xamplel.
Vl'f)' useful and I!lIggestive.

I'OSTI;ATt:, J. P. (I) Textual Criticism, pp. 791-8ai of .1 Compwliun
III LUli" Sllfdie$~ edited by Sir John ·Edwin SANIlYS, Cambridgl!"
University Press 1913. ('2) TCliwal Criticism in Enc:yclopaed1tJ
B,ittumica14 Vol. 22. pp. 6-11. Pcrh::lPS the most brilliant but
~ort ~ccount of textual criticism in the English langUlI!!.c.

!{um:;l'i, \\1alter. Stud,,.>! ~Ijr Ttdgdchi.r:hlt dllJ Ramii)'(I,!u, SIUlIgart
1936 (&tmer Orientalistische Studien Hert 191. Follows in great
detail L'le lill('S laid down b)' 5uKTH.\NKAR for the Mbh. as applied
tu the t(':(tual histclry or f.tamii)"2Qll. Indispensable for critical
students of the epic.
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Abbreviations, H.

ac:c:epteds, 73.
accidental coincidence, 47.
accidental elTo~ 23, 54.
actors' interpolations. 62.
adaptation{s), 3" 8l.
additions. 22, 23'
adscript.", 56.
age of a l\'!!i. 20.
agreement in a number of peculiar

readinllS, 38.
alterations by cmsurc. 23.
amanuensis, 74.
anagrammatism, 55, 57.
ancient commentaries, 34, 81.
ancient parallels. 68, 74.
ancient redllclors, 27.
anthologies, 33.
antiquarian phase of textual criti·

cism, 32.
appuralus €rilku.s, 33. 79. 85. 86.
archaism. 51. 72.
archetype, 32, 40, 46. SO, 53, 6S,

75, 76, 85.
ArjunamiSl'a, 42-
assimilation to neighbouring CDn·

16t, 55.
authentic text. 30.
authori9Cd text, 21,
<luIOf'l:raph. 17. 30. 38. 53. 5<1. 87.

Bakhshali Ms. 5.
balance of probability, 51, 85, 86.
BHANI>ARKAI<, R. G. 26, 27, 44.
Bhiiralamaiijari of K!lcmendra, 34.
Bhavabhuti. 19, 26.
bhurja, 4.
bilingual wnes, 29.
birch·bflrk, I. 4. 8. 11. 16. 20.

biscriptal zones. 29.
Bmrusus ftrWtUifera, 6.
&v.'er Ms.., 5, 6. 10.
Brihmi, 3, 4, 5. 10, 12.
Brllalkathii. 44.
Bricks, 8.
BOHLER. 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13.
BURNELI.. 5.

CallOUS of criticism, 72.

Cauuoguj Calalogoru'/Il of AUF-
Itl'ClIT. 35.

caW10/:llU raisonnes. 35n.
L'ertain readings, 36.
certified copies, 16.
chalk. 9.
Chinese Translations, 28, 33.
Chinese Transliterations, 28.
choice of a readin!::. 26.
citations, 29.
c1assificatiOfl of Mss., i9.
codex "I/icum. 37.
collation. 32, 33. 35, 39, 78.
roIoored ink, 9.
commentaries, 29.
community or source, 38n, 39.
complex mixture of different lines

of tradition. «.
completion of mechanical dam·

ages, 84.
L'Ompositor, 22.
l:umpositors art, 21.
oor....:ordance of printed editions~

86.
configuration of Mss.. 70.
L"Onftated Mss., 27, 43. 44. SO, 82.
L'Oflftated readings, 56.
confiatkm, ZS, 50, 76. 82.
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...vllfusio.l of (similar) letten;, 5.'1,
56.

.confusion of words, ~.

cooja1urc, 55, 71, 74,
_fOTljectural addition, &I,
l'Onjectllral athetisation. 84.
mnjet.:t\lra! emendation. 66, 73,

84, 85.
L'Unservations, 3811.
l.'Of1l;ervalive critiC', 69.
·mnaervative text, 71.
ronstituted reading, 73.
-constitution of the t('Xl, ;)5.

L'Ontamination, SO.
mttOll_cIoth. 2, 5.
~ulT\.If.ll (pao;sages).54.
l.uITuplions. 47, 48. 54, 63. in.
.copjt'S of copies, 15. 2<).
'fopper·plate(s), 7.
~oppcr·plate Rrants. 15.
l'Oppcr rinRs. 8.
~:oprin'g of MS.'>.. IS.
<-urrcdOl"(s). 26, 27.
C'Jr)'/Jha umbruculi/na. 6.
~:ourt library, l3.
.critical apparntu!i, 70. 78, 79. 81,

&3. 86, 87.
.critical edition, 35.
.critical reccn~ion 30, 39, 52. 70,

73, 8-1. 86, 88.
.£rili'lue lierbrflc, 86,
crossing, 42, 28.
-(.'uneiform, 3.
Curtiu!\, 4. 5. 9.

Definite (edition). 21.

dclenda, 11.
deliberate (errors). 23. 54.
deri,-ation of Mss., 38.
dcri"cd oopies, 41.
dc>.c.ripti"e ca{aloguc~, 35,
Devabodha, 52.
Devanagari. 29.
Dharlfl1ii. 2S.

DIHlt!VA. K. H., 69.
Die Safe t·o" J!,~ya#;'fQ" 3·1.
different hands al \\'Ork on a Ms..

23.
DIKSUlT. K. N., 3.
direct quotations, 33.
diSCIlrdant readings. 49.
diSl'Ordant variantI';, 71.
discrepancies. &2.
discrepant type, 79.
discrepant versions. 51.
Oitt.o6lraphy, 56, 58.
di\'efge<lt rea.din·p, 82.
divination (tli,.inoli.. ), 55. 06.
doctrinal interpolation, 62.
document( sL I, 8. 16, 30. 35.
documental pmbability. &1. 70,

71, 74.
documental tranf>mission. 14.
documentary evidence, 30.
OOo.:umentary probability. 47. 49,

64, 66.
doubtful readings. 73.
DuTREUIL DE RHIN$, 23.

'£OCI')n'ON. F.. 31. 32, 44. 85.

c1ectic. 28, 75.
Eknalha. ?:T.
f!lIlendrtlio. 30, 31. 86. 88.
emendation. 66. 70, n.
emended (passagc~), 54.
o!pitomes. 34, 81.
erroneous words or passages, 11.
•::"egcsis, 69.
exemplar, 20, 21.
extant Ms..... 15.
extant ....itnesses. 37.
l.'Xtemal arrangement of M!15. 9.
exlrinsic probabilit)', 64.

Facsimiles. 20. 37.
false recollections. 60.
family of Mss., 39.
felicitous conjecture, 41.

filiation of Mss., 52.
first hand, SO.
fJorilegia, 33, 81.
Fragments qf Budd"ist Drum~,

10.
fusion (of texts). 43. SO.

Genealogic<ll evidence, 46.

genealogical method, 37, 44, 47,
49, 88.

.genealogy of Mss., 36, 40.
genealogical rclationship (of

Mss.). 32, 38, n, 76, 78.
general accoont of M!'S., 78.
general family characteristics of

I _.39.
:;ODE, P. K., 42.
Godfrey Collection. 5, 6.
gold·plates. 7.
gramm::Jtical :lssimiJation to oon

text. 59.
.(;uuadhya·s BrltattaJllii. 28.

Hala's Satlasai, 33.

HAll. F. W., 30. 32, 55.
hand·transcription, 21.

i haphazard transmission. 24.

I
Haplography, 56, 57.
Harappa, I, 2, 3, 4.

\

: harmonising interpolations, 62.
HARSHE, R. G. 87n.
Heuristics, 31, 86, 88.
Higher Criticism, 31.
highly probable readings, 36.
hinfula, 9.
history of a text, 31.
Hitopadda. 44.
HOERNL£, 6, 8, 12.
homoeoareta. 56.
homorographon, 57.
homoooleuta, 56.
Horiuzi palm·leaf Ms., 6.

j HORT, 43.
Hsiian-Chwang, 6.

i,,
,,.,,

h)l)()thetical common ancestor,
39, 40.

hypothetical source, 39.

Incorporation of marginalis, 60.

Indus script, 2. 4.
Indus Valley ci\'ili~tion. 13.
ink-well, 2, 9.
immediate cop~', 21-22.
innovations, 38.
inscribed twists. 5.
inscriptions, 15.
instrument of writing, 9.
intentional omissions, 1L
interchange of words and phrasei,

60.
interlinear corrections, 27, 80.
interlinear f("3dings, 25.
intermixing, 28, 50, 42.
interpolation, 55, 6().61.
inlerpretation, 32, 69.
intrinsic character of readings, 63.
intrinsic fitness, 68.
intrinsic merit, 70.
intrinsic probability, 49, 51, 64,

65, 66, 70, 71, 74.
intrinsic purity (of texts), 43.
involuntary (errors), 23, 54.
isolated readings, 49, 50.

)agaddhara, 27.

jalhal;la's Suktimukliivoli, 33.
luyadhavoiii. 25.
Jayamangoi~jkii, 13.
JEOB, 54.
jnanade,'a, 87.
JnaneSvar, Z1.
,niintSllari. Z1, 87.

Kalidiisa, 19. 61.
KiiJidasa's Siiklmtala, 62.
Kiim(J!lUlra, 13.
Kiivyamimii1ilsii, 16.
Kharo$thi, 3. 4, 5.
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Kharosthi Dhalllmapada. 5, 10.
12.

Kharosthi Documents, 9.
Kharosthi inscriptions, 10.
KOSAMRI, D. D. 3n.
K¥mcndra. 28.

Lacuna(el. 62, 24.
L.4..NGOON, 4.

later accretions, 74.
laxity and ignorance of scribes.

?:l.
leather, 2.
leaves, 2.
lect., diOitiJior. SI. oon, 72.
legends on coins, 16.
Iibraries,12.
licensed transmission, 24.
Lilasuka Bilvamangala. 88.
line of descent, 40.
Upography, 56.
localized corruptions, 84.
local version(s). 17, 26.
Lower Criticism. 86.
LODERs. 34.

MAss, Paul. 84.
Macartney Collection. 12.
Macarlney Mss.. 12.
MACKAY, 2, 9.
Mahiibharala, 31, 33, 31\, 42. 50,

51, 57, 60, 67, 72. 73, 7i, 8S.
Mahadhavalri. 25.
Mahiyana BuddhisL"-. 28.
MrdUivjrocorita, 26, 56. 57.
main 'postulate of textual criti-

cism. 46.
Miilctimadhava. 26. «.
MALL, Todar, 26.
rnanuscript(sl, 30.
marginal oorrection5. 21.
marginalia, 26, 80.
MARSHAL, Sir John. 1. 2.
Mauryan characters, 3.

McCRINDLE, 7.
medianical (errors), 23.
mechanical reproduction, 20.
MetJroduto al Kiilidasa, 33.
met31~ lor writing, 7.
microfilm, 78.
minium, 9,
misch-eodices. 27-28, 42.
mislection, 47, 48.
mistranscription, 55,
MlTRA's No/icn, 35.
mixture, 42, 47.
Mohenjo-Daro, 1, 2, 3, 4, 9.
mutual relationship of M$.. 38n.

Naqadhiyo, 13.
Niinyadeva's Bhorolobhii$ya, 37_
Ncarchos, 4, 5, 9.
Nepalese Poik.fJ/o'l/ra, 44,
Niedere Textkritik, 86.

Obvious imitations, 33,
omission(s), 22.
omission of letters, 11, 57.
omiSbion of syllables, 57.
omission of words. 38.
oral tradition, 13.
oral transmission, IS,
original, <\6.
original copies, 15.
original document, 16.
original reading!>, <\ 1, 75,
ofi!:inal reading of archetype, 46,
originality of agreements, 48.

Podm0fnn'ii1:to. 34.
pagination of Mss.., 12.
PaiSaci, 28.
palm·lear. 9, 11, 16, 2'0,
palm-leaf Mss.., 10.
palm-leaves, 6, 8, 12.
poiicotantra, 43, 60, 84.
Panco/antra RUOl'lslructed. 31, 32_
Pat;lini's A~tiitlh>·(jyi, 13.

paper, 8, 11, 16, 2'0.
paper M!i6., 10.
parablepsia, 56_
parallel versions, 34, 86.
paraphrase(s). 34,
parchment, 2.
parodies, 33.
parSviib1lyuduya of Jinascna, 3·1.
Patanjali, 13.
pae"a, 42.
pOlhal/lora, 42.
pathology of texts, 22.
pedigr«, 28, 38, 73, 81, 82.
pedigree of M5S., 40.
PETEHSON, 5.
phonetic confusion, 58.
photo-ropies, 78.
pictographic alphabet, 3.
pictographic characters, 2.
PISCHEL, 36.
PoSTGATE, 43n, 74,
Prakrit Dlraml1lapada. 10, 23.
praSostis, SO.
precipitate emendation, 67,
presumptive variant(s). 50.
prisms 'of crystal, 8.
problem of recension, 41.
professional copyist. 29.
protected transmisston, 24.
psychological error!!, 22. 24, 54.
punctuation, 9, 10, 11.
Purat;las, 34.
PiiIl)abiJadra, 44.

Quotations, 29.

RiijaSekhara, 16.
Riimiiy~, 13.
ravages of time. Zi.
received text, 82.
recensio, 30, 31, 36, 86, 88.
recension, 49, 55, 63. 82.
recognitio, 36.
reciter(s), 17.
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redaetor{s), 17, 28, 61.
red lead, 9.
rejected variants, 85.
relative age ·of Mss-, 79.
relative trustworthiness of Ms;;..

36.
repetitions, 58.
reviser(s), 21, 23, 28.
revision of a Ms., 25, 26.
1!gveda, 14.
RICE, 5.
rotographs, 78.
royal library, 13,

Saccidananda Baba, 87.
Sakuntalii episode, 34.
Siikunlafa, 36.
Sande§arasaka, 60.
$iirailgdharapaddhati, 33,
scientiClc interpretation, 67, 68.

71, 73.
scribal emendations, 43.
scribal errors, 39,
second hand, SO.
seccmdaT)' agreement, 75.
secondary features. 76.
secondaT)' (interlrelalionship, 75.

76.
semivoluntary corruptions, 58.
scmivoluntary errors, 23, 54.
selection (u/cetio) , 55.
short interpolations, 83, 85.
siglum (plural sig/d) , 79, 81. 82.
silver plates, 7.
Simpliciof". 44.
skins used for writing, 6.
SMITII, Vincent, 7.
solecism, 51, 61, 72.
solitary witnesses, 36.
Somadcva, S. 28.
S01dhcn PlJJicalan/,o. 44.
starred fonns, 81.
s/emma, 41, 46, 47, 52.
slemma cfJdicum. 40, 42, SO, 81.
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WESTOOTT, 43.
WINTERNln, 70.

WOLF, 36.
wood for writing, 2.
wooden boards, 5.
wooden covcr~ for Mss., 12.
writing material~, 2, 7, I5.
Il'Titing tablets, 2.
written ardlelype, 37.
written text(s), 13, 15.
wrong combination, 55.
wrong division of words, 59.
wrong junction, 59.
wrong separation, 55.

Variant(s), 42.

variant bearers, 42, SO.
Vii!uvadattii, 6.
Vedic ell:elo:esi~, 68.
Vigraha IV, 8.
virtUe!! of a scribe, 24.
visual errors, 22, 24, 54.
Viiivanatha's j(rJsrJkrJlpalaru, 37.
voluntary corruptions, 53.
voluntary errors, 2.1, 54.
vulgar script, 29.
vulgate, 82.

lransposition of syllables. 57.
true readings, 36.
lrUstWOrthy Mss-, 35.
mrmeric, H.

Y('!Iow pigment., 11.

Unauthorised improvemcnt~, 45.

uniform tradition, 29.
unlicensed transmission, 24.
unorilo:inal reading, 75.
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Talltriikh)'ayiltii, 44.
Taxilla Copper-plate grant, 6.
tclrt. I.
textual antiquarian, 63.
textual critic, 63.
textual crilidsm, 1, 14, 30, 31, SS',
tEJ:/U5 {)TlUllior, 77.

lexlus simplidtn, 77.
le~limolljum (p1U1<1I teslimonia).

33. 63, 78, 81.
Tibetan lranshttions, 28, 33.
Tibetan transliterations, 2.8.
traceable errors of copying, 45.
traditional reading, 63, 64, 74.
transcriber. 78,
transcriptional error, 42.
transcriptional probability, 47, 49,

64, 65, 66. .
translations, 29, 33. 68.
transmission of M!>.~., 40.
transmitted copies, 37.
transmitted reading, 63, 64.
transmitted text, 21, 28, 45, i1.

76, 83.
transposition of leticrs, 57.
transposition of parts of ,,"ouis,

58.

stones for writing, 8, 19, 20.
stones. maltreatment of, 19.
SlOOes, weathering of, 20.
STEIN (Sir Aurel), 5, 7.
Strabo, 7.
Subandhu, 6.
subarchetypc, 40, SO, 51, 75.
subrccension, 82.
substitutions, 22, 23, 61.
subvariants. 42, 49, 85.
SUKTIIANKAR. V. S., 25. 29, 31,

SO, 51, 59 n, 60, 67, 70, 74, 84,
88.
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